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Gov't probes hospital finances 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
THE TERRACE Health Watch Group 
will soon learn whether or not Mills 
Memorial Hospital has been spending 
health care dollars efficiently and ef- 
fectively. 
After months of badgering the provin- 
cial government for an independent effi- 
ciency audit of Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal, the finance ministry has finally 
agreed to conduct he review. 
Don Ritchey, co-head of the heath 
watch group, which advocates for im- 
provements to local health care, said 
the efficiency audit will once and for all 
determine the state of the hospital's fi- 
nances. 
"It will either prove there's not en- 
ough money from Victoria to run the 
hospital, or it'll show there are ineffi- 
Ministry 
puts new 
Skeena 
school 
on hold 
A NEW PROBLEM ap- 
pears to have crept into 
plans to replace aging 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School. 
The provincial treasury 
board doesn't approve of 
the school district's deci- 
sion to build the new 
school as a separate struc- 
ture beside Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary, says assis- 
tant superintendent An- 
drew Scruton. 
What the treasury board 
wants, Scruton said, is to 
build an addition on to Ca- 
ledonia instead. 
Creating one large 
1,300-student school 
would be less expensive 
than constructing a separ- 
ate school beside Cal, the 
treasury board suggests. 
"It would save the pro- 
vince a considerable 
amount of money," Scru- 
ton said of the treasury 
board, which is an arm of 
the finance ministry and 
must give monetary appro- 
val to projects. 
But school board 
trustees don't want to 
build one large Grade 8 to 
12 school. 
"Big schools like that 
become impersonal." 
Scruton said. "It's difficult 
to build up school spirit." 
He said if one large 
school was built, it would 
have to add another layer 
of administration to run the 
school, which would be 
costly. 
As for the education 
ministry, if it doesn't ap-.. 
prove of constructing the 
new school as a separate 
entity beside Caledonia, it 
will mean starting the 
planning process all over 
again, said Scruton, 
"It means a significant 
set back," he said, 
Education ministry offi- ,  
cial Terry Foster said the,. 
ministry is still undecided" 
on the location of a new 
school. 
However, Foster stres-' 
sed the ministry is eager to ' 
move on and to get it built. ; 
"The ministry is going 
to continue to support he' 
replacement of Skeena Ju- 
nior Secondary,? she said. 
"The fundlng is secure," 
ciencies in spending," Ritchey said. 
Ritchey said he's appalled the hospi- 
tal can only afford to operate 39 beds 
(including 10 psychiatric beds) when its 
approved for 52 beds. 
"Where's all the money going?" he 
said. 
In a letter to the health watch group, 
David Fairbotham, from the finance 
ministry's internal audit branch, supports 
an independent review to investigate a 
number of the hospital's pending prac- 
tices. 
"The purpose of the audit would be 
assess whether the hospital has provided 
the services for which it was funded by 
the ministry and the Terrace and Area 
Health Council....", Fairbotham states in 
the letter. 
"Our focus would include assessing 
whether adequate internal controls are in 
place to ensure the effective and effi- 
cient delivery of these services." 
The letter states the government is
willing to examine the hospital's finan- 
cial procedures and controls, the budget 
allocation and use of resources for the 
CT scan and nuclear medicine programs, 
as well as the money provided for beds 
and reasons for admissions restrictions. 
Mary Persson, director of operations 
for the finance ministry's internal opera- 
tions branch, said it's rare for the gov- 
ernment o agree to conduct an effi- 
ciency audit. 
"This isn't a common practice," Pets- 
son said. "This is unique situation be- 
cause it's been ongoing for a while. The 
health watch group has written a lot of 
letters." 
LOCK IT UP: ICBC claims adjuster Angle Fraser when the weather clears. There have been five 
always locks her steering wheel with an anti-theft reported automobile thefts in Terrace, Kitimat 
device when she leaves her car, ICBC says vehi- and Prince Rupert so far this year. That's down 
cle thefts always peak in the summer and fall from nine in the same time period last year. 
Car thefts expected to rise 
ICBC fear movie will teach youths to steal vehicles 
ICBC OFFICIALS are asking B.C. drivers to lock their 
car doors this summer in light of a new movie, due out 
soon ,  
The movie, Gone in 60 Seconds, features Nicholas 
Cage as the ringleader of a gang of car thieves out to 
steal 50 cars for a shady businessman. 
Although the movie features adults who steal high, 
end vehicles, ICBC manager Frank Fekete says it makes 
stealing cars look tun and exciting. 
"It might even show kids how to steal the car," he ad- 
ded. 
So far this year only five vehicles from Terrace, Kiti- 
mat and Prince Rupert have been reported stolen to 
ICBC. 
Though that's only half the nine vehicles swiped for 
the same time period in 1999, Fekete " says It s really too 
early to bank on those kind of statistics, 
around for a few hours and then dump it in a deserted 
area, 
So it's best o use common sense, lock vehicle doors 
and keep keys out of the vehicle when you're not in it, 
he said. 
'TII never understand the people who leave their keys 
in the car," Fekete added. "They're just asking for 
trouble." 
Last year, the number of stolen cars and trucks here 
peaked when 44 vehicles were stolen from Terrace, Kitl- 
mat and Prince Rupert combined ......... 
That was up ahnost 16 per cent from 1998, when 38 
vehicles were stolen in the northwest, said Fekete. 
iCBC's Top 10 hit list includes the 1988 to 1996 
Honda Civic, the 1991 to 1995 Dodge and Plymouth 
Caravans and the 1982 to 1996 Ford pickup. 
Several automobile manufacturers have since installed 
"Around here it's a crime of opportunity," said Fek- anti-theft immobilizers. 
ete, "And it's a lot nicer to steal cars in the summer, .... Honda Accords are fifth on the list with Chevy pick- 
He said most veliiele thefts can be attributed to joy u ' ' ps, Honda Preludes, GMC pickups, Oldsmobde 
rides - where thieves jump in an unlocked car, drwe it Coupes and Dodge pickups rou lding out the list. 
She said the ministry of finance 
agreed to do the review to determine how 
efficiently Mills Memorial operates. 
"By doing this we can help lay some 
issues to resl," Persson said. 
Persson can't estimate the timeline or 
the cost of the review (paid for by the fi- 
nance ministry) until the health watch 
group has determined exactly what it 
would like investigated, 
Ida Mohler of the health watch group 
said along with the areas the ministry has 
proposed to examine, she wants auditors 
to confirm the hospital's 1999-2000 finan- 
cial statements. 
"Hopefully after this report is done, 
the ministry is going to have to conclude 
there aren't enough funds coming to 
Terrace," Mohler said. "That would be a 
good thing." Don Ritchey 
Douglas to plea g lilty 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
AARON DOUGLAS has spent almost a year in jail fight- 
ing criminal charges resulting from the June 12, 1999 acci- 
dent at the intersection of Hwyl6 and Hwy37 which killed 
two Caledonia grads. 
But on May 24, the 20-year-old Terrace man, accused of 
driving a stolen car while intoxicated, fleeing police and 
hitting and killing Laura Lee, 17, and Renaud Fontaine, a 
19-year-old Belgian exchange student, changed his mind. 
That's when Douglas' lawyer, Craig Sicotte, appeared 
before a supreme court justice via video conference and ap- 
plied for a July 17 disposition hearing. 
"That really means he's going to plea guilty," said 
Crown lawyer Bill Hilderman. "We don't know exactly to 
what yet." 
Hilderman said he expected Sicotte, who declined com- 
ment, to ask for the hearing after a change of venue appli- 
cation to move the judge and jury trial to Vancouver was 
denied last month. 
Douglas has been in custody in Prince George since he 
was charged last June with nine charges including criminal 
negligence causing death, impaired driving causing death 
and possession of stolen property. 
Hilderman said he's prepared to negotiate with Sicotte 
on Douglas' lesser charges as long as Douglas "spends a 
lengthy period in jail" on the two criminal negligence caus- 
ing death charges, which carry a maximum life jail term. 
"Quite clearly there's no room to move on those 
charges," he said. Douglas entencing isscheduled July 17. 
TIqE STEPFATHER to Douglas, Reginald Fortin, is expec- 
ted in courl June 16 to fix a trial date for a Young Offen- 
ders Act charge stemming from the charges laid against 
Douglas. 
Fortin is pleading not guilty to failing to properly super. 
vise Douglas while he was out on bail at the time of the 
fatal accident. 
Meanwhile, ICBC wants a civil suit in connection with 
the accident moved to Vancouver. See Page A2. 
Biologist's report 
under review 
TERRACE HABITAT biologist Dionys de Leeuw is still 
fighting the environment ministry for wages he lost after 
being suspended for wriling a controversial report on 
grizzly bears. 
The BC Government Employees' Union (BCGEU) is 
continuing efforts to retrieve two week's salary lost after 
the ministry suspended de Leeuw for circulating a report 
condemning the ministry for allowing grizzly bear hun- 
ring to continue. 
de Leeuw's report criticizes the ministry's bear popu- 
lation estimates, aying they are too high. The govern- 
meat's grizzly bear population umbers tate there are 
about 5,000 more bears than de Leeuw estimates. 
Doug Dryden, B.C. Environment's wiklllfe branch dir- 
ector says he hasn't yet read de Leeuw's paper, but said 
he believes current provincial estimates that there are 
between 10,000 and 13,000 bears in B.C. 
"We think through large parts of the province that po- : 
pulations are healthy," he said. In certain areas where 
numbers are lower there are recovery plans in place and 
hunting closures, Dryden added. "Our view is that the: 
populations aren't in jeopardy and and hunting certainly. 
isn't at a level where it could be considered a conserva- 
tion concern at all." 
BCGEU staff member Wes Law said de Leeuw's 
grievance is currently being processed. But Law doubts 
the grievance will be easily settled. Instead, he exEects 
a third party mediator will need to be brough! . i l l~  ~ 
the dispute. ~- - - - -  
As for de Leeuw's paper, the ministry has retrieved 
all circulated copies and forwarded the paper to the pro- 
vince's Grizzly Bear Scientific Advisory Committee for 
a review. 
John O'Riordan, assistant deputy minister, said Ihe 
review will conclude whether or not de Leeuw's report is 
scientifically validated, He expecls the committee to 
complete and submit its review to the ministry June 12, 
Fore more, please see Page AS. 
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lC .Be wants 
! 
suit moved 
r 
i I(:BC LAWYERS want a negligent death suit filed in con- 
: ncction with the deaths of two Caledonia grads last year 
• heard in Vancouver instead of in Terrace. 
And the provincial crown corporation wants the suit 
heard by a judge alone instead of by a judge and jury. 
One of the two people killed in the accident was Laura 
l.cc, who was 17 at the time of her death. It is her parents, 
: Nancy and Gordon Lee, who have filed the suit. 
It names Aaron Douglas, the man accused of driving the 
stolen car which struck a vehicle containing Lee and the 
second Caledonia grad, Belgian exchange student Renaud 
Fontaine, at the intersection of Hwyl6 and Hwy37 June 12, 
,1999. 
But when Dougms, who is expected to plead guilty July 
,17 to criminal charges arising from the accident, didn't re- 
spend to the suit, ICBC became liable in default. That's be- 
, cause the car Douglas driving was stolen, and therefore un- 
insured. 
The Lees are filing under B.C.'s Family Compensation 
', Act which allmvs families to sue for damages on behalf of 
i a deceased spouse, parent or child. 
The Lees are asking for more than the $12,000 to 
i $2(),f)00 ICBC historically has paid in this kind of circum- 
', stance because, they say, Laura was an exemplary teen that 
I would have clone more for her parents in later life. 
Local ICBC manager Frank Fekete says there just isn't 
the case law from past court cases to substantiate a higher 
.monetary award. 
"What is the value of somebody at a younger age com- 
pared to a mother or father with kids?" he asked. 
Fekete said the Lees' lawyer, Jim Hanson from Surrey, 
has m~,cle no attempt o settle the claim. 
Methanex closure 
affects local workers 
NEARLY 20 LOCAL resi- 
dents who work at Metha- 
nex in Kitimat are affected 
by  last week's announce- 
',ment that the company 
'.will close its methanol 
plant for up to a year be- 
ginning July 1. 
All told, 125 workers 
will be offered various op- 
tions, including re-training 
at the plant, following the 
company's announcement 
that costs are outweighing 
revenue.  
"We're going to keep 
our people gainfully 
employed,"  said plant 
manager Wilber Walker 
last week, also adding that 
all jobs are secure. "The 
bottom-line is we don't 
want to lose anyone." 
I IVlethanex has been 
troubled for some time by 
I tile .gap, beween:, costs ~and 
income and has tried to 
sell its Kitimat operation. 
The company blames 
the cost of the natural gas 
used as the raw material 
for methanol and the fees 
Pacific Northern Gas 
charges to deliver gas 
through its pipeline as a 
reason for high expenses. 
Methanex calls those costs 
"high and non controll- 
able." 
Walker said Methanex 
has had discussions with 
Pacific Northern Gas about 
its pipeline fee but that the 
results haven't been satis- 
factory so far. 
As for the cost of natur- 
al gas, Walker said Me- 
thanex buys the product on 
the open market and is a 
victim of the booming 
American economy be- 
cause demand there for 
natural gas is causing 
price hikes in Canada. 
"The company intends 
to work with employee 
task teams to identify op- 
portunities to use this time 
to further strengthen and 
broad work relevant skills 
and qualifications for the 
benefit of both employees 
and the company," a Me- 
thanex press release said 
May 24. 
As well, Methanex says 
it will grant approved 
leaves of absences to em- 
ployees and may consider 
giving some workers a por- 
tion of their next year's 
vacation allotment this 
year. 
Located on the same 
property are two ammonia 
plants, owned by Japane- 
se-controlled Pacific Amo- 
nia Inc. One uses hydrogen 
produced by  Methanex as 
a by-product of methanol. 
It'll be affected by the 
Methanex closure. The 
second can operate inde- 
pendently of Methanex's 
hydrogen by-product and 
provides about 40 per cent 
of the current ammonia 
production. Methanex does 
supply the workforce for 
the two ammonia plants. 
It is not yet known how 
the closure will affect one 
potential suitor for the 
plant, Aeetex Corporation. 
The closure announce- 
ment has prompted a bond 
rating service to put Paci- 
fic Northern Gas Ltd.'s 
debt rating "under review 
with negative implica- 
tions." 
That's because Motha- 
nex accounts for about 40 
per cent of the gas compa- 
ny's gross sales and 60 per 
cent of its gas deliveries. 
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Information : Johanne Langlois 
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The Skeena Sawmills 'Big Bike' team cycles down Lakelse Ave- 
nue, May 27, The team was one of many who took part in the 
ride to promote health, 
The 'Big Bike' is an annual affair in Terrace, drawing riders of all 
ages every summer. The ride is a fundraiser sponsored by the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation. 
Outrage and cost fuel decision 
Parkside stays open 
MAYBE IT was the hun- 
dred angry parents that 
spoke out at a meeting at 
Parkside Elementary 
School May 18 that made 
school board trustees for- 
get about closing the 
school. 
Or maybe it was the 
fact that it would cost the 
school board thousands of 
dollars to convert Parkside 
Elementary into an alter- 
nate school for students at- 
tending the Teen Learning 
Centre and Lakelse High 
School. 
Regardless, after in- 
vestigating the possibility 
of closing Parkside, senior 
management have deter- 
mined it's not feasible. 
Head of the school 
board Linda Campbell said 
Parkside will remain open 
'next year and a search will 
be conducted to find a new 
principal to replace 
Christine Eide who is retir- 
ing. 
"The investigation is 
over," Campbell said. "It 
wasn't feasible financially. 
You wouldn't be saving 
anything." 
She explained the board 
was looking into closing 
Parkside to deal with de- 
clining student enrolment. 
"We have to invest- 
igate everything," she 
said. "When student enrol- 
ment numbers are going 
down, you have to invest- 
igate school closures." 
Campbell said the rea- 
son senior management 
were investigating the clo- 
sure of Parkside was be- 
cause an Efficiency Advi- 
sory Team sent here by the 
education ministry to in- 
vestigate the district's fi- 
nancial practices, advised 
the board to consider clos- 
ing Parksid e to  save 
money, . . . . .  
Senior management in- 
vestigated the possibility 
of closing Parkside and 
moving Terrace's two al- 
ternate schools (Teen 
learning Centre and ka- 
kelse High School) into 
the building to save 
$100,000 in rent and main- 
tenance fees at the Teen 
Learning Centre. 
But the investigation 
proved it would be costly 
to renovate the school to 
accommodate the teen- 
agers. 
Campbell expects en- 
raiment numbers in the 
district to plunge i nex ! 
This is because Metha- 
nex has announced it will 
be shutting down for a 
year. 
Should the Methanex 
employees who have 
children decide to move, 
Campbell said the school 
district will suffer, because 
fewer students means less 
operating money will be 
coming from the ministry 
The district is paid 
about $4,000 per student. 
"The implications of 
that are scary," Campbell 
said. 
Campbell said the 
board apologizes for any 
distress i t  may have 
caused parents and resi- 
dents living in the Park- 
side neighbourhood. 
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N ews In Brief 
Rapist gets five years 
A KI-.!IDWNA man was sentenced to five ),ears in 
jail ~I  [~ ~ I 12 after he pleaded guilty to sexually as- 
saulting two people here, in Prince Rupert and in 
Ontario between 1971 and 1976. 
Allen George Izatt pleaded guilt)' to five charges 
in all. Two of the charges involved rape, which has 
since between renamed in the criminal code. But 
Izatt ,,,,'as entenced on those tv,'o charges because 
rape existed as an offence at the time of the as- 
saults. 
Wadsworth trial date set 
A ROSSWOOD man charged with second degree 
murder for the Sept. 27, 1999 shooting of an Alber- 
ta mushroom picker will stand trial here Jan. 2, 
2O0 I. 
Paul 'Bernard Wadsworth appeared in court via 
video conferencing from his jail cell in Prince 
George May 24, to confirm the Terrace trial date 
and location. 
lte stands accused of shooting Donald Mervin 
Pears and then burning his remains. 
The incident happened north of Ritchies Land- 
ing, 60 kilometres east of Terrace, where Wads- 
worth had set up a small gold mine settlement, 
consisting of three cabins, outhouses and storage 
shed. 
RCMP htunched an extensive manhunt of the 
area, at times limiting railway and highway traffic, 
until Wadsworth turned himself in around 4 p.m. 
Sept.28. The trial is expected to last 10 days. 
Logger killed 
A TERRACE man wits killed in an industrial log- 
ging accident at an inlet south of Prince Rupert 
May 25. 
Trevor Olson, 27, had been working with Bear 
Creek Contracting at Kumelaon Inlet around 9 a.m. 
that day with a crew of loggers when a log he was 
working on hit and killed him. 
Olson had only worked with Bear Creek Con- 
tracting for about a week when the accident hap- 
pened, said company president George Munson. 
Prince Rupert coroner John McNish said Olson's 
crew rushed to help him before he was medivaced 
to the Prince Rupert Regional Hospital. He was 
declared ead at 10:43 a.m. 
The death has been ruled accidental and the 
Workers' Compensation Board in Terrace is in- 
vestigating the accident. 
Fire safety improved 
MILI.S MEMORIAL Hospital is getting up to 
$600,000 to improve its fire safety system, Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht announced last week. 
Sixty per cent comes from the province and 40 
per cent from taxpayers through the regional hospi- 
tal district. 
"Money to modernize and maintain our health 
care facilities is money well spent," said Gies- 
brecht. 
Get Ready For Summer 
TRUCKLOAD 
OF BOATS 
?:!i~,i:!;::~i 
L 
Catch A 
Great Valu 
ONLY 
7 DAYS 
LEFT 
Available Exclusively From... 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Relay for a 
Friend 
$27,000! 
Thank you Terrace for making the first annual 
Relay for a Friend 
an outstanding success! 
Special thanks to our many sponsors for their participation 
The City of Terrace 
The Mix - Telemedia West 
Sight and Sound 
Westcoast Fishing Adventures 
Via Rail 
SpeeDee Printers 
Overwaitea 
Safeway 
Terrace Standard 
B.C. Hydro 
Terrace Ambulance Services 
Constable dR Walker, RCMP 
Northern Signs & Screenprint 
Totem Ford 
~lkm t ,~  ~.~ 
Telus 
Dr. Osei-tutu 
Northcoast Trimline 
Superior Welding Supplies 
Canadian Tire 
Northern Horse Supply 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
Skeena Concrete 
Clarica 
Jeans North 
Coca-Cola Bottlers 
Bandstra 
Central Flowers 
Nechako Northcoast 
Construction 
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Not again 
JUST SEVERAL weeks after the children and 
families ministry and the Terrace and District 
Community Services Society failed to set the 
stage for the introduction of a teen detox centre on 
the bench, the same kind of thing is happening 
again. 
This time it is Coast Mountains School District 
and its idea to shift the students from Parkside 
Elementary and replace them with those who at- 
tend the alternate school and its teen learning 
centre. 
To be clear, this is not a done deal and much 
weighing of the pros and cons needs to be done. 
Yet the decision to investigate the possibility of 
doing so was made in a closed meeting of the 
school district• 
But the word, as it invariably will always do, 
leaked oul. And when it did, as the children and 
families ministry could very well have told the 
school district had it learned its lesson concerning 
the detox centre, the results are not good. 
Instead of a straight forward statement after the 
school district made its decision, word of the 
Parkside plan had to rumble through the school's 
parent community and its teachers. 
Nobody likes to be kept in the dark. So when 
this kind of decision does come to light, the right 
information is almost always lacking• Those af- 
fected naturally feel something bad is about to 
happen and suspicions, both right ones and 
wrong ones. add fuel to the rumour mill. 
What makes both the detox centre and Parkside 
plan particularly unpalatable is that each concerns 
public sector bodies. As such there should be a 
high standard ofpublic reporting and accountabil- 
ity to the people who pay the freight and who 
riglitls; ekpeCt o be fully and completely involved 
in how these public sector bodies operate. 
Anything less places the end result in jeopardy 
and leads to circumstances that should have been 
avoided from the start. 
;ROM THE CAP ITAL  
Lots of lots 
ABOUT THE most interesting rumour to surface 
last week was the one concerning Hull and Sons. 
Now that it has bought the Co-op property on 
Greig, word circulated that it would be the new 
home for the company's chipper. Not so. 
What is so is that the company now owns a 
prime piece of downtown real estate. Instead of it 
being regarded as a sign of bad economic times, 
the land becomes an economic opportunity. 
The same applies to the lot on the corner of ta- 
kelse and Emerson where an Esso station was 
and the lot on the corner of Hwyl6 and Kenney 
where the Chevron station once was. 
All this fneans that liabilities have been turned 
into assets, ready for the next round of develop- 
ment. 
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Dosanjh is headed for trouble 
VICTORIA - The wheels fell timates, asking all sorts of pro- NDP leadership campaign are 
of the NDP wagon some time 
ago, but last week, the empty, 
directionless carriage threa- 
tened to disintegrate and was 
saved, temporarily, only when 
the beleaguered premier, Ujjal 
Dosanjh, in a desperate mea- 
sure, recessed the legislature 
for a week. 
The government's majority 
in the legislature is slim at the 
best of days, but when several 
NDP MLAs were absent and 
the premier away on business, 
the government nearly lost a 
vote, which would have resul- 
ted in demands that it resign 
and call an election. 
And that's not the only trou- 
ble Dosanjh faces. It's been 
three months since he was 
elected leader of the NDP and 
became premier, but he has 
been unable to close the deep 
rifts caused by the leadership 
race.. 
While most NDP MLAs are 
supporting him, or at least not 
opposing him, a handful refuse 
to march in tune. 
First and foremost of the re- 
bels is Glen Clark, the man 
Dosanjh succeeded, and in 
whose downfall Dosanjh is be- 
lieved to have had more than 
a supporting role. 
And who can blame Clark? 
He resigned under intense 
~ C "- . ~.:&, 
HUBERT BEYER 
pressure from his own party 
and caucus over allegations 
that almost a year later are 
still unproven. 
Did he or did he not try to 
influence the awarding of a 
casino licence to a friend? 
Nobody knows. And until the 
RCMP make public the results 
of their investigation, we won't 
know. Meanwhile; one of the 
cornerstones of our justice sys- 
tem, the presumption of inno- 
cence, appears not to apply. 
And so one ticked-off Clark 
is happily punching holes into 
Dosanjh's hip of state, as if it 
needed any more to sink. 
Clark is working on 16 pri- 
vate member's bills, all of 
them guaranteed to embarrass 
the government. Last week, he 
participated with great gusto 
in the debate of the budget es- 
bing questions of ministers, a 
task traditionally reserved for 
the opposition. 
Clark has, of course, still 
allies who remain loyal to 
him, Moe Sihota being the 
festering and will not heal until 
the party is defeated and:  
chooses a new leader. 
Dosanjh has man)' good '~ 
qualities that serve him well as i 
premier. He is intelligent. He is i 
most loyal. Their common unassuming and not given to ! 
Indo-Canadian roots notwith- bluster. He  is conciliator), and : 
standing, there never has been prefers consensus to c0nfronta- i 
an)' love lost between Sihota tion, as manifests itself in his 
and the premier, dealings with the federal go',,- i 
The antipathy the two have ernment. 
felt for one another was raised It isn't, however, what he 
to new heights as a results of 
Dosanjh's questionable - some 
believe illegal - leadership 
campaign tactics which in- 
volved mass signups of mem- 
bers of the Indo-Canadian 
community and fund-raising 
from federal Liberals. 
I said before the convention 
at which Dosanjh was elected 
leader that'a,,phdny member- 
ship drive stacking the vote, 
will result in a phony premier, 
phony in the sense that his au- 
thority will not be acknow- 
ledged by all of his caucus or, 
indeed, all party members. 
And that is exactly what 
has come to pass. I have cov- 
ered many a leadership cam- 
paign. The losers were invari- 
ably disappointed and hurt. But 
if the contest was fair, the 
wounds healed. 
The wounds from the last 
does as part), leader and pre- 
mier but how he got there that 
causes all his troubles now. 
He's reaping what he sowed. 
Dosanjh may have averted 
disaster this time by sending 
the MLAs home for a week, 
but potential disaster will con- 
tinue to haunt him, until some- 
day, he will lose an important 
, vote in'the~HoUs~. ,~v~, 
And if by some miracle, he 
manages tO "hang on tO power 
until next ),ear, the day  of 
reckoning will come on elec- 
tion day, whichever day that 
may be. 
On that day, the NDP will 
get its mos~ humiliating defeat , 
ever. 
Beyer can be reached at: I 
E m a i 1 1 
huber t~coo lcom,com;  Tel 
(250) 381-6900;  Web 
http://wwu,.hubertbeyer.com 
She has the doorknc)b blues 
SOME THINGS around the room doorknob and it ~mpri- could yank it off, I expect. Un- [ 
"[~,~',~ .  ....... soned an 85-year-old couple like my grandfather's door- house you expect to replace . ~  
every few )'ears - the electric ~~:~*~, ,  for five days and four nights knobs, it has no pins, no 
coffee maker, the vacuum ; ~ C  before police rescued them. By screws, no sturdy shaft. 
broom, the bulb in the refriger- ~ )  then his blood pressure was Luckily, my husband is ex- 
ator. But not doorknobs. ,',~ ~ :, , 70/34 and he needed help perienced in making household 
Doorknobs are a part of a breathing. Both were treated in repairs or we would have been 
hospital for six days. inconvenienced a whole week- 
door, a room, a building. -':~" " ';!i!|' i 1 suspected the old couple end waiting for an expensive : They're taken for granted. 
Until recently I never heard of 
doorknobs falling off. 
I grew up in a two-storey 
house built in 1912 by my 
Swedish immigrant grandfa- 
ther on his Saskatchewan 
homestead. A qualified car- 
penter who worked his way 
from Chicago to Manitoba 
building grain elevators, he 
used top grade materials for 
his house. That included door- 
knobs held together by a screw 
tightened into a square metal 
shaft the size of a pencil. 
My family lived in Grand- 
pa's house until my parents 
sold the farm and retired in 
'~t " :  ) :~ .  
THROUGH B IFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
1968. In those 56 years, I don't 
recall a doorknob loosening, 
falling off, or requiring repair. 
Modern doorknobs how no 
such commitment to duty. In- 
side of a few years they can 
quit working, For instance, a 
doorknob in a Smithers bunga- 
low failed after only 4 1/2 
years. 
It happened to be the bath- 
had ignored signs of a failing 
doorknob. But after last Satur- 
day's occurrence in my home, 
I've scuttled that notion. 
My husband carried the kit- 
chen waste out to the garbage 
can after breakfast. On his way 
back into the house, when he 
pushed the door closed behind 
him the doorknob fell to the 
floor, 
This doorknob is less than 7 
1/2 years old. 
All that holds it to the other 
knob is an eighth inch of metal 
flared to wedge it inside the 
central portion. Any pre- 
schooler in a minor tantrum 
repairman before we could go 
in and out our preferred oor. 
Clearly when manufacturers 
use such flimsy components 
they never give a thought to 
the convenience or welfare of 
there consumers. 
What  would happen if a 
young mother found herself 
helpless inside the house while 
her wailing toddler was alone 1 
outside the door? Or suppose a ,. 
CEO was on his way to the air- 
port, suitcase in hand, when his ' 
front doorknob fell off .  What 
would he do? Cancel his flight .~ 
to wait lbr i'epairs, or leave his 7. 
home vulnerable? 
~ ~F..LL, I PO~'I" K~O(,O -
UJ~AT" FHF.'/~;AIP ABOU~ 
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Biologist suspended for criticizing gov't 
The ministry of environment has silenced Terrace habitat biologist Dionys de Leeuw for circulating a 
controversial 
AN URGENT warning that 
grizzly bears are being 
overhunted and are head- 
ing for extinction was what 
prompted the environment 
ministry to suspend a Ter- 
race habitat biologist. 
Dionys de Leeuw last estimates of 
November circulated with- 
inthe niinistry his report 
Grizzly Overkill In British 
Columbia Bear. IVlanage. Biised~on: 
meat. 
Copies o f  the report subtracting l 
were retrieved and mini.. 
stry officials ast month 
suspended e Leeuw for to take in ur 
two weeks without pay. he eiids up 
I t  was the third time of thecurren 
he's been disciplined for 
writing and circulating a 
report critical of  ministry 
policy, grizzly be 
The 38,page paper, ob-  based on 
tained by  the Sierra Club Program': 
under a freedom of infor- 
mation request; urges the 
province to ban all sport 
hunting of grizzlies until at - Diony: 
least 2017 and possibly 
until well after 2050. mr, . . . . . . .  ~. 
Dionys de Leeuw 
De Leeuw says that's 
necessary because, if his 
projections are correct hat 
the grizzly population has 
fallen between 4,000 to 
8,000 bears, it will take 20 
to 50 years for the number 
of bears to climb back to 
the historical population 
report he wrote on the declining grizzly bear population 
estimate of 13,000. 
"A conclusion of griz- 
zly bear overkill, based on 
the Wildlife Program's 
own standards, is inescap- 
able," he said. 
De Leeuw starts with 
of the number of 
grizzlies ill 1965 ranging 
between 10 ,000  and 
14,000, 
n: a replacement 
rate of 4.12 per cent, and 
the number of 
bears legally killed and 
adding anotlier 50 per cent 
unreported kills, 
with estimates 
It population. 
"A  conclusion of 
ar overkill, 
 the Wild~@ 
'ra 's owit slan- 
dards, is inescap- 
able." 
's de Leeuw 
The numbers: vary wide- 
ly. 
If the population was 
14,000 in 1965 the current 
population is estimated to 
be around 11,381 -down 
somewhat but close to 
stable. 
By contrast, if there 
were 10,000 bears in 1965, 
the projection suggests the 
number of remaining bears 
may have fallen as low as 
893. 
Even taking the middle 
scenario, based on 11,000 
or 12,000 bears in 1965, he 
concludes the population 
has been reduced to be- 
tween 4,000 and 8,000 
bears. 
,'The trends are not en- 
couraging,,' he states, "A 
continued kill rate of 536 
grizzlies per year - the 
average annual kill rate 
from 1965 to 1997 - is cal- 
culated to bring the entire 
B.C. grizzly bear popula- 
tion to extinction in about 
A new controversial report states B.C,'s grizzly bear population 
has fallen to between 4,000 to 8,000 bears. The report calls for a 
12 years." 'count to keep tile grizzly 
Overkill is likely hap-  bear kill down to a sus- 
pening because of either a...tainable level of 300 bears 
lack of control of the num- 
ber of bears killed by hu- 
mans, o r :  because the 
ministry is using popula- 
tion estimates that are too 
high in justifying the cur- 
rent hunt level, he said: 
De Leeuw says the pro- 
vincial government repeat- 
edly stated tothe public it 
intends to harvest conser- 
vatively and take changing 
public interests into ac-  
per year or less and to  
allow a total kill of no 
more than 4 or 5 per cent 
of current population esti- 
mates .  
"Throughout he entire 
33 years from 1965 to 1997 
government has never 
realized any of these ob- 
jectives," he said. ,In ef- 
fect, government has pub- 
licly stated one thlng and 
dbne' aii0tlier." ,: ,:.!. ~ :. 
Hayden Atkinson, Allen Coosemans, Lina Gasser and Peter Koch listen to a spelling lesson. The four 
franccphone grade one and grade two students, along with the kindergarten class, make up one of the 
two split classes at Jack Cook elementary school. The grade three to grade seven students make up the 
other split class. 
IWay  to 
twirl! 
The grade three, grade 
four and grade five 
students at Terrace's 
only francophone 
school, Jack Cook Ele- 
mentary, practice their 
ribbon dance for the 
school's second anni- 
versary celebration, 
June 2, The students 
will be part of a musical 
presentation for parents, 
teachers and students. 
ii!ii~ 
in British Columbia. 
complete ban on all sport hunting of grizzlies until at least 2017, 
when bear numbers have a chance to escalate. 
"It has placated tile 
B.C. public, who don't 
want tile hunt to continue, 
while simultaneously ca- 
tering to an extreme min- 
ority of gr izz ly  bear 
huilters." 
"As a direct conse- 
quence o f  overkill, the 
British Columbia grizzly 
that by allowing the built 
level it has the B.C. gov- 
ernment has missed 
chances to manage bears 
more conservatively and is 
dangerously close to caus- 
ing a major population 
drop. 
"It is risky because with 
such a regime there is no 
bear population as a whole room for error, there is no 
has declined and unless 'conservation' buffer," he 
immediate steps are taken, said. "Any minor mistakes 
will continue to decline," are most likely to result in 
lie said. fu r ther  popu la t ion  
.,.. De. Leeuw, concludes ~.declines." 
It 's also financially 
foolish, he adds, because 
to responsibly maximize 
the hunt would require 
much more money be 
spent gathering more ac- 
curate population esti- 
mates. 
"At a time whe n gov- 
ernment agencies uch as 
the Wildlife Branch are 
having to make drastic 
budget cuts, managing the 
grizzly bear hunt to the 
extreme is fiscally irre- 
sponsible." 
Jack Cook celebrates 
second anniversary 
By SARAIt GLEN 
PAST THE rows of small boots, sandals 
and running shoes that line the cubby 
holes on the far wall and behind the pad- 
ded office chairs on a counter by the win- 
dow, is a small white card stuck neatly to 
a plastic tray. 
Big, round letters printed on the card 
in red marker ead: Objets perdu. 
Lost objects. 
The tray is half full - exercise work- 
books, a pencil and some other miscel- 
laneous chool supplies poke through the 
plastic mesh. 
The card is one of many attached to 
random objects around the school - a 
learning tool you might see in other ele- 
mentary schools, but with a twist: all la- 
bels are in French only. 
And that's when you notice you've en- 
tered ~ francophone school. 
Nestled off Graham Avenue, Jack 
Cook elementary school is a pioneer of 
sorts, bringing francophone ducation to 
students in Terrace and the surrounding 
district. 
And it's catching on. 
The school is nearing its second birth- 
day on June 2 and in that short time has 
almost doubled its student enrolment. 
This year the school is teaching 23 
students from kindergarten to grade five 
(grade six and seven are available, tile 
school just doesn't have any students in 
those grades), offering students with a 
French background a chance to learn in a 
French-only environment. 
Monique Richard, who has two child- 
ren enrolled at Jack Cook elementary, 
was one of the parents who helped bring 
the francophone school to Terrace. 
The parents were told by the Franco- 
phone school board that they needed at 
least 10 sludents to start the francophone 
school. 
"We started small but now we have 
grown and, hopefully, will continue to 
grow," said Richard. 
Up until grade four, when an English 
course is offered, students take all 
courses in French, offering something dif- 
ferent from nearby primary school Kiti 
K'Shan's French immersion program, 
which offers French education in a predo- 
minantly English environment. 
But the two schools don't compete. 
Connected by a parking lot, the schools 
are also linked by something more - a 
common goal to teach their students 
French. 
They just opt to do it in different ways. 
"We were part of Kill K'Shan [primary 
school] before we moved here [to the 
school's new building], We don't want to 
be separate; we learn together," said 
Joanne Langlois, teacher and vice-princi- 
pal of the school. 
The school is run independently from 
the rest of Coast Mountain school district 
#82 schools, receiving its curriculum and 
funding from the Francophone school 
board in Vancouver. 
But even though it's independenl from 
school district #82, the Francophone 
school district and its English counterpart 
struck a deal to share the district's chool 
buses. 
That means the francophone students 
can get to school no matter how far away 
they live. 
"[The deal] allows us to bring in stu- 
dents from everywhere - Jackpine Flats, 
or even Kleanza," said Langlois. 
Teacher Kim Barriere is working oll a 
ribbon dance with her class for the anni- 
versary celebration. 
Spinning and twirling blue, red, yel- 
low and green ribbons, the grade three to 
grade five students are almost ready for 
their performance. 
"We just need to work out the middle 
part," said Barriere. 
Langlois rattles off the events planned 
for the school's up-coming anniversary, 
talking about tile various events like a 
proud parent. 
"The students are going to sing, dance, 
play piano, and play drums. We'll invite 
the parents and there'll be dessert," she 
said. 
Witll about a dozen students in each 
class (one class is kindergarten to grade 
two, the other is grade three to grade 
seven) the close-knit, family-orientated 
environment is hard to avoid. 
"We are like a family," said Langlois. 
Unlike the French immersion program 
across the parking lot, kindergarten runs a 
full day at the school, giving the four, 
five and six year olds about three hours 
more to absorb and practice French. 
And being placed in a large classroom 
with grade ones and grade twos, the kin- 
dergarten studenls hear advanced" 
French, helping them learn the language 
faster, said Langlois. 
"You'll be surprised at how f ~  
kindergarten kids pick up the la~" ,  
said Langlois. "It's good to have~'t~"~ -split 
classes. The older students help the 
younger ones and the younger ones give 
the older students a sense of responsibil- 
ity." 
The anniversary celebration will take 
place June 2 at 7 pm and those interested 
can contact he school for more informa- 
tion. 
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Suspensions, expulsions 
don't address the problem 
Dear Sir: 
I read with dismay that 
the school board has sus- 
pended or expelled six 
youths it believes are in- 
volved in at least one of 
the bomb threats. 
I recently attended a 
behaviour workshop and 
learned that in the state o f  
Texas, authorities look at 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Although this relation respondence. 
may be questionable, few This does not mean that 
would question the impor- what these students' did 
tance of education for our 
childrens' future, Yet the 
grade 3 reading failure school board has denied 
rates to help predict the two students an education 
number of prisons that will in our district by not even 
be needed in the future, allowing them to take cor- 
There's danger 
in crying 'wolf' 
Dear Sir: take our lives seriously. 
We are students of Ca- Students of Caledonia, 
ledonia and sick of the Terrace, B. C. 
ment, however,they are 
very ineffective. There was 
a time this district had Sa- 
turday school for students 
who skipped classes - an 
appropriate consequence. 
Maybe the students in- 
volved with bomb threats 
could apologize and tell 
was not serious and re- their story to their peers: 
quires an appropriate con- what iswas like to be ar- 
sequence. As your articl e rested, spending the night 
mentioned, the district ex- in jail, going to court, fa- 
pects the Crown to pursue , v ' ,,,~,+ • . mll, issues, etc. - a ... . . .  
cnmu~al charges, appropriate consequence. 
M) hope is that elected This in just one idea, 
board members and ad- I 'm sure there are many 
ministration responsible for more out there. Our educa- 
educating all children tion system should be 
could implement conse- using "education" to moti- 
quences that are effective vate and rehabilitate, not 
and make more sense, to withdraw it as a means 
Suspensions and expul- of punishment. 
sions are easy, cheap, Irene Ennis, 
consequences to imple- Terrace, B.C. 
.~.+ 
bomb threats. It gets very 
annoying having to go to 
school and five minutes 
later being sent home. 
But that is not our only 
concern. The fact that we 
are being told to go back 
to school a couple of hours 
after our lives have been 
threatened is nerve rack- 
ing. 
Are we not wrong when 
we think there is supposed 
to be a 24-hour waiting 
period after a bomb threat, 
or at least more than two 
hours? Why should hun- 
dreds of lives be put at 
stake. Should we trust the 
people calling the threats, 
that the time they say the 
bomb will go off is the 
right time. 
This may be the game 
of the boy who cried wolf. 
We all remember what 
happened to him. Please 
Ahoy 
mateys 
Dear Sir: 
:,=,~om Long's joining into 
thief Canadian, Alliance 
leadership contest has 
stoked a far-ranging race 
for an alternative to the 
status quo of the unin- 
spired Tories and Grits• 
So I say a warm tall 
ship salute to the Manning 
of the Long boats for a 
glory bound Day's sail past 
regatta featuring the Can- 
Alliance fleet. 
There's also Doc Keith 
Martin, Victoria MP and 
one fine Swiftsure sailing 
competitor on this lead 
team as well. 
Mr.Chretien the Shah- 
of-Win-Again royal yacht- 
sman, captaining an ocean 
cruiser of shovelgate and 
HRDC grantscam fame, 
looks more and more to be 
the laggard one. 
At last count there were 
RCMP patrol boats cris- 
scrossing the inland water- 
ways of Mr. Chretien's 
Qucbec riding with four 
separate police investiga- 
tions into potentially ille- 
gal issuance of large hand- 
outs to those who are 
close affiliates of the 
Prime Minister and his 
Liberal Party. 
Chretien is a man who 
has come to see himself 
the reincarnate image of a 
three-term noble Sir 
Wilfred Laurier or a Lord 
Admiral Horatio Nelson 
saviour of a nation. 
To that I say glub glub 
glub down under goes the 
tub of this crusty mariner 
P.M.'s third time in the 
running for the Governing 
Canada's Cup. 
Then there's that Pro- 
gressive Conservative lea- 
der, the Mini-Me minimal- 
ist Joe Clark, a poor sea- 
farer midshipman steering 
as a weak contender in a 
wide centre lane of medi- 
ocrity as well. 
Gerry  J. Bloomer,  
Lake lse  Lake,  B.C. 
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Detox centre is necessary 
for those who need the help 
Dear Sir: 
This is to the neighbours of the new detox centre, 
I am disappointed in you. There are so many teens 
and adults in this community who need this kind of help 
and you are willing to take that away from them because 
of your property value? These children need help. 
You are so worried about community safety. Well, the 
same kids who are out there doing B & Es for the money 
for drugs can be helped with this program. Then maybe 
the teen that broke into your car window last week won't 
need to do that anymore. 
God forbid one of your children should end up having 
a drug problem Where will you be then? Are you going 
to exile them to the far end of the city because of your 
pride and greed? 
I know a lot of people with problems, drugs and 
others. We all need a little help sometimes. So don't 
look at it as hurting your neighbourhood, but helping a 
community and maybe even saving a few lives. 
Jennifer England, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Welfare isn't swell 
Dear Sir: 
Ordinarily I would not 
react to such a judgmental 
and jaundiced opinion as 
the one put forth in a re- 
cent letter to the editor by 
Mr. Robert Doane Jr., 
"Some Deserve Assis- 
tance, Others Simply do 
Not". 
If Mr. Doane is going to 
continue to feel and ex- 
press himself in the voice 
of a Klein/Harris disciple, i 
then maybe he should con- 
sider a geographical arran- 
gement more suited to his 
beliefs. 
Obviously he has the 
misguided feeling he has 
the right to judge people 
without knowing the facts 
governing their circum- 
stances current or past. 
Without referring further 
to his nonsensical diatribe 
I would like to point out 
the difference between 
"welfare" and "swellfare", 
Welfare consists (along 
with other social pro- 
grams) of a national cost 
of about 4 per cent of the 
GNP. Each person gets 
$500 per month - $325 for 
shelter and $175 for food, 
hydro, gas, clothing and 
all other basic necessities. 
Those on swellfare (49 
of the top 100 most profit- 
able corporations including 
the five big banks) had 
their profits further in- 
creased by grants, not 
loans, from Human Re- 
sources Development Ca- 
Bear 
facts 
nada. This is the insurance 
we pay into against unem- 
ployment and night trekk- 
ing due to homelessness in 
some cases. 
The same swellfare 
fund paid down the deficit 
and reduced employment 
insurance ligibility from 8 
out of 10 in 1984 to 4 out 
of 10 currently. 
Does job creation sound 
credible to you as you wit- 
ness mass lay-offs due to 
downsizing or that maybe 
those grants are being used 
to further refine techno- 
logy, thereby creating a 
job deficit? Ironically, 
they come out of the insur- 
ance fund set up to protect 
you against such things 
Please, Mr. Doane, re- 
consider your position in a 
more humane and compas- 
sionate light. 
Gerry King, 
Skeena Advocacy for 
Everyone, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
Pity the "Spirit" and 
other bears living in the 
Fake Bear Rain Forest 
when today's clear-cuts' 
become forests whose 
trees smother the under- 
brush. What will they eat? 
We moved to Terrace 
in 1947. I believe we had 
been here a year or so be- 
fore we even heard of a 
Kermode bear. Then we 
heard of someone who 
knew someone who 
thought they had sighted 
one somewhere, As log- 
ging increased, so did the 
bear population. By 1970 
even Kermodes were seen 
frequently. 
Many of us remember 
Gimpy. That Kermode had 
it all in a small territory:. 
grass along the road, sal-' 
mon spawning in the creek. 
that runs into the river just 
below the road, and prob- 
ably treats from the fisher-: 
men who fished there. No 
wonder lie was there every 
year. 
The grasses that spring 
up in clear-cuts (and road 
sides) are choice feed for. 
the bears in spring and 
early summer. In mid-sum- 
mer the bears usually 
move on to older clear- 
cuts where the berry 
bushes and young trees 
have replaced the grass - 
berry heaven for the bears, 
In the fall the move to the 
salmon streams to fill up 
on sahnon. 
If there is no logging it 
will be more difficult for 
the bears to find grass, Try 
to fill a pail with blueber- 
ries or huckleberries in a 
mature forest. As climate 
change, fishing and pollu- 
tion take their toll on the 
salmon, what will the 
bears eat? 
Don and Louise 
Parmenter, 
Rosswood, B.C, 
Gerry  K ing 
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VIA Rail's business 
booming in northwest 
PASSENGER TRAFFIC 
has increased dramatically 
on VIA Rail's Skeena train 
between Prince Rupert and 
Prince George since it 
converted to an all day- 
light service three years 
ago. 
And Ali Macaraeg of 
the federal crown corpora- 
tion says passenger counts 
will continue to rise, parti- 
cularly due to tourists from 
Asian countries. 
The Skeena train's 
Totem class, which is its 
first class service in- 
creased from 8,203 pas- 
sengers in 1998 to 10,846 
last year, he said. 
"Clearly the shift to a 
daylight run has had a dra- 
matic effect and is benefi- 
cial," Macaraeg said. 
Over the same period, 
economy class passenger 
counts rose from 16,340 to 
17,475. 
Passenger counts have 
now risen to the point dur- 
"Revenues have in- 
creased 67 per cent 
over the past two 
years and our costs 
are down." 
- Katherine: Kaloutsky 
ing the height of the tourist 
season, which begins May 
14, that VIA can add a car 
to its trains when required. 
That means the normal 
complement of four cars 
on the Skeena will be in- 
creased to five, said Ma- 
caraeg. 
Alliance 
marshals 
its forces 
THE PRESIDENT of what 
is now the Canadian Al- 
liance constituency asso- 
ciation here is surprised at 
the large amount of back- 
ing it has received. 
Lorne Sexton was pre- 
dicting that 75 per cent of 
Reform party members 
would be in favour of fold- 
ing it into the new Cana- 
dian Conservative Reform 
Alliance. 
But a 92 per cent na- 
tion-wide acceptance an- 
nounced March 25 more 
than surpassed Sexton's 
prediction. 
"I had thought it would 
be hard to get a body of 
independent Reformers to 
agree on anything," said 
Sexton. 
The Canadian Alliance 
is an attempt Io break out 
of the old Reform party's 
western base by creating 
an national alternative to 
the federal Liberals. This 
is particularly the case in 
vote-rich Ontario which 
has always been leery of 
the Reform party. 
The acceptance of the 
new party now leaves Sex- 
ton and others free to plan 
a founding meeting of the 
local constituency asso- 
ciation here later this 
spring. 
Sexton joined other 
newly-mined Alliance ex- 
ecutives at a provincial or- 
ganizing session last 
weekend in Kamloops, 
The new party needs a 
leader and several candi- 
dat.es, including former 
Reform party head Preston 
Manning and Alberta trea- 
surer (the equivalent o a 
finance minister) Stock- 
well Day were also there. 
Manning gave up his 
role as official opposition 
leader run for the leader- 
ship of the Canadian Al- 
liance. 
Sexton backs Manning 
in that bid but says it is 
too early to say how Skce- 
na members of the new 
party feel. 
"Preston is a visionary, 
He's done what nobody 
else could have done m 
the last 10 years,,' said 
Sexton. 
PASSENGER TRAFFIC has picked up dramatically on VIA Rail's 'Skeena' train 
which runs three times a week between Prince Rupert and Prince George. The 
main reason was the switch several years ago to an all-daylight schedule and 
an increased emphasis on marketing the run to international tourists. 
"We can only see this 
continue to grow," he said. 
"Not only do we have our 
traditional markets from 
Europe and the United 
states but you will see this 
year the beginnings of in- 
creased traffic from Japan 
and Taiwan." 
All of this is in stark 
contrast to the 1980s and 
early 1990s when the 
Skeena run was threatened 
because of low passenger 
use and cuts to the crown 
corporation's subsidy from 
the federal government. 
VIA decided then at to 
increase traffic, it had to 
switch to an all-daylight 
schedule between Prince 
Rupert and Prince George 
in order to attract tourists 
interested not only in train 
travel but in the scenery. 
"This is a success 
story," said VIA official 
Katherine Kaloutsky from 
its Toronto offices. 
"Revenues have in- 
creased 67 per cent over 
the past two years and our 
costs are down." 
That doesn't mean the 
Skeena run is close to 
breaking even but it is 
slowly inching toward 
more financial respectabil- 
ity. 
Last year, VIA took in 
51 cents for every dollar it 
spent on the Skeena run, 
an increase of 20 per cent 
over the past two years, 
said Kaloutsky. 
"There's no publicly- 
funded rail service in the 
world that makes money," 
she added. 
Things are looking up 
for VIA with the announ- 
cement earlier this year 
that it will receive $400 
million from the federal 
government for improve- 
ments over the next five, 
years. 
It's too early to tell 
what that means for the 
Skeena run but overall 
priorities are to modernize 
equipment and to fix up 
stations, she said. 
TERRACE AQUATIC CENTRE OFFERS 
B.O.A.T. 
The rules have changed! 
If you're going to operate a boat with a motor, 
YOU'VE GOT TO GET THE CARD! 
Get your Pleasure Craft Operator Card through the Boat Operator Accredited Training Course. 
This course offers the boater an opportunity olearn about many aspects of safe boating including: 
>-Navlgation Regulations ~Rules of the Road 
~Responding to Emergencies >Knowledge about Operating a Pleasure Craft 
The B.O.A.T. course is highly recommended for youth and adults with little or no boating experience or training. All 
candidates will be required to pass a standardized written exam in order to receive their operator card. A special 
=exam writing" option is also available for those boaters with previous experience and knowledge. 
B.O.A.T. COURSE 
Mondays, June 12 & 19 
6:00 - 10:00 pm 
Cost: $85.00 ....... 8 hour course and exam 
' $45.00 ....... 4 hour refresher and exam 
$25.00 ....... study guide and exam 
Includes study guide and Pleasure craft Operator Card. 
EARN THE CANADIAN COAST GUARD PLEASURE CRAFT OPERATOR 
CARD AND TAKE THE B.O.A,T. COURSE! 
J LIF Call the Terrace Aquatic Centre at 
ESAVING SOCIETY 615-3030 
c~..,~L¢~,~,.8~,~,,,, for more Information . 
ERRACE 
EM FORD 
Suppor t  H i re -A -Student  Week  q l~ 
June  5 to 9 . . . . . . . . .  
The Human Resource Centre for Students can fill your temporary job. 
Call Anne at 635-7134 local 304 today. 
CANADIAN ALLIANCE 
Skeena Constituency Association 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 2000 AT 2pro 
COAST INN OF THE WEST; BANQUET ROOM 
Guest Speakers ............................................... 
Mike Scott, Skeena MP, 
Don I rw in ,  Executive Council, 
Jack Weisgerber, MLA, 
Erin Airton, Former Federal Conservative 
Refreshments, Raffles, Door Prizes 
New and renewal memberships available. All members as of June 17 will be 
able to vote for the new leader of the Canadian Alliance, 
"THE NEXT PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA" 
b~ 
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EVERYONE WELCOME! 
WILD SALMON POLICY- 
DlSCUSSlON PAPER a l l~ i i  ~ 
SA:M~NID ~ -  ~'~" 
ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM 
Prince Rupert - Tuesday, June 6 
Fisherman's Hall, 869 Fraser Street 
Smithers - Thursday, June 8 
Hudson Bay Lodge, 3251 Highway 16 
Queen Charlottes - Wednesday, June 28 
Queen Charlottes Community Hall 
136 BaY Street' " . . . . . . . .  
• 7 
Terrace - Saturday, July 8 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
4553 Greig Avenue 
Open house  - noon  to  9 p .m.  
Facilitated iscussions: 
Wild Salmon Policy (1-3 p.m.) 
Salmonid Enhancement Program (3-5 p.m.! 
2 Evening presentations (7-8 p.m.) 
You are invited to attend and provide your comments. 
For more information, please see 
the web site at: 
14,1  Ooe. co.a"C"e e' o° ,_  C anad  
! .  
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Top healthcare 
doctor heads south 
Dr. David Bowering 
boarcl f'0"r every "10,000. 
people," Bowering said. 
"Organizationally its too 
complex to be effective." 
Bowering said it's frus- 
trating working with so 
many different individual 
boards because each re- 
gion is competing for 
health care dollars and 
programs. 
"Being CEO here has 
been challenging," he 
said. '"People up here are 
f iercely independent.  
There are challenges for 
everyone to agree on re- 
gional issues. 
But Bowering expects 
the regional plan, which 
will be completed by AI- 
bertan consultants by the 
end of June, will help to 
streamline the delivery of 
THE NORTHWEST 'S  
chief medical officer Dr. 
David Bowering is reloca- 
ting July 1. to a new job in 
the Okanagan, confident 
the region's health care is 
on a,path of improvement. 
Bowering, who is the 
head of Community Health 
Services Society, or 
CHSS, which is respons- 
ible for public, health and 
homecare, is moving to 
Vernon after 13 years here, 
to become the chief medi- 
cal officer of the North 
Okanagan health region. 
Bowering, who spent 11 
years working in the 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
before moving to Terrace, 
said he's eager for a 
change. 
"My bones need to dry 
out and maybe the Okana- 
gan will help!" he said. 
Bowering said he's 
looking forward to starting 
his new job since he'll 
only have to deal with one 
regional health board, as 
opposed to working with 
eight community health 
councils (Terrace, Kiti- 
mat, Stewart, Prince Ru- 
pert, Smithers, Dease 
Lake, the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, and Hazelton). 
He said the organiza- 
tional inefficiencies cre- 
ated by the eight health 
councils are major hurdles. 
"Here we have a health 
health care and begin" the 
northwest moving forward 
as a region. 
"The regional plan is 
the key piece," Bowering 
said. "I think it's a'step in 
the right direction." 
He said if health care 
delivery in the northwest 
doesn't change, all com- 
munities will suffer. 
"We can't afford the 
luxury to mess around be- 
cause we're losing out. 
While we mess around 
with organizations and 
competition between com- 
munities, the other regions 
in the province are moving 
forward," he said. 
"We 10se resources, 
and we can't respond 
quickly to when money is 
available to address issues. 
Were having meetings 
when other people are ad- 
dressing issues." 
Bower ing said the 
CHSS board will hiring 
two new positions once 
he's gone - a CEO as well 
as medical health officer, 
so the medical health offi- 
cer can concentrate on 
health advocacy and work- 
ing on health status issues. 
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JUNE SPECIALS 
For the month of June, enjoy 
BREAKFAST 
• , ~ , F rench  Toast  Combo~ 
.~ ~ ' ~ ' .  2 French Toasts /2 'Eggs:  " 
, , I ~ ~  2 Bacon, 2 Sausages 
~1~~~/~ For $m99 
Only 
until 11AM 
Tu k yC  sa  Wrap 
with Salad or Soup du Jour or Fries 
For $ /~-  99  
Only ~]} 
DINNER 
Steak  & Mushroom 
Neptune  Combo s~,  " ' 
with Caesar Salad / : : :~  r ~ . ~  
& Garlic Pita 
after 4PM " .~-  
~1~ Wheregood[ood C0U Tg 
-- brings the family 
4702 Lakelse Ave Terrace . . . .  
635-6302 ~ogemer: 
. Jewelle,y ,~ ~:"= , Ilii  :; 
. Hazr Accessorie~icii~,,, / '• ,~ ,~.,~,~ ~,~:: .,/~ ~. 
~ ~4~ o7 : ~ .~!i,!i!, ~ .... ' Tiaras .:~,, 
BookYour 
Hair & Waxing 
Appointment Early! 
We Have  
Gi f ts  For  The  
Graduate  1 
See Our New Product Line 
KEYANO 
. HAIRcARE"  SKINcARE • MAKE UP • 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711D Keith Ave. 
635-3729 
( '":cer appeal 
d , aclline looms 
A PRINCE Rupert RCMP officer has one week in 
which to appeal a dismissal from his job after he 
wits accused of harassing u woman here two years 
ago. 
Robin Blair, a sergeant with 25 years of service 
with the P, CMP, was ordered to quit or be fired 
after an internal disciplinary hearing here April 8. 
He has until June 8 to submit his case to the 
RCMP external review committee, which will re- 
view Blair's case and recommend action to the 
province's enior RCMP commander. 
"It's like anycourt  case," said RCMP official 
Manon Eburne in Vancouver about the RCMP dis- 
ciplinary hearing. "He's been found guilty and he 
has filed an appeal." 
Blair, 44, headed the regional North District 
serious crime unit in Prince Rupert until be was 
charged in June, 1998 with one count of criminal 
harassment and one count of making harassing 
telephone calls to a local female, 
He has been suspended with pay since the har- 
assment charges, later dropped as part of a Crown 
stay of proceedings, were sworn in almust two 
years ago. 
Blair allegedly phoned the Terrace woman, who 
worked at the Terrace RCMP detacbment, for a 
four-month period at her home. 
Eburne said Blair also made unwanted sexual 
advances to another woman in June, 1997. None of 
the offences happened while Blair was on duty. 
Blair was also disciplined for attempting to kiss 
a female server at a bar in Gibsons in June 1996, 
said Eburne. He was given a five-day suspension 
without pay. 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kilimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments  
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
fA Fot~d.Servlce Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 Atr, otmtion 24 hour pager 
Remember 
On Graham A v 
Large Selecl 
of 
Unusual Perer 
"Something/or even 
5033 Graham Ave., T( 
Ph: 638-7697 OPEN DAILY 9am- 6[ 
g i l l  
I 
. - . -  
1 ,/ 
/ 
V 
m..i "~ 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
Hear t  
of 
Our  C i ty  
I i 
~.k___ 
gra 'a  11 
Tuxedo Rentals 
$69 .  99 & up 
ana ccessorles 
4609 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4211 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
~"~ORTHCOAST AN,GLER,I~ t;ro.I 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635,6496 
"We Specialize inHunting &Fishing" 
 ERAL PAINT 
ON NOW! 
Choose f rom a selection of: 
i Woodcrak BREEZE 
Premium Alkyd 
Spantex  - deck  coat ing  
K i tchen  ~ Bath  
Drywal l  Sea ler  
& Genera l  pa in t  roller, 
brushes & tray kits 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
4610 La7elJe Avenue, Terrace 
635-6600 
7IN.t 
Mexican  Chimineas 
K i tes  & Wind Socks 
Gifts For The Gardener  
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open until 8pm weeknights 
[] 
!::'.:.:-x.:.:.:.:+:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:%.: 
i l l  ~ ~m 
I~l  mum 
::: . . . . . . . . .  r g 
=~i  • • t~ • minim • • • • n • • = ° 
(:cnne Camp Out 
4- ) 
/ "!,~ 
_5 
June 2 & 3 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
I 
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Money needed for nurses 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
THE HEAD of the Terrace health council told city coun- 
cillors at a public meeting last week Mills Memorial 
Hospital can't hire more nurses or open more beds unless 
the provincial government provides more money. 
"I don't know what the hospital will do if we don't get 
a budget increase this year," said Bob Kelly. "We may 
have to cut some programs." 
Although the ministry of health approves 52 beds at 
Mills Memorial, it can only afford to hire enough staff to 
operate at 39 beds - 10 in psychiatry, four in intensive 
care (ICU), and 25 medical/surgery beds. 
And it can't afford to open more beds because the 
health ministry doesn't provide enough money to run ex- 
pensive hospital services like ophthah'nology and the 
ICU. 
Kelly said these two services cat up a lot of the hos- 
pital's budget. For example, the ministry only pays about 
15 per cent of the hospital's $270,000 yearly ophthalmo- 
logy costs. "We have to move money from other parts in 
the budget o fund this shortfall," Kelly said. 
When the hospital began the ophthalmology program 
Paper sued 
over photo 
THE GLOBE and Mail newspaper illegally used a photo of 
19 Nisga'a people taken at an August 1998 ceremony in the 
Nass Valley to sell newspapers in a national ad campaign 
and the people in it deserve to be compensated, says a Van- 
couver lawyer acting on their behalf. 
"This was an important event for the Nisga'a," said 
Gary Baldwin of the ceremony celebrating the signing of 
the Nisga'a treaty agreement-in-principle. "The Globe was 
trivializing the event o try to get a colourful photo." 
Baldwin, said Thompson Canada Ltd., the company that 
owns The Globe and Mail, capitalized on the image and 
took advantage ofdistinctive groups in the photograph. 
The group of 19 Nisga'a in the photograph are suing 
under B.C.'s Privacy Act, which forbids the use of unau- 
thorized photo or image in advertising campaign. 
"They're trying to sell newspapers on the strength of a 
photograph and they had no business to do that," said Bald- 
win. The dancers are suing for general, aggravated or ex- 
emplary damages. 
They are also looking for prejudgment interest on any 
damages awarded, costs of the law suit and an injunction 
ordering the paper to stop publishing the photograph. 
The picture, originally a news photo, features ceremo- 
nial Nisga'a dancers carrying Nisga'a elders in a canoe. 
Five of the ceremonial dancers in the photo are minors. 
The paper later superimposed a newspaper and a non- 
Nisga'a person into the photo with the newspaper name and 
the words "Think where it will take you" onto the photo- 
graph and used it in its own full-page advertising and in 
Macleans, Time and Report on Business magazines. 
It was also plastered on several prominently placed 
lower mainland billboards. 
"It was a massive campaign," said Baldwin, who added 
that his clients were not asked for permission, ever signed 
a waiver or received compensation for the use of their 
photos. They first became aware of the campaign when the 
say the all in the newspaper, said Baldwin. 
He said, the paper "acted in a deliberate, arrogant and 
high-handed manner" when his clients asked to have the 
photograph pulled. 
• ,0~0~ 
TRAVEL ADVISORY 
JACKPINE FLATS AREA 
Residents in the Jackpine Flats Subdivision 
are advised that construction in preparation for 
paving will be starting on May 24% The contractor 
will be hauling and placing gravel before grading 
and compacting the roads. All roads will be 
sprayed with an asphalt primer prior to paving. 
The roads scheduled for paving include: 
• Woestie ,Edgewood Drive 
• Sockeye ,Edgewood Place 
• Lodgepole ,Marion 
• Attree ,Jackpine 
oLayton ,Roseland 
• Solomon ,Crystal 
Please discuss the upcoming work with family 
members emphas iz ing  safety around 
construction equipment. Avoid contact with 
exposed asphalt primer and hot asphalt. Contact 
the Northwest Region. Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at (250) 638-6440 for further 
information. 
His passion to sell vehicles lives onl 
Jim Coelho & 
the staff of Terrace Honda 
are pleased to welcome 
VICTOR CAVALHEIRO 
to their winning team of sales associates. 
Vic brings with him m,'my ears of 
experience in the s',des & automobile industry. 
Come by and see Vic 
a t  Terrace Honda Sales 
4838 Hwy 18 W, Terrace • 638-8171 
in 1994, it made a deal with the ministry that it would 
cover half of the program's $68,000 operating expenses, 
costing both parties $34,000. 
But since 1995, ophthalmology expenses have in- 
creased by 191 per cent, while hospit.'il grants have only 
increased by 22 pet' cent. 
"We've been fighting for these dollars since 1996," 
Kelly said. "We need to keep hollering for money." 
He said ophthalmologist Dr. Peter Wyzinski is al- 
lowed only seven patients a clay because the hospital 
can't afford to treat more people per day. The wait list is 
90 days long, with 80 patients now waiting for treatment. 
City councillor Lynn Christiansen suggested the 
health council cut the costly ophthalmology progntm so 
the hospital can afford to hire more nurses and re-open 
the sick baby nursery. 
But health council member Dr. Lani Almas said if 
Mills Memorial loses ophthalmology it may never get it 
back. "If you don't support ophihalmology there won't be 
one in the area," Almas added. 
Kelly said ICU expenses also eat up a lot of the hos- 
pital's budget. The costs of running ICU have increased 
by 759 per cent since 1994, while the health council's 
budget has increased by only 18 per cent since 1995. 
"I know we're being underfunded," Kelly said. "It's a 
huge amount of money we spend but we have one of 
best ICU services in the northwest," Kelly said. 
Terrace isn't given any money when its ICU is used 
at Christmas and holidays when other hospitals from the 
area transfer their patients here. 
Mills Memorial has the only ICU in the northwest 
that can provide heart patients with pacemakers. Yet it 
doesn't recognize the ICU as a regional service. 
Kelly said northwest health councils are working on a 
regional plan to provide better services for the same 
amount of money by pooling resources. 
A public meeting is planned Thursday, June 8 at 7 
p.m. at the Terrace Inn to review a draft of the regional 
plan. 
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"Model featured not exactly as shown 
McCLARY 30" RANGE 
• Manual Clean 
• Electronic Clock & Timer 
s Big Top Cooktop 
• One Piece Porcelain Drip Bowls 
McCLARY 30" 
SELF CLEAN RANGE 
• Electronic Clock & Oven Control 
• Steel Door with Designer Handle 
• 4 Pass Bake & Broil Elements 
• One Piece Porcelain Drip Bowl~ 
$ 
~:SA~E PRICE 6491 
G.E, SELF CLEAN 
CONVECTION RANGE 
• Electronic Clock & Oven Control 
• Delay Cook 
• Florescent Console Light 
• 6 Pass Broil Element 
"Model featured not exactly as shown• 
HOTPOINT BUILT IN 
DISHWASHER 
• 3 Level Wash System 
• Soft Food Macerator 
• Rinse & Hold option 
• Rinse Aid Dispenser 
• Heat & Dry Option 
G.E. BUILT IN 
DISHWASHER 
• Sureclean 3 Level Wash System 
, Extremely Quiet Operation 
• Piranha Hard Food Dispenser 
• Easy to Use Electronic Control 
(s,, p,,cE*5491 
i~iiiii:iii :~i•;i :i: ~i: ~i~• :: C .',¸  .................... ~•
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,Model featured not 
exactly as shown 
McCLARY 
WASHER & DRYER 
• X-Large Capacity 
• 3 Wash/Rinse Selections 
• 3 Load Sizes 
• Auto Dry Dryer 
• 3 Heat Selections 
Is,,, ,.,cF *788 ,O,...ol 
ALL  SALE  PRICES ARE P ICK-UP ONLY 
Delivery available for a nominal charge. 
:/eta-PARTS & PERFORMANCE 
JUNE 4 .  2000 
l O A M  - 5 P M  .~ .  
• Parts Delivery • Auto Parts 
• Car & Truck Accessories ' 
• Nitrous Fill Station 
• Car, Truck & R.V. Accessories 
- j .•. 
"The Accelerators" 
OPEN 6 A.M.  - 8 P.M. 
7 Days A Week  
3779 River Drive, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N8 
atuf 
J 
Millenium Partners in Concert 
~ .¢~ - - - .  - - .  . ,~  
Haydn "Ii'io 
Kodaly Intermezzo 
Czardas,  Monti .  
-Mar ia Claveau, solo viol in 
Chant  du Menestrel,  
-Bob Bardston, solo cello 
Atterberg Suite. 
Prelude, Pantomim,  Vision, 
Overture zur  Zauherharfe,  Schubert ,  
Beethoven Symphony  No. 2 
Conductor Jim Ryan 
TRIO ACCORD MEMBERS 
Mary Sokol Brown, Violin 
Andrew Brown, Violin 
Robert Bardston, Cello 
Support Your 
Local Symphony/ 
Tickets available at Sight and Sound and at the door, Adults $12 • Seniors and Students $10 
Saturday, June 10, 2000- 8:00 pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
Calling All Criminals 
"Where's Angela? We have a meeting," Jim 
barked into the intercom. The president of 
Horizon Life Insurance didn't like to wait. 
"Sorry, sir," Angela's secretary smiled, "She's 
on the phone with her boyfriend," 
"Her boyfriend? On company time?" 
"Yeah," the secretary gushed. "He's wonder- 
ful. And he's getting out of jail in just 14 months 
and 5 days..." 
"JAIL? Send Angela to my office, 
immediatelyr' 
Once off the phone, Angela raced upstairs to 
her boss, Jim pounced. "We promote you to 
office manager and you take advantage of the 
company by making personal calls at workl '° 
"But rm an excellent manager," Angela pro- 
tested. 'Tve given ten years of my life to this 
company. Surely a few calls doesn't undo 
that..." 
"Plus," Jim huffed. "You're in a sordid rela- 
tionship with a convicted crimlnall" 
Angela was stunned. "But Danny's a won- 
derful man who made a little mistake. Okay, a 
big mistake. Anyway, that's my businessl" 
"Behaviour like that affects MY business, 
And look at all these personal calls on your 
company cell phone." Jim waved a pack of bills. 
"Three hundred dollars in a single monthl 
Calling your little intimate Inmate, I'm sure." 
Angela turned beet red. ,Tm going to pay 
those back, I promise., 
"Let this be a wamingl Cleanup your act, 
Angela." 
A month later, Jim erupted again. "Angela 
hasn't improved. More ridiculous cell phone 
bills. Her productivity is down. I'm demoting 
her." 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON ~ 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
Angela screamed when she got the memo. 
"WHAT? They're putting me in a telemarketing 
job? My old assistant is now MY boss!" 
Angela tried her best at her new position. 
"Hi, it's Angela from Horizon life and, uhh, we 
have some new plans which are, well, they're 
really good, I think, and ...uhh...want o stgn 
up?" Click. 
Angela moaned. "They all hang up on me. 
I'm no good at thisr' Her cell phone rang. It 
was Danny, calling from jail. Angela burst into 
tears. "Thank goodness you called,.." Danny 
was very supportive. They talked for an hour. 
The next month, Jim reviewed Angola's 
phone bill once again. "An hour long personal 
call on her cell phonel And her sales are lousy. 
Angela is historyr' She was fired that day. 
Angela sued for wrongful dismissal, mental 
distress and loss of reputation. 
In court, Angela was still upset. "Your 
Honour, they had no right to fire me for making 
phone calls that I was willing to pay for. They 
caused me great distress." 
Jim barked at the judge. "Your Honour, 
Angela was reckless in her use of the com- 
pany cell phone even after I told her to cut 
down. Her performance at work was decreas- 
ing. We warned her until we couldn't keep her 
any lodger." 
Does Angela deserve compensation? 
YOU! Be the Judge, Then, look below for the 
decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL lAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law Civ i l  L i t igat ion  Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE IHE JUDGL - DECISION ,::, 
"Pay up, Hodzon Life. You acted unfairly," Judge Thomas ruled. "Angela wasn't producing wall In her new 
position because she had no experience and the compahy didn't train her. As for the cell phone usa, there 
was no gross irresponsibility and the company could have simply Insisted on being reimbursed." 
YOU[ BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases. Today's decision iv based on a court case from the 
pro'Ancc of British Cttlumbi:i. If you have it similar problem, please contact Wright & Mardiros, Claire 
B~mstcin isa ~awy~r and ua~i~na~ly sy"dicated q9~um~ist. C~pyright 2~ Haik~ Ent~rp~ses~ C22~2 ' 
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Shortage !,f professionals 
puts B.C. zn critical condition 
B.C. FACES a crucial have young people, we 
shortage of trained profes- won't survive," said Sin- 
sionals, says the president clair. 
of the B.C. Federation of Still, Sinclair says ap- 
Labour who toured the proximately one-third of 
northwest recently. B.C.'s workers are union- 
Although the nursing ized and the percentage in
profession may be the one the northwest is higher be' 
with the highest profile at cause of logging, fishing 
the moment when it comes and industry. 
to shortages, a multitude "Everybody knows 
of other occupations are on union members get paid 
the list, said Jim Sinclair. more. The difference be, 
"When I vis it  plants tween union andnon-union 
and worksites I hear of en- wages in this region is 
ormous gaps between se- about $120 million a 
nior ticketed employees, year," Sinclair estimated. 
who are 45-50 years old Unionized workforces 
and ' " apprentzces, he said. are good for the local 
"The apprentice pro- economy as "when there's 
grams are minimal at this a raise in the pulp mill or 
point. There's a huge gap Alcan, you also get a raise 
in skills training." on Main Street," said Sin- 
"What does it take to clair of the purchasing 
get people back into a power of union members. 
training program?" Unionized workforces 
Sinclair contrasts the 
lack of skills training pro- 
grams to the perennial pro- 
blem of youth unemploy- 
ment, saying young people 
lose out because of the -~ ~r:~:: 
shortage of apprenticeships I~  ,,~,~,,,,. 
in B.C, 
The B.C. Federation of 
Labour is the umbrella as- 
sociation for the majority 
of unionized workers in the 
province. 
Sinclair's tour, which is 
taking him across the pro- 
vince, is to highlight the 
benefits of union wages in 
the private and public sec- 
tors. ,~  
It is also an attempt o 
bolster union membership 
at a time when traditional 
union occupations are dis- 
appearing. 
"Young people are the 
lifeblood of the union 
movement. If we don't 
also translate in . . . . .  ~r,: 
ty, particularly i 
lic sector in sm~ 
in B.C., he addec 
Money isn,t 
main issue fm 
thinking:about 
union, Sinclair c 
"Actually, ir 
survey, monel 
fourth," he sak 
want dignity in 
place They war 
and dental pia~ 
cent treatment.,' 
The B.C. Fe( 
Labour oppose, 
the B.C. Busine, 
a coalition of bu~.,~.~.~ ,,,-
terest, to lower the mini- 
mum wage for young 
people. 
He also questioned the 
reliance of companies on 
having their workers work 
overtime instead of hiring 
J im S inc la i r  
more people. 
"If we cut those over- 
time hours, more people 
could be put to work," said 
Sinclair. 
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Need new eyeglasses? 
A spare pair? New sunglasses? 
: . . :  . . . . . . . . . .  :. .: [ ] . . , . , : .L , . . .  
Rob Greenwood 
School 
runs longer 
TWO EXTRA school days 
will be tacked on to Skee- 
na Junior Secondary's year 
to make up for lost time 
caused by bomb threats, 
says the school's principal. 
Rob Greenwood said re- 
gular classes at Skeena 
were intended to finish on 
June 21. But a string of 
bomb threats April 20, 
April 25, April 26, May 5 
and May 15 have caused 
unnecessary set backs. 
"We will now be finish- 
ing Friday, June 23," 
Greenwood said. 
Each time a threat is 
called in, the school has 
had to shut down while 
RCMP have searched the 
building for explosives. 
Greenwood said about 
14 hours, or 2.5 days were 
lost due to the string of 
threatening calls. 
Although class time has 
been extended, Greenwood 
explained the new sche- 
dule fits within the school 
calendar. 
The two extra days will 
also help make up for a 
lost week caused by strik- 
ing school support workers 
in March. 
Caledonia school prin- 
cipal Geoff Straker said 
his school's timetable can- 
not be rescheduled. Regu- 
lar classes will end June 
22, with provincial exams 
running until June 29. 
T 
The Office of Dr. VIc Hawes  is closing the doors 
A 
Giant 
Eyewear  Sa le  
All frames, sunglasses, and accessories 
50% off! 
To June 9th only. 
Get a new look just in time fo r  summer! 
The office of Vic Hawes, Optometrist 4748 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 638-8055 
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Monthly Lease Payment Down Payment Total Due on Signing,, 
$258 $5,470 $6,830 
$337 $2,735 $3,902 
$4:1.5 $0 $949 
Lease payments based on 36 mon~ term. Securrty depes=t required. ,kTotal due On signing for down payment, 
security deposit, 1st mOnlh's payment plus taxes GST ana PST. License, insurance, eattery levy, env~'on- 
menta levy, regrs ra Ion and adrn nistration ees extra. 
CHEVY BLAZER 2-DOOR 
FEATURES: • 190 HP Vortec 4.3L SFI V6 Engine • Automatic Transmission with 
Overdrive • CD Player • Next Generation Dual Front Airbags • 4-Wheel ABS • 15" 
Aluminum Wheels • PASSLock" Security System , Off-Road Suspension • Air 
Conditioning, Roof Luggage Rack 
SmJnLuse 
s258' 
per month for36 months w i th  
$5,470 down.  Security Deposit $300. 
or Cash Purchase Price 
s29,698' 
Includes freight of $810. 
(License, Insurance and Taxes extra) 
CHEVY SILVERADO REGULAR CAB I CHEW SILVERADO EXTENDED CAB 4-DOOR 
FEATURES: • 200 HP Vodec 4.3L SFI V6 Engine • 5-Speed FEATURES: • 270 HP Vortec 4.8L SFI V8 Engine • 4-Speed 
Manual Transmission • AM/FM Stereo • Reduced Force  'l,],]li,ld,i[q4.(,jla=ulz,],poj.zn.~ I'IL.11,L,]ILLLI'~ai Automatic Trai~smsson • AM/FM Stereo and Cassette I 
Deployment Dual Front Airbags ° 4-Wheel ABS • Fu l l  . . . .  • Reduced Force Deployment Dual Front Airbags • 4-Wheel 
Gauges including Tachometer • PASSLock ® II Theft F ~ ~ i~11 ql ABS • Full Gauges including Tachometer • PASSLock • II Theft 
Deterrent System • Chrome Grille, Bumper and Wheel Trim 1 U II ~]/1~ [ ]  Deterrent System • Chrome Grille, Bumper and Wheel Trim 
• Locking Differential Y A  I ~ l~ i  • Air Conditioning • Locking Differential 
SmaTLUSE SMmLust 
eAli i l  orCashrurchasoraco r H i  e l ,  orCashPurchasoPrlco 
"ZIO '21,218 In "'i=_ )§_ s28,098' t ! 
per month for 36 months wi th  Includes freight of $990. 
$2,265 down, Security Deposit $325, (License, Insurance and Taxes extra) 
. . i . . . . .  . - . : . . . ,  
- - - - , - . , , , , . . .  ! . - - ,  = ~, - "  '~ i 
MonthlyLease Payment I Down Payme~ I TotalDue onSigningA 
$278 I $2,265 I $3,224 
$312 i $1,130 I $2,019 
$346 I $0 I $794 
Leaea oaymemts based On 36 menth term. Ser.ur~ det0oslt requ,ed. &Total due on signmgfor down paymenl 
securdy depesit, 1st mo'~th's payment plus taxes GST and PST. License insurance battery levy, environ. 
mental evy. regtstta on and adminlsb'atiol~ ees extra. 
per mouth for 35 months with Includes freight of $990. 
$3,690 down. Security Deposit $425. (License, Insurance and Taxes extra) 
. . . . . . .  
It'] I k.vd ~1 ;t;1 IIo]l :~:41 i: i l l  fl =11][Wzl : !  l :i':T."] :(el U d to] ~, f.']l 
Monthly Lease Payment Down Payment Total Due on Signing,, 
$368 $3,690 $5,051 
$425 $1,845 $3,087 
$481 $0 $1,099 
Leasepayments based on 36 month term. ~cur~r deposd required. &Tothl due on Signing lot I]0W1"I paymenl, 
securdy deposit, 1st n~lh's payrnenl plus taxes GST and PST. License Insorance battery levy enWon- 
mental evy. regtslral on and admJntsb'aban lees ax ra. 
per mouth for 36 months  wi th  
$2,860 down, Security Deposit $350. 
CHWY TRACKER 4 -DOOR or Cash Purchase Pace 
FEATURES', • 2,0L DOHC 16 Valve Four 
Cylinder Engine • Automatic Transmission 
• AM/FM Stereo and CD Player • Reduced Force 
Deployment Front Passenger Airbags 
• Shift-On-The-Fly 4WD System • Roof Rack 
• Fully Off-Road Capable * Alloy Wheels • Air 
Conditioning • Five Passenger Seating 
i i ; t : [H : t~ l ; i l : l f l f l :  
Monthly Lease Payment 
q;E plg]oIo];in u 
Down Payment 
=r_,i.1 ~e]  u ill [i] ~[,.3 
Total Due on Signing,, 
$298 $2,860 $3.950 
$340 $1,430 $2,418 
$383 $0 $886 
Lease papents t~aseO on 36 mor4h I~'m Securdy dep~it req~h'ed. &Total due ~ signing for down paymeat, 
ea~ ry debasil~ 1st month's payment plus taxes, GST and PSI. License insurance iJaltery levy environ. 
mental evy, eeomb'aban and administration ees e~a. 
s25,058' 
Includes freight of $810. 
(License, Insurance and Taxes extra) 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635.4941o.o  
EHE3ARrlL~r 
@4dsmo~ 
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IWA contract 
talks continue 
MOP, E THAN 1,000 IWA members across the northwest 
could be taking a strike vote depending upon how con- 
tract talks with their employers go this week. 
Their current three-year contract ends next month but 
there hasn't been a lot of progress toward anew one, 
says Darrel Wong, president of IWA Local 2171 which 
represents 700 workers in the Terrace area and more 
throughout the northwest. 
Although money isan issue, the union is also looking 
for substantial improvements o existing and future pen- 
sions and to long term disability payments, he said. The 
union and employers are scheduled to meet again today. 
"We're expecting a response to our proposals, to see 
if there's an indication the industry is serious about put- 
ting together a collective agreement," said Wong last 
week. "'We have a real desire to have a new agreement 
in place by June 15, Whether we're successful or not, we 
don't know." 
"Even though we could be taking a strike vote, that 
doesn't mean there will be a strike, but we may need a 
mandate from the membership to show we're serious." 
Northwest IWA members are part of a 20,000-strong 
contingent bargaining for a master agreement with em- 
ployers along a coast. It runs out June 15 and the master 
one for the interior runs out the end of the month. 
The IWA and employers are coming off of a three- 
year deal which provided for wages increases 1, 2 and 2 
per cent over its lifetime. 
"We've said we want 2, 2 and 2 over three years. 
That's what pulp unions got in a real depressed market," 
says Wong. 
But more critical is the IWA pension plan which now 
pays $40 a month for each year of service provided an 
employee accumulates at least 1,500 hours of work each 
year, he said. That works out to $400 a month after 10 
years of service. 
"That's way too low. It's time to substantially in- 
crease that and to increase LTD [long term disability]," 
said Wong. 
Employers have so far told the IWA they want a one- 
year deal, which is regarded as unusual. Unions tradi- 
tionally have wanted shorter term contracts o they can 
bargain for increases sooner while employers have, 
sought the security of long term deals. 
Wang suspects coastal employers want a one-year 
deal so the), can better respond to a replacement for the 
softwood lumber export deal to the United States which 
is due next year. 
Coastal employers didn't get a lot of export quota to 
the United States under the current deal, preferring in- 
stead to rely on the Japanese market. But that market 
fell apart in the late 1990s and now coastal mills are 
looking to get into the United States. 
Wang also suspects employers want a one-year deal 
in anticipation of the election of a Liberal government 
next year in Victoria. 
"This is a personal opinion, so take it for what it's 
worth, but if there's a change in government, hey may 
be thinking there'll be employer-friendly changes to la- 
bour legislation," he said. 
~ Royal Canadian Legion 
Rr~nch 1 ~ - Terrace 
he finest 
steak night 
in town! 
[] Watch  that pa int  
A YELLOW HEAD Line Painting crew was out 
and about during the early morning hours of 
last week repainting lines on city streets. 
That's Rick Koelemy picking up one of the 
cones used to warn motorists not to drive 
over the paint until it is dry. 
H~althy eati.g., 
regular physical fe Kids 
C A N A D A  
The Office Administration Program is learner centred and empioyer 
focused. The learning environment is sensitive to diverse cultures, 
promotes excellence, encourages life-long learning, and fosters pride 
in one's self and one's work. 
I:.r Mnr~_ Information Call 635-6511 
f '~  
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE! 
setecgOn proceSS ;~ i~ Information Technology 
• • : :  : . :  
interview preparatiOn ~ ~ ~' Communications 
Fores ts /T ranspor ta t ion  & H ighways  
Date:  Tuesday, June 14, 2000 
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Location: Northwest Community College, Room 1101 
Please register by calling: (250)638.5145, Joan Renaud, Ministry of Forests 
squealing 6H serv',n, p' 
~]]] ]:;~;]] :][][:; ]]i]::i!] ]:,i[]]] :,:]]]:] ]:~]:]] : • ~ : 
Featuring AGDelco DuraStop'" PaNs Mo car, ,0,, ksf , ]],: 
t 
A Goodwrench Technician will replace front pads or rear shoes with ACDelco s16905 
DuraStop brake friction material. This complete Goodwrench Brake Service 
includes machining of rotors or drums as required, inspection and lubrication of 
hardware, inspection of master cylinder, calipers, brake lines, brake fluid 
condition, vehicle road test, as well as the DuraStop Limited Lifetime Warranty*. 
We want you to know more:Come viclt us at your local Oealer. tTaxes not included. Shop charges may & environmental included. Dealer sell 
,o.,.~ '0.r.,,o, ..... ,, =.,,, b,,,,,,°,= ~,,=",, ,o,,, ~.0., . . . .  ,,,.,~o,o, w,,, ~,o,.,~.,,,,,°,'.,,., S. CD.,oo PalS & Labour included 
waltanty ztalement for corn#ere details. Dealer labour wlrranlJed for 12 months O~ 2D,OOOkm whichever occurs first. Limited time offer. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941 D5893 
www,  goodwrench .qn icanada~com .... " " 
• R ight ;On time. 
You want  to k:no'ar 
more about: 
• Finding a job? 
• Connect ing Canadians? 
• Safe boating? 
• Starting a business? 
• Chi ldren's services? 
• Health and quality care? 
The Government  of Canada is mak ing  it easy for you to reach us. 
One-stop access for information on more than 1,000 services is 
avai lable at your fingertips, 
Don't hesitate to contact us at: 
Canad  
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Money man 
challenges 
gov't spending 
THE PRESIDENT of a 
provincial accountants 
body says he could cut 10 
per cent off of provincial 
health and education 
spending without affecting 
services. 
If so. Don Hincks would 
be able to save just over 
$1.4 billion - more than 
enough to wipe out this 
year's projected provincial 
deficit of $1.278 billion. 
Hincks, from Maple! 
Ridge, is the president of 
the Certified Management 
Accountants of B.C. and 
was in Terrace recently. 
Certified management 
accounts provide advice, 
and guidance on planning,' 
budgeting and forecasting 
in addition to the technical 
aspects of crunching num- 
bers, he said. 
It's in that capacity that 
Hincks is convinced a cer- 
tified management ac- 
countant approach to 
health attd education 
spending would show re-. 
suits. 
"We could cut 10' per 
cent without missing a 
beat," said Hincks. "It's 
not just a question of 
spending more money, it's 
a question of how you 
spend it." 
Hincks believes, as do 
others, that there is enough 
money in the system - the 
problem lies in how it is 
spent. 
The key is doing audits ~ 
to determine value for the ' 
money that is spent, said 
Hincks. 
That's been much the 
same message over the 
past s e v e r al. ~,e,,~ fro ~d~ 
provincial auditor general. 
Hincks also proposes a 
more radical step in set- 
ting right provincial fi- 
nances, He suggests the 
position of finance mini- 
ster be held by an accoun- 
tant. 
"If that were possible, 
then you would have 
somebody with a better 
understanding of the prin- 
ciples of balancing the 
budget," said Hincks. 
[I would also do away 
with accusations that gov- 
ernments manipulate num- 
bers to their political ad- 
vantage. 
"An accountant, such 
as a certified management 
accountant, couldn't do 
that because that would be 
against the elhical code," 
Hincks continued. 
Hincks said certified 
~.management accounts 
"have offered Premier Ujjal 
Dosanjh assistance in re- 
storing health to the pro- 
vincial budget. 
"If you look at the bud- 
get documents, they're 
, projecting the economy 
will grow by 2.2 per cent, 
. but government spending 
will grow by six per cent. 
You just can't do that," he 
saicl. 
The result is borrowing 
money which then gets 
added to the overall pro- 
vincial debt, Hincks 
added. 
Tourist 
centre 
loses out 
WHILE THE Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce's tourist infocentre 
greeted more than 10,000 
people last year, Kitimat's 
one struggled to attract vi- 
sitors. 
It resulted in provincial 
crown corporation Tourism 
B.C. chopping a $4,000 
grant this year to Kitimat 
because the centre could 
not keep up with the 
grant's criteria. 
To receive the money, 
the Kitimat infocentre had 
to have at least three 
people per hour pass 
through its doors. 
Kitimat just didn't 
make the cut. 
But, only 45 minutes up 
the highway, Terrace's in- 
focentre had no problem 
securing its money. 
"We had 10,353 people 
use the centre last year," 
said Bobble Phillips, man- 
ager of the chamber. "And 
that's more then enough to 
recewe the funding." 
Phillips believes Kiti- 
mat's infocentre may be 
losing visitors because 
most tourists stop in Ter- 
race first and pick up all 
the information they need 
before they head down the 
highway. 
Because tourists are not 
using the infocentre, Kiti- 
mat is trying to attract 
community members to 
discover the centre. 
"The centre is not uti- 
lized by the community. 
We are trying to let them 
know what's available," 
said Lynn Stevenson, 
chamber of commerce 
manager in Kitimat. 
Stevenson hopes the 
new initiative will restore 
a grant for next year. 
A FIRM HAND on the public cash register is the prescription to restore health to 
the provincial government's  budget, bel ieves the president of a provincial ac- 
countants body. Don Hincks says spending could be cut without any accompa- 
nying damage to the ability to provide for education and health care. 
  We're There 
& We Care 
cm, ,o ,m 
l i r~~; i :  SOCIETY IDU CANCER 
Please welcome 
your ne[ghbou~ood 
canvassers when they 
knock on your door. ~RmsH COLUMeI~ 
AND YUKON DIVISION 
i,tI,:QtlI':S'I' I , ' ()R I~I ,~() I ' ( )SAI ,S  
- C( )MMUNICAT I ( )NS  
NcchakuiKilanm:tl I)cxelolmtenl Fund St~cicty 
rctltflres ztll C\l~erienced CtHll]'l;lll~' tH' indi~ ithtltl I~ 
tic\ ch~l~ a I~rol'cssiotml in ;t~e p;tekage, inchlding 
It,~tL I¢~terhc',td ;.|fltl ;.i ba.,,i¢ illl'tHm~llittft kil tlesi~tl. 
Ih'~q~osals should inehfdc Cttln[1;.lll.V inl'~trntatitm. 
c\pcric nee and cxantples of your ~.VOl'k; detailed 
I'~tlt.I,_.,cl: linlelincs. 
N KI)I: Society is :t nOlll'q'ofil ttrgalli/;.iti~m 
I'oCtlsdd (HI t.'tmllllttllJIy eCOtlt~llliC tie\ eh}illllelll ill 
NollllV~eSl B(.'. Pie~tse send r~l'ttl~ttszll. "; it): 
Ncchal, t~-Kila i l l l l l i l  I)eveh~l)inent Fnn(I Society 
I{t)\ 43 It). Sntilhel'S. I{C. V()J 2NIl 
I)¢mllille: .June 16. 2()()() 
For m~.'e inl~trm;tlion, call: I-,'q77-47,'q-3,~(~3 
NOTICE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
SUMMER HOURS 
City of Terrace operations will be 
on Summer Hours as Follows: 
June 5, 2000 TO SEPTEMBER 1, 2000 
City Hall OFFICE 8:00 a.m,-4:00 p.m, 
Public Works OFFICE 8:00 a,m.-4:00 p.m. 
WORKCREWS *7:00a,m.-3:30p.m, 
Parks & OFFICE 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Recreation PARKS CREWS 7:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m 
FACILITIES AS POSTED 
*Please note that garbage will be collected 
earlier during the day due to summer hours. 
R. Poole 
Chief Administrative Officer 
  .EXTENDED..,.LENGTH ~T" " 
* * * *  , TheWindstaristheoniyminivantcachieveaFiveStarCrashTestRatingfor 
front impact for driver and front passenger, six_ years in a rowl t't 
COMFORTABLE PRICE 
OR 
s22,495"* *238* per month /36  month lease 
~1o security deposit 
$3,605 Down Payment. Includes freight & air tax $1,045 
ALL THESE GREAT FEATURES INCLUDED AT ONE LOW PRICE 
• Extended Length 3-Door Minivan • 3,8L 200Hp SPI V6 Engine. 4-Speed Automatic Transmission with Overdrive 
• 15" Steel Wheels with 5-Spoke Covers • Air Conditioning • AMIFM Stereo with Cassette • 7-Passenger Seating • 4-Wheel ABS Brakes • SecuriLock TM Anti-theft System 
• Second Generation Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags • Power Mirrors/Windows/Door L cks 
OR UPGRADE TO 
WINDSTAR LX WITH UT IL ITY  & CONVENIENCE GROUP 
• 3.8L 200He SPI V6 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 
with Overdrive • 15" Aluminum Wheels • Dual Sliding Doors 
e Air Conditioning • AMIFM Stereo with Casselte • 7.Passenger 
Seating • 4.Wheel ABS Brakes • .SecuriLock TM Anti.thett System 
Second Generalion Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags • Power 
Mirrors/Windows/Door Locks • Floor Mats • Privacy Glass 
Root Rack • Speed Control with fill Steering Column • Enhanced 
Seating Group, Ouad Bucket Seating, Remote Keyless Entry 
~. . , I  ~ [o|l-" I ~ ;i[~ ;t :f-,~ in i :r.,I.1 :Eo) ~nd q 'd  
*279" 
PER MONTH/36  MONTH LEASE 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
S3,995 Down Payment Includes freight & air tax $1,045 
.I . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ! ~" ~ J!~ ";'~"~'l-doo v 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'Lease a new 2000 Fold Windslar LX 3-door for S238 per rr~onth or a 2000 Ford Windstar LX with left hand sliding door, tnihty and eor~venlence groups and aluminum v;heels for $279 par month based on a 36 month leaSJ~ 
Credit to quahf2ed retail lessees, on approved .':redd Sortie conddlons appry and a rel;eacje restriction of 60,000 km over 36 months apply, an additional charge of $00B per km ever 60,000 km ow-;r 3 years plus apphcable laxes, apply. $3,605/$3,995 downpay~ a- 
lent trade, first month's payment required SecHrny deposit wmved. Offers include $1.045 freighl and mr tax Total lease obligat}en of $12.1731514.039.  residual el $13.29860/$15,45215 plus taxes, Dealer may lease for less. "Purchase a new 2000 Ford Windslar I X ~. 
$22.495. Taxes payabre oll full amoent of puzcllase price. Qffer includes $1.0,15 freight and mr lax Dearer may sell far less, Ouantilie~ may vary by dealer. All offers e..;clude h{,en~e, ar3uratl(;e, admtrltstrahon fees. and all apphcable taxes. Offers cannot be combined with any 
olher offers, Some eorrditions apply Drafted lane offers. Offers may change wflhout nolice Dealer may not have vehicle in stock. Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery on faclory orders. See dealer for detads, f tThe htghest front-ifftpact rating tot both lhe driver and fronl passenger in 
U.S. government National Highway Traffic Safety Adrmnlslratlon. rAs compared to a si~ort wheelbase model advedised with 111051 other minivans, 
"Funding occurs on a 
yearly basis," she said, 
"The more people that 
come in the more money 
we receive," ~ 
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Linear park project detours 
around contaminated site 
THE CITY's new linear 
hpa;ke tal °dnL u~/w ~u6n dt  i~ le 
contaminated site of the 
former Terrace Co-op bulk 
fuel plant. 
Work has already star- 
ted on the project with the 
awarding of a $485,326 
contract to Vic Froese 
Trucking Ltd. The Terrace • 
company was the lowest of 
four bidders at $485,326. 
Additional city costs - 
mainly project design, 
paving and landscaping 
materials - boost the total 
project cost to an estima- 
ted $708,500. That's about 
four per cent over the 
city's budget of $681,000 
for the project. 
The biggest obstacle for 
the park has been the slow 
pace of environmental 
cleanup by Federated Co- 
op, which had promised a 
clean site by June 1998. 
The city, which bought 
the land from CN rail, said 
it wouldn't charge the Co- 
op lease payments for the 
land if it was clean by De- 
cember 1998. 
That deadline was ntis- 
sed and extended to De- 
cember 1999, which was 
missed as well, says city 
planner David Trawin. 
Now city council has 
moved to terminate the 
lease, which Tarwin says 
is the simplest way for the 
city to let contractors 
begin work on the park. 
The ministry of environ- 
Skate 
park 
needs 
cash 
By SARAH GLEN 
THE CASH-STRAPPED 
skate park will have to 
wait a little longer before 
city council decides whe- 
ther to lend its builders 
almost $10,000 to finish 
the project. 
The delay comes after 
councillor Val George ta- 
bled a motion at council's 
May 23 meeting calling 
for the city to pay out the 
skate park's shortfall with 
a guarantee that the 
money would be repaid 
But he did it without 
first submitting the motion 
in writing. 
Because George's mo- 
tion did not follow proper 
procedure, Mayor Jack 
Talstra postponed any de- 
cision until the next coun- 
cil meeting, June 5. 
The delay is yet another 
setback for the three-and-a 
half-year project. 
Ron Craig, a member of 
the Terrace Youth Action 
Society, which oversees 
the skate park construc- 
tion, understands that 
council must follow proto- 
col, but he is concerned 
that the park won't be fin- 
ished for the July 1 dead- 
line. 
The skate park original- 
ly faced a $17,206 budget 
shortfall due in part when 
an offer by the Kitimat- 
Terrace District Labour 
Council to donate labour 
fell through. 
That donation commit- 
ment was made verbally 
by people who are no 
longer on the labour coun- 
cil and subsequent exec- 
utive members know noth- 
ing of any details. 
The donated labour, 
which would have seen the 
project completed on time 
and under budget, has now 
pushed the project past its 
intended finishing date and 
over budget, said city 
councillor, David D. Hull. 
But after revising its 
budget, the Terrace Youth 
t Action Society was able to 
trim nearly $8,000, leaving 
the society short $9,602. 
That's when the society 
approached council. 
"The city has put up 
$170,000 in donated ma- 
terials and labor and that's 
great, but we need to 
make this a good quality 
park," said Craig. "When 
you look at it [skate park] 
all you see is pavement, 
but it's more than that." 
Along Hwy16, Dave Wolfe, Fran Grelson and Jim Mantel are working hard con- 
structing the city's new linear park: the Grand Trunk Pathway. The park will by- 
pass grounds contaminated by a now-defunct Federated Co-op bulk fuel plant. 
ment is allowing the city 
to build the park on the 
clean portion of the site 
closest to the highway, 
and fence off the southern, 
contaminated southern 
portion. 
The city also demanded 
the Co-op pay $10,700 in 
back lease payments, 
which it did. 
It's still the Co-op's re- 
sponsibility to clean up the 
site, Trawin said, but he 
added if it's not done to 
the city's satisfaction it 
will consider taking over 
the work and billing the 
Co-op. 
"We've been rather pa- 
tient for a couple years but 
they didn't quite sense the 
urgency that was there," 
said councillor David Hull. 
Are you a trainer that is currently involved in the 
training of workers for the logging industry? 
You Are Welcome to Attend The 
"Trainers Open House" 
The aim of the British Columbia Logging Health & Safety Agency is to improve 
health and safety of workers in the logging industry. The BCLHSA will ensure 
access to standardized high quality health and safety training, programs, 
services, and resources for workers and employers. 
The "Trainers Open House" Is an informational presentation for trainers or 
potential trainers in the logging industry. The Agency's objectives, training 
programs, qualifications of trainers and opportunities will be explained and 
discussed during this Open House. 
The 'Trainers Open House' will be in your area on 
MONDAY, JUNE 5 AT 7:00 PM 
PLACE: NORTH WEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TERRACE 
If you require additional information please call the 
BC Logging Health & Safety Agency 
(250) 562-3215 or 1-877-324-1212 
Email: ~sa@netbistro.com Website: www.lo~ingsafe.com 
Recogn ized  
around 
t ;he  wor ld  Tired of being telephone solicited by 
out of town Carpet Cleaning Companies? 
Support your LOCAL Carpet Cleaning Companies who are licensed 
to operate here in Terrace, Yes, we are licensed, insured, bonded 
and our technicians are I.I.C.R.C. certified. 
We professionally clean your carpets & 
upholstery right the first time. 
Don't pay twice for the same Job. 
Good quality carpet cleaning doesn't cost,/t paysl 
We have over 20 years experience. Shop local. 
We guarantee satisfaction, and we are here year roundl 
We do not use portables, we have 2 truck mounted units 
to serve you better. 
Rob Roy of Rob Roy's Carpet D0ct0, 635"0704 
uApNApA" 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
. . . . .  635-6334" 1-800-663-3901 
Fami ly  Car  Spor ts  Car  
Drag  Car  S tock  Car  
NEW STORE HOURS: ] ,~~ 
Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
FA( TORYDIRECT 
S P RI r ,I C ,.C LE A K A,,i C E SALEON NOW! 
UP * ° 5 0 %  o f f  
second grade product 
ALSO #I  PRODUCTS ON SALE 
~ ~  NATURAL COLORED 
..... --'"i'!el , '.'. " ' ' 
~ k / / )8  x 16pATIO SU~B . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  
"~ "F .,-" :16 X16PATIO SLAB..' ...... 2.99 ea 
~J . /  24 X 24  PATIOSLAB.,. ..... 8.49 ea 
10 mm REBAR X 6 m ....... 3.59 ea 
TYPE 10 CEMENT (bag) .... 9.49 ea 
LANDSCAPING MATERIAL AVAILABLE 
WASHED DRAIN ROCK, 
TOP SOIL, ROAD CRUSH 
"There's a Beetle in my Skillet!" 
.9 
A Y2K VW Hew Beetle 
~s, AT  DENNY'S  ® 
There's a Beetle i. my SkillEt Contest. 
'/, t- 
Q O N T E 
1' 
Zoom into Denny's ® and try one of our five, $5.99 
featured skil lets and zoom out  with a chance  
to drive home a New Beetle, or win $30,OBO CaSh, 
p plus thousands of additional prizes. To enter,  
s imply come on into Denny's  ® , o rder  one  of  
your server for details on how you 
could get that Beetle in ,]fOUr skillet. 
our  featured  Ski l lets and ask  ~ ~  
More than Just great breakfast. 
4828 Hwy 16 West Terrace, B.C. 635  2295 / Open 24hrs / Licensed 
PROMOTION EXPIRES JUNE 18. 2000. AT PARTICIPATING F~ ESTAuRANTE. PRICEE MAY VARY, SEE INeTORE FOR FULL CONTEaT DETAILE 
TERRACE STANDARD 
• . '. i :  
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Report of the field team 
Date :  5/19/4012 
Location: Settlement 12-A, Section 7 
Team Captain Reporting: Boswell Beezlewhlp 
Subject: Molded plastic stud-and-tube bricks at 
Lot 47 Site 22 
Our team of four has continued to sift through 
the volcanic ash (up to seven feet thick) at the site. 
Most wooden dwellings were consumed by the 
superheated lava which covered the entire city in 
3012 AD, as you recall. 
However, a number of subterranean rooms ap- 
pear to have been insulated by the ash, thus protect- 
ing the large and small treasures located below 
ground. 
Inhabitants of this area, while they could not 
have foreseen the extent of the disaster to befall 
them, appear to have safely stored their most pre- 
cious household belongings in these underground 
rooms. 
Downstairs at our site, as elsewhere, we have 
found almost-intact water and air machines. The 
exact nature of these enamel-on-steel units is still 
disputed (see "Theories of Cleansing Ceremonies 
among the Early Second Millennium Skeena Valley 
Inhabitants: An Annotated Bibliography," Vol. 3). 
Also found in the subterranean chambers here 
are several objects we have categorized as Art. 
There is a two-wheeled machine that is operated 
manually by turning or pushing one or both of two 
foot pedals. Even with the most vigorous exertion, 
the machine does not move across the space, its 
wheels being purposefully disabled from touching 
the ground. The "" " " nature tmpracttcal of this item, 
along with the "like-new" quality of gears and fix- 
tures convinces us the object was obtained' by the 
inhabitants not to be used, but to be admired. Thus 
it is being categorized as Art. Of course, we leave it 
to the experts at the academy to determine the va- 
lidity of this hypothesis after further excavations 
have been catalogued and cross-indexed. 
Obviously of great value to the inhabitants are 
two "Elvis on black-velvet" paintings. (See "The 
Cultural Diffusion of Elvisn among 20th Century 
Northern Forest Dwellers," and "Protected and Pre- 
cious Subterranean Treasures: Large-Eyed Balleri- 
nas and Clowns on Black Velvet," by Kneeper, 
Bell, et al.) 
But the most important valuables found at the 
site, at least by their sheer number and variety, are 
the numerous tiny objects we are calling (after Gnu- 
mann and Tinker) "molded plastic stud-and-tube 
bricks." Gnumann and Tinker found six of these red, 
eight-stud bricks back in 4008, as you may recall, 
and excited the academy enormously by their fur- 
ther researches which determined said bricks could 
be combined in 102,981,500 different ways. This 
mathematical finding, along with their location 
below ground, led my esteemed colleagues to deter- 
mine the bricks were used as an elite arithmetic 
puzzle to stimulate the minds of the greatest think- 
ers of their day. 
However, my crew has found a total o~" 1,843 of 
these bricks! And they are not all redt There are 
blue ones and white ones and grey ones, as well as 
a handful of teal-eoioured bricks that are stunning in 
their beauty. Neither are they all elght-studded (the 
familiar 2 X 4 configuration so accurately rendered 
by Tinker); some have two, four, or only one stud. 
Some are one-third the height of the others, which 
my team and I are calling "fiats" or "plates." 
Our field researches, primitive as they may be 
among the dust and debris (more printed paper with 
typical numerals of 5, 10, 20 and 100 were found 
and discarded), shows these bricks can be com- 
bined in an infinite number of formations. Team 
members have constructed buildings, robots, and 
several realistic spacecraft. After the wheels were 
found yesterday morning, we have been building 
all-terrain vehicles, excavators, and even ancient 
automobilesl 
Special slanted pieces are being used, as I corn- 
If II pose this report, to construct a castle following 
some pictogram instructions discovered in an adja- 
I1  II cent chamber. The catapult uses an extremely 
rare piece with a hole drilled through it, which 
makes a "flinging" action possible. Great accuracy 
in hitting targets can be achieved with little prac- 
tice. I pause here in my report as a large lidded con- 
tainer inscribed "Yogurt" has just been found. 
Astounding dlseoveryl Small humanoid figures, 
dozens of them, were stored in "Yogurt." Their feet 
interlock nicely on the bricks, their little hands can 
grasp liny tools, there is headgear, protective gear, 
and some very shiny silver swords. Wol The cata- 
pult just flung a knight right over the castle wall! 
Ouiekl Make the humanoid figures ride the quad- 
ruped beasts over the drawbridgel 
I must stop my report here as we continue our 
important work to discover the myriad uses and 
exact nature of these bricks. 
Signing off, Boswell Beezlewhtp 
Addendum: Request indefinite extension of our 
field research al Sile 47 Lot 22. 
Author wants bears protected 
AFTER FIVE years of 
pouring her heart into a 
children's book on ker- 
mode bears, Tess Tessier's 
dream has come true. 
The 48-page book, en- 
titled, llqfite Spirit Bear, 
hit local bookshelves this 
week. 
"This is a book I've 
worked on with my heart, 
Tessier said. "It comes 
with lots of love and car- 
ing and sharing," 
Tessier introduces read- 
ers to the rare white sub- 
species of black bear 
through stunning photo- 
graphs and easy-to read 
text. 
The book leaches child- 
ren about where the bears 
live, what they eat, how~ 
they behave and why they 
are white. 
" I t 's  an everyone's  
book," Tessier said. 
"There 's  a little bit in 
there everyone will enjoy 
reading about." 
The book will appeal, to 
children of all reading le- 
vels, with simple writing 
for beginners and fuller 
text for more experienced 
readers• 
Tessier said she wrote 
NEW BOOK: Tess Tessier will be visiting every school, store and busifiess in the city promoting her new 
book on kermode bears. In the book, Tessier supports an area of 262,000 hectares on Princess Royal Is- 
land preserved as a conservancy for the rare white bears.. 
White Spirit Bear in order 
to  educate students on the 
importance of preserving 
its habitat. 
Although it is illegal to 
hunt the white bears for 
sport, Tessier wants to en- 
sure their continued survi- 
val I~y setting aside a pre- 
serve in the old-growth 
rainforest of Princess 
Royal Island, located on 
the northwest coast of B.C. 
"It's essential that we Dosanjh to express interest 
set aside some areas to 
protect them," she said. 
"We need to give them "Awareness and eduqa- 
their home." tion are the keys to mak- 
She encourages readers ing our planet our home - 
to write to government taking care of our planet," 
leaders and Premier Ujjal:. she said. 
Tessier first became in- 
in preserving this wilder-" terested in kermode.bears 
hess home. in 1958 while she was liv- 
- . : . : z4> 
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NICE BAGS: Nancy Jay and her children hold canvas bags made by mem- 
bers of the Terrace Breastfeeding group, The support group is selling the bags 
for $18 to help raise $3,000 to purchase a new electric breast pump at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. The canvas bags will be sold at the Farmers' Market, 
° 
ing on a homestead in 
Rosswood. 
Tessier has spent the 
past 25 years touring the 
country visiting school 
children, teaching them ~ 
how to respect each other 
and our planet. 
Nathan Chapman, 2, enjoys playing in the 
park. Playground safety is this year's theme 
for national Safe Kids week May 29-June 4• 
to create and fund birthing rooms with 
state of the art birthing beds. 
For some of the women in attendance 
at regular meetings, a more pressing, im- 
mediate need was for breastfceding infor- 
mation and support. In response, the Ter- 
race Breastfeeding Group was created, 
and became focussed primarily on educa- 
tion. 
That such a group would continue to 
meet on a monthly basis for 20 years 
speaks to the commitment and dedication 
of numerous women in this community. 
In the past years, Terry Walker and 
Denise Tuppman faithfully led the group 
for long stretches. Today, Nancy Jay and 
Cathy Vandenberg are being ably assisted 
by a small group of mothers to organize 
the monthly meetings and the anniversary 
activities which will culminate during 
National Breastfeeding week with a fami- 
ly dance and breast pump hospital dona- 
tion. 
To help raise the $3,000-pump, the 
support group is making quality canvas 
denim handbags, for sale at the Terrace 
Farmers Market, 
Customers can also call Nancy Jay at 
635-5607 or Cathy Vandenberg at 635- 
7397. 
It is the Breastfeeding Group's hope 
that everyone who has been helped by its 
support over the past 20 years will gener- 
ously contribute to this fundraising effort, 
AS SUMMER approaches and children begin play- 
ing outdoors more, parents hould beware of public 
playground hazards, warns public health nurse 
Ester Brisch. 
Playgrounds are fun for kids, but they can be 
hazards too, Brisch said. 
Most children's injuries occur in parks or at 
school, with them falling off equipment like slides, 
monkey bars and swings. Injuries include broken 
arms, cuts or bruises to their heads or necks. 
If a child can't reach the playground equipment 
by herself she is too small to be playing on it. 
"Kids usually get injured because they're doing 
more than they developmentally do," she said. 
Tips for parents 
1. Check children before they play 
• Take off drawstrings and helmets that can get 
caught or tangled in the equipment and cause 
strangulation. Don't let your child use skipping 
ropes on playground equipment 
2. Check the playground 
• Use playground that have cedar chips, pea 
gravel or sand in place with your shoe ,...,, 
• Check that space between steps on a slide I 
spaces between railings can't trap a child's head 
(smaller than 3.5 inches or larger than nine 
inches.) 
• Look for hand rails and guard rails on slides 
and equipment hat is above the ground or have 
soft panels that prevent falls, Sharp edges and ex- 
posed nuts or bolts can pinch or cUt children. 
3. Supervise the children 
IN CELEBRATION of its 20th anniver- 
sary, the Terrace breastfeeding support 
group is asking locals to help raise $3,000 
to buy a new electric breast pump for 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
An electronic breast pump is used to 
initiate or maintain the milk supply of 
mothers temporarily unable to put their 
babies to the breast, Reasons for this in- 
clude serious prematurity, infant illness 
and numerous other early feeding chal- 
lenges. 
A heavy duty, efficient breast pump is 
considered essential eqmpment for all 
hospitals with maternity units, says 
Nancy Jay, member of the breastfeeding 
support group. 
The present breast feeding pump at the 
hospital, which was a fundraising project 
coordinated by the group and local physi- 
cians, has been used regularly by mothers 
since 1986. 
The money to buy the original pump 
was raised by donations from local ser- 
vice clubs, members of the medical staff 
and individuals in the community. 
When the Terrace Breastfeeding Sup- 
port Group formally began in 1980 it was 
in response to the expressed needs of a 
subgroup of women belonging to the then 
active and influential Terrace Childbirth 
Association. 
In the late seventies and early eighties 
this larger group was instrumental in 
New breast pump needed J Playgrounds can 
By PAMELASTRAKER working withpers0nnelatMilisMemorial I be hazardous 
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CITY SCENE 
Bar Scene 
Gators  Pub: Don't miss VEDANTA,  
appearing until June 10. Gators is now open at 
noon every Saturday. Bring a group of eight or 
more and receive a special gift every 
will be held Thursday. June 8 at 7:30 p.m. at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Come out and support 
the talented and hardv,'orking musicians from 
Skeena! Hear the melodious sound of the 
Grade 8 concert and jazz bands as well as the 
award ,,,,,inning Skeena 9/10 concert band and 
senior jazz just back from Nationals in 
American. Irish and Scottish. Tickets available 
from students. Flov,'ers a la  Carte and at the 
door. Tickets cost adults and students $7; 
seniors and children under age 12 cost S5. All 
proceeds go to the Theatre Alive Society. 
, , r _  
Saturday. Free pool all day. Every Thursday is Toronto. Admission by donation• . rrace 
Ladies Night. Be there to win a diamond ring, "ml ' I " '=='""  " ' - - ' ' "  - I m u s s w u u u  • noy'ymp'-n 
Gators is now Open every SatUrday' at n0ont . . . . .  . . . .  
Beasley's M ix :  Ever)' Friday night enjoy 
Terrace's only one man band, Halfyardwitb Music Jamboree Orchestra and Tl'iO 
special guest vocalist Patti Brown. Open 
Monday to Saturday. Come and check out our The Rosswood Community invites everyone to fie•oral present millennium partners in 
attend th~s )ears annual Music Jamboree famous Picasso burger! " ' ' " " " concert with conductor Jim Ryan. Come to the 
Friday, August 18 (e~,emng of music) and Georges Pub presents Locomotive from " ." ' " . " REM Lee Theatre Saturday, June 10 at 8 p.m. 
Saturda,,, August 19, ':BOO0 (mus~e all da', ) T~c e s a,, ~ ht a Edmonton until June 3 .  .' - .'" " k t ,ailable at S'~ "nd Sound and at 
Hanky Pankv's presents "the great Thursday Rosswood is located 42 km north of Terrace on the door Tickets cost adults S I 9 and seniors 
Night Cash" Grab". You cou ld  win this Kalum Lake Drive. Gates open Saturdav, at 10 and .students" S10." - 
Thursday's jackpoto fS l ,500 jus tbvcoming  a'm'andcl°sedatl0p'm'N°excepti°ns" e A I ' ~ . ' ~  ," b " g of  
out to Hankv's on Thursday nighis. Great VUe, ; i l i  
sounding karaoke every Sunday and Monday D o n e e  ~11~ n E v e n l n  
thisand weekend!free pool Wednesdays. Come to Hanky's held Saturday, June 3 at 8 p.m. at the R.EAI. ~ l ~ r ~ l  ~ t~ l~ l [ l I  
F ina l  Concer t  ,.+0 Theatre. This is the 25th annual dance ~ E IF I i l  I I l l  l ]a  
revue put on by Vicki Parviainen dance Benefit concert for the Pacific Northwest 
Caledonia Music student's final concert will students. As this is the 25th year 0flVicki Music Festival's Travel Fund. featuring 
be held at the REM theatre Wednesday, June 
14 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is by donation. The 
Caledonia music concert consists of the 
Concert Band, the Stage Band, the Choir and 
Vocal jazz. A variety of styles will be 
performed. 
Skeena Junior Secondary's year end concert 
Parviainen,s annual dance revue, a special 
evening of dance through time will be 
presented, and the dancers, v,'ho range from 
preschoolers to Grade 12 students, and first 
and second year university students, will 
perform "A Journey Through Time, from the 
30's all the way through to the 90"s, plus Latin 
Jennifer Zucchiatti, Lyric Soprano, and Dr. 
Christopher Foley, piano. Come to the 
Pentecostal Church June 9 at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission by donation to the Pacific 
Northwest Travel Fund. Upon request, all 
donations of SI0 or more will receive a tax 
receipt. 
LEY CUP PLAYOFFs TM 
~.  ~ watch the finals on 
~.~ ~ The BIG SCREEN 113/ 
q" " E:~ ~"~- . & enter for a chance to win . '-+-'+ oTo,,wo,.,,.,,,. : 
Don 't Drink a Relax on our 
Drive ,. PATIO 
Our  FREE 
Courtesy Van will I 
take you home. L' Full Service, Licensed, Heated,,, 
Geo es Pub 
"Licensed For GoodTimes" 
from Ebmonton 
Playing Tuesday to Saturday 
3086 Highway 16  
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph" 635-6375 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
TERRACE 
@l :HRYSLE II (~  
www.terraceautomall.com 
te r race .automal l  @telus.net 
STA NDARD The Terrace Standard standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here!  
Contact  us  at 638-7283 
.7~q 
YOUR: HEALTH!:-I: 
" by!Claudia P6r ry  ' ~! 
. , . . "  
v 
Take time for your Vision: I 
Many of us take supplements to help ward off a cold or 
flu virus, but how many of us think of nutrients to support 
our sight? 
Cataracts are the number one cause of vision impair- 
ment in the US. 
Glaucoma is a silent thief, threatening 3 million 
Americans with blindness. 
Age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) is the lead- 
ing cause of blindness in people over 65, affecting more 
than 1 out of 4 senior citizens in North Amedca. 
People with the greatest threat of ARMD are mature 
women with light coloured eyes (blue, green or hazel). 
Sunlight exposure, age, smoking and diet are specific 
hazards. 
What can we do to reduce our dsk? Obviously we can't 
change our gender, eye colour or age. 
However we can and should protect our eyes from sun- 
light by wearing a wide.bdmmed hat or UV-blocking sun- 
glasses. This is as true in our northern latitude as any- 
where in the world. Avoid exposure to cigarette smoke. If 
diabetic, continue to carefully monitor and stabilize your 
condition. 
As for improving our diet; if your welHntentioned Mom 
ever told you to "eat your veggles, they're good for your 
eyes", she was nght. (There Morn, you have it in writing!) 
Antioxidants and various carotenoids found in fruits and 
vegetables are shown to have significant benefits for the 
eyes• It may be important o note that the carotenoids 
lutein and zeaxanthin concentrate specifically in the eye 
tissues. High levels of these in the eye protect by minimiz- 
ing free radical damage and by absorbing blue light rays. 
These components are found In spinach, kale and col- 
lard greens. In fact. people who eat the highest amounts 
of spinach reduce their risk of developing ARMD by neady 
90%1 Indications are that optimal evels of lutein may also 
benefit people with glaucoma and cataracts. 
"For in format ion ,  a consultat ion or to" 
purchase herbal  nutr i t ion products 
at  who lesa le  prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcie Annesley, 
Shelly Coxen, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, 
Joan Hough (Kitimat) 
Bruno Be anger & Krista Boflyan (Terrace). 
ENRICH IN DEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
G Phone: (2501 638-1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740- Kifimat 
Fax: (250) 635-1565 
E N R I C H" bruno@kermode,net 
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  Clian~i~ Cartar[ians Hea[~ 
1~ }EPENDENT DISTRIBUI  ~ I  O/lg Person at  a q'one 
ii 
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Wednesday, Mav 31 
Picnic in the Park: children and their 
parents or care providers are invited to a 
Child Care Picnic at Elks Park on Agar 
from 9:30 a.m. to I p.m. Drop by for free 
bubbles, activities, light snacks. Call 
Skeena Child Care Resource and Referral 
for more info. Bring your own lunch. 638- 
1113. 
Tuesday. June 1 
Terrace Breastfeeding support group. 
For morns and morns-to-be. Information 
and Kispiox Vallev. 
Tuesday, lune 13 
Aboriginal Child and Family Support 
Group: A.C.F.S.C. is open to all First na- 
tions youth and family members involved 
or at risk and v,,ho would like to offer their 
support to other persons invoh, ed with 
child protection issues. All information 
will be confidential and will be co-facili- 
tated by: Youth and Family Advocate, 
The Family Place, K'San House Society, 
and First Nations Healing Circle. Infer- 
sharing snack and juice. Come to Mills mation sharing, group planning and sup- 
Memorial Hospital Educat iq+01~oa~-[~-~y.~l~b'e  the mainstay:of your g:uiii56tt 
• . ~ " ' "  ~ "  +~&"+'~" '+Ts+ .+~,+ ,. ,L  . :~  . . . . . . .  . "i 7:30 p.m. Bab,es and chddr , .gg~0~me.~o~t~.~me' to  the yhm,I) Place,'4553 
For more mfo call Cathy ~]gS~'_~t;o~z~.~,+A%'~ue from g a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
Nancy 635-5607. For more info call Brian Grant 638-8558. 
Saturday, lune 3 Friday. June 16 
Skeena Cablevision will broadcast he Terrace Correctional Centre is holding 
13th annual Children's Miracle Network its 3rd annual open house for senior citi- 
Telethon, in support of B.C.'s Children's zens from 1-4 p.m. at 3120 Braun Street. 
Hospital from 7 p.m. June 3 to 4 p.m. June 
4 on Channel 10. B.C. Children's Hospital S01[tlrdav..lune 17 
is the provinces's only major treatment, Christ Lutheran Church Ladies hos- 
research and health promotion centre de- ting a strawberry Tea from 1:30 p.m. to 4 
voted entirely to the care of children from p.m. Entertainment and guests will be the 
birth to age 16. Last year the hospital saw Northwest Singers. Fees are $3.50 for 
more than 151;000 patient visits; 540 adults and $1.50 for children. For info call 
from Terrace alone. Diana Watmough 635-2751. 
Dance Revue 2000 will be held at 8 p.m. 
at the R.E.M.Lee Theatre. This is the 25th Mondov. June 19 
annual dance revue put on by Vicki Par- Terrace First Nations Counci l  of 
viainen dance students. As this is the Women invites you to join them at the 
25th year of Vicki Parviainen's annual Skeena Health Unit Auditorium Potluck 
dance revue, a special evening of dance A.G.M. Door will open at 5 p.m. We have 
through time will he presented, and the a ,,,cry active year ahead of us and we 
dancers, who range from preschoolers to need volunteers and new energy! Please 
Grade 12 students, alse first and second come. Traditional council nominations 
year university students will perform "A are encouraged. Call 635-1337. 
Journey Through Time, from the 30's all 
the way through to the 90's, plus Latin Saturday, June 24 
American, Irish and Scottish. Tickets The annual general meeting of the 
available from students, Flowers a la  Northwest Communit), Health Services 
Carte and at the door. Tickets cost adults Society board will be held from 10 a.m. to 
and students $7; seniors and children 4:30 p.m. in the health unit auditorium at 
under age 12 cost S5. All proceeds goto  3412 Kalum Street. 
the Theatre Alive Society. 
Monday. June 5 
Dry Grad meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Caledonia Library. All grad parents are 
encouraged to attend. Fro more info. Call 
Thecla 635-7872 or Karen 638-1508. 
TuesdaY, June 6 
Ladies Auxiliary of the Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 13 monthly meeting and 
pot luck dinner at 6 p.m. The meeting 
starts at 7 p.m. at the Royal Canadian Le- 
gion. 
Wednesday, .hme 7 
Community invitation to attend a session 
WEEKLY MEET INGS 
MONDAYS 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
CLUB meets at its new clubhouse on the 
Thornhill Community Grounds every first 
and third Monday of the month. For more 
iafo call Peggy at 635-5887 or Mike at 
635-4043. 
MDA Terrace Mood Disorders Associa- 
tion Support Group meets every first and 
third Monday at the Stepping Stone Club- 
house, 3302 Sparks Street. For more info 
call Allen at 638-8749. 
with Roberta Hewat on the Baby Friend- 
ly Initiative. Come hear about how our 
community can be more Baby and 
Breastfeeding Friendly. Come from 9 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. to the Health Unit Auditorium. 
Thursday, June 8 
Cancer support group for family and 
friends meets at the Stepping Stones 
Chtbhouse, 3302 Sparks Street'at 7 p.m. 
For more info call Craig at 635-0049 or 
Rose Marie 635-6985. 
Saturday, .lune 10 
School District 82 will be holding a by- 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR  meets 
Monday evenings until further notice from 
7-8:30 p.m. al the Skeena Jr. High band 
room. Everyone welcome to join amateur 
singing group. For more info call 635- 
1951. 
TERRACE YOUTI! ACTION Society 
meets the "second Monday of each month 
at the Skeena health unit at 7:30 p.m. If 
you're interested in supporting youth pro- 
jects and the skateboard park, please at- 
tend, For more information call Maureen 
at 638-0263. 
election to elect one trustee to represent , . 
Area 5, which inc ludes Hazeltol~, New SKEENA SOUARES' Be~innin~ Seo- 
tlazelton, South, Hazeltoni . . . .  Kitwanga, ~ Ce-'++tember +13 f Join them for square dancit'lg 
darva!e, Gt!wangak, Ottanyow,~G!tseguk-Mondays at 7:30,9:30 p,m. at the Carpen- 
ca, moricetown, G len  ~vowell, ~Jspl0X 
Summer Fun 
from 
........... Frisbee . . . . . . . . . . . .  :, . . . . . .  Golf . . . . . . .  
Trisbee H0rseshbes 
Croquet Golf 
Tracball 
at 
M;r Is & Myaterics 
Skeena Mall 
635-1887 
• "M =" 
't.OOg . 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Meagan Denise Glawe 
Date & 'lime of Bit,b: 
May 12. 2000 at 6:36 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. ~x: Female 
Parents: Melissa & All')' Glawe 
Bab)"s Name: 
Joshua Jean Fernandes 
Date & Time of Birth; 
May 12, 2000 at 7:04 p.nL 
Weight: 9lbs. 1 '/loz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Nancy Levesque & 
Louis Fernandes 
Baby's Name: 
Lillian Alberta Brown 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 15, 2000 at 2:15 
Weight: 9Ibs. 2oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: John Brown & 
Rachd Daniels 
Ethan J,'u'ed Orion Me,hews 
Date & .time of Birth: 
May 15, 2000 at 11:56 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15oz. ,e~2x: Male 
Parents: Raven Me,hews &
Marion Gary 
Baby's Name: 
Shane lyler Nelson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 18, 2000 at 7:05 a.m 
Weight: 6Ibs. 3 oz. Se.x: Male 
Parents: Ken Nelson & 
Mtehelle Lapolnte 
Baby's Name: 
Andrew Mark Steven 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 2,1, 2000 at 5:37 a.m. 
Weight: 9lbs. 5oz. Sex: M;de 
P=wents: Mark &Jane Smith 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwaltea 
I i 
Happy 55th anniversary folks! 
By YVONNE MOEN 
LLOYD AND Ruby Mc- 
Creight are celebrating 
their 55th anniversary on 
June 1 
The couple were mar- 
ried June 1, 1945 in Lon- 
don, England, during the 
war years. Lloyd had 
joined the army at Ender- 
by, B.C. and served over- 
seas for six years in the 
Armoured Division 
LLoyd returned from 
France, where he was shot 
and wounded, to be hospi- 
talized in London for a 
year. 
While recovering at the 
Cart Right Gardens, he 
met Rub),, who was work- 
ing there. At the time, 
Ruby had a bit of a hand- 
icap. When she was 17 
),ears old, she went totally 
deaf. She remembers going 
to bed after a normal day, 
and woke up the next 
morning and couldn't hear. 
She said that her father 
brought her in a cup of tea 
and she couldn't hear what 
he was saying. 
At first, she was told it 
was just a cold, and it 
would go away, but it 
didn't. She had inherited 
her mother's deafness. She 
said she became a lonely, 
shy person because of her 
deafness. 
Because her family was 
poor in pre-war London, 
England, she wasn't able 
to take a sign language 
course. She mostly read 
lips. 
During this time, Ruby 
and a girlfriend would go 
to spend time at Hyde 
Park.'On their way home 
they would go by Bucking- 
ham Palace where they'd 
torment he guards. 
Ruby became friends 
with one of the guards, 
who didn't mind her deaf- 
ness. Several years later 
they were married. She 
was so happy. Two years 
after that, she gave birth to 
a beautiful baby girl. 
But then a cloud ap- 
peared. Her husband went 
to war and when the baby 
was five months old, he 
Lloyd and Ruby McCreight still live in the same trai- 
ler. they bought when they moved here in 1974. 
have a lot of money and 
couldn't afford the costly 
operation. 
So Ruby asked a neigh- 
bor to raffle off some of 
the things she brought with 
her from England - 
watches, rings, and other 
jewellery.- to raise money 
for the operation in Toron- 
to. 
The neighbor came 
back a couple of days later 
with $700 he collected 
from friends and neighbors 
and gave her back all her 
stuff, saying we don't need 
these, Ruby was in Toronto 
for about three months and 
the operation worked! 
She remembers waking 
up and hearing voices and 
water running. It didn't 
give her perfect hearing 
but enough so that with the 
help of a hearing aid, she 
can hear well enough. 
And when her husband 
Lloyd met her as she got 
off the bus coming home, 
it was the first time that 
she heard his voice, as he 
said: "Hi sweetheart, I 
al Legion in London. There 
were soldiers who came 
there from all nationalities. 
and they would give Ruby 
candy and flowers. 
But she would brush 
them off because of her 
deafness. 
Then once a year at the 
Christmas party, the tables 
were turned as the visiting 
soldiers waited on the 
women. This particular 
year, Ruby's bosses made 
her attend the party. And 
the soldier who awaited on 
her put a note onto her 
plate saying: "I've been 
away from my home in 
Canada for six years and 
I'm lonely here. I know 
you're lonely because 
you're deaf. Would you 
please dance with me? 
And that lonely soldier 
was Lloyd McCreight. Two 
years later they were mar- 
ried in London. 
In 1946 Ruby came to 
Armstrong B.C. under the 
War Bride Act. I.ater, 
LLoyd and Ruby moved to 
Enderby. 
was killed in the war. Then in 1948, Ruby re- 
!,,i~ Once again sh'e.._.~wis.~,ceived a call from her 
l,~lone an unhappy. Then. doctor in England telliiig 
'"Ruby wedf ' tb  ~ work =wliile her they had come up with 
her mother babysat her a new operation for her 
girl. Ruby worked as a kind of deafness. But 
waitress in the lnternation- Lloyd and Ruby didn't 
James W. ~odelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law. Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 107.5 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
TERRACEI Notice to Property Owners 
2000 TAX NOTICES - The 2000 Tax Notices were mailed on 
May 24th, 2000. Any property owner who has not received a 
Tax Notice should contact the City of Terrace at 638-4724. 
HOMEOWNER GRANTS - The Homeowner Grant must be 
applied for annually. Please complete the Application on the 
bottom of the Tax Notice if you are eligible, before you return 
it to the City of Terrace. 
Please note that Homeowner Grants are outstanding 
taxes, so claim the Grant regardless of whether you are 
able to pay the balance of the taxes or not. 
PAYMENT OF TAXES - Property owners are responsible for 
payment of taxes. This may also apply to persons acquiring 
property prior to the payment date, July 3, 2000, 
Payments sent by mail MUST BE RECEIVED AT CITY HALL 
BY JULY 3, 2000 
A PENALTY OF 10% WILL BE ADDED TO OUTSTANDING 
2000 TAXES AFTER JULY 3, 2000. 
The City recommends forwarding a postdated cheque 
Immediately to avoid any penalties or long line-ups at City 
sure missed you." 
Lloyd and Ruby have 
had many ups and down, 
.but now are going to cele- 
brate 55 years of marriage 
and are still very happy to- 
gether. 
Around Town 
Musicfest results 
SKEENA JUNIOR Secondary School's concert 
band won a silver award at the national Musicfest 
competition, with an honour award going to Danny 
Chapman, playing the clarinet. 
Skeena Junior's Jazz Band won a bronze award 
with an honour award going to Kiobhan Anderson, 
playing the trumpet. 
This year, 450,000 young musicians competed 
at 80 regional Musicfest competitions throughout 
Canada. The 10,000 most outstanding musicians 
were invited to compete at the national competi- 
tion. 
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Do you like stamps? 
ARE YOU interested in stamp collecting? Chris 
Parfitt is looking for fellow collectors to meet once 
or twice a month to start a club. Every stamp col- 
lector in the area is welcome to join. If starting a 
club interests you, call Chris at 635-1641 after 6 
p.m. 
Local photographer wins 
WENDY SHYMANKSKI of Wildlight Photography 
had two images accepted in the provincial Print 
Show and Exhibition for the Professional Photogra- 
phers' Association held April 1 in Kananaskis, Al- 
berta. 
She won the Animals Trophy for "The Mal- 
lards" and a Press Honourable Mention for 
"Mountain Flight". A total of 118 prints were ac- 
cepted for exhibition from 271 images created by 
some of B.C.'s top professional photographers. 
Don't buy for minors 
GRAD STUDENTS, cars and alcohol can be a le- 
thal combination. 
Local residents are reminded not to buy alcohol 
for minors. Not only is it illegal in Canada to buy 
alcohol for underage youth, but it can lead to dan- 
gerous ituations. 
ICBC reports show that motor vehicle rashes are 
the number one killer of young people in B.C., and 
alcohol is frequently a contributing factor. 
School graduation is a time for celebration, so 
customers should be aware the possibility is higher 
of young people asking them for help to buy alco- 
hol. 
Online research contest 
THE B.C. Library Association and electric Library 
Canada are pleased to announce the 2nd annual 
online research contest. Cash prizes between $250 
and $500 will be awarded. The contest runs from 
Thursday, June 1 to Wednesday, June 14. Anyone 
visiting the library is invited to enter the contest. 
For more info call 638-8177. 
 ribal egi trp 
NEW SHIPMENT 
~ ~  Crystal 
~ Stemware ~,.=,=.~/ & Vases 
SAVE UP  TO 
3O% 
J une  10 June  10 
Nadine Hildebrand Melissa Everett 
Paul Levesque  Patrick Wats . on 
J une  17 Ju ly  1 
Michelle Abercrombie Tammy Bourgoin 
Dean Mole Jeremy McBride 
Report  
by Br~'n White 
It is that time of year again. Time to throw off 
your parka and bury your winter boots at the back 
of your closet• Everything is greening up around 
us. Lawns are just begging to be mowed, weeds 
are poking their heads up through our carefully 
mulched and Planted gardens and you may have 
already felt grass on your bare feet] It is also that 
time of year when Visitor Programs start up 
throughout BC in our beautiful provincial parks. 
The purpose of these educational and enter- 
taining Visitor Programs is to explore local wild- 
life, habitat, conservation, the ecology and impor- 
tance of protected areas and to learn more about 
the natural environment. They allow us to have a 
safe add enjoyable park visit while discovering 
amazing things about nature, our parks and our 
province. 
For all those families ,looking for things to do 
this summer, the Lakelse Lake Visitor programs 
provides fun activities and nature adventures for 
all ages, all summer! 
Have a safe and fantastic summer and I hope 
to see you at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park 
because, who doesn't want to know if fish have 
ears? And, what was that thing that crawled up 
your brother's shorts last year? 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
Saturday June 3rd 
7:00 PM Walk among Coastal Giants: Secrets 
of Old Growth Rainforest revealed. 
Meet at the information sign near the 
RV sani-station. 
7:00 PM 
Saturday June 10th 
Things we Love to Hate: The private 
lives of slugs, bugs, fungus and other 
seemingly disgusting creatures. 
7:00 PM 
Saturday June 17th 
Bear Affair: Discover more about 
BC's bears. 
7:00 PM 
Saturday June 24th 
Game Show Night: Come and test 
your knowledge of parks and the 
amazing things that live in them! 
ALL ARE WELCOME PROGRAMS ARE FREE 
ALL PROGRAMS WILL BE HELD IN THE 
AMPHITHEATER UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED 
WORST 
MATTRESS 
o" "'o 
• IE 
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"a" " O OLD, LUMPY, BUMPY, BROKEN DOWN. TOTALLY OVER THE HILL. 0 ~ Skeena Mall - Terrace 1 -800-563-4362 
Ke th Norman Treasurer . ~%~,.~.-x~.,,,~,,~--.,a...~*~,,~-.~.,,-,~,,=.~=.==~.-~,,~.-~-,.~.~o~-~.~ .~".~"' 
• IA f  lA I  THE BEST MATTRESS IN TERRACE • < • ..,,,,,.......................................... • 
-~-~ . . . . . . . . .  9 ' ' fAT H? Because it's important for you to get 9 WHAT S THE _..C.. ,., . . . . . . . . .  a good nights rest, Totem Furniture 
IIS easy :)top II1 a! iolem I'urnllure . . ' . and The Terrace Standard are giving a 
F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  Campgrounds ! andfill0utlhe0fficialeglryf0rrn, away a brand new premium ~. 
describing in detail (ph010s chiropractic sleep set• FREE! 
Wherever you are in B•C• you w~ be close to one Enhanced Campground Fee m accepted) why yours is lhe ~$~.~$$$~$~._  A 
of 1,400 Forest Service campgrounds, which are An enhanced campground fee of $10 per night ,w .'~'~'~"~*~-'~'~'~"~'~',~" WORST MATTRESS. ;~  , ® available for you and your family to enjoy, will be charged and collected at campgrounds ~ . . . . . . . .  ,t~ ~ 50 Toward lh0 Purchase ,~, O 
_ musw 0e i u & up. cttll ~'" ~ 0l A +e- ,., 
. . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ ~,~ ~^...  . . . .  ~.r,, that provide additional services, such as security g C0nlesl ends May 31 ~t4'~ .t_t .E~ Chir0 rook Sleo Set J-.-,- A uampuqj pa~= ~o L=Hutt.u ~u= an uv . .ug . t  . . . . . . . .  . . ~ .  ~ .  ~ p p , 
• . or mgner levem o; mam[enance • Winner Announced S OI4U ~$~$$~$$~$~ Ae camping at Forest Serwce campgrounds, except 
It June 1", 2000 at a limited number of campgrounds where an Campers with an annual camping pass will pay ' JUST FOR ENTERING! 0 
enhanced service fee is required. The funds from a discounted enhanced campground fee of $5 ' 
the pass will help to maintain the campgrounds per night, • COME IN TODAY FOR .4,, w . I 
for everyone to enjoy. _ O YOU, WORST ( .~B/ r /e~j lP~/~.  t /~ .  ,-", [ • 
tar more information on camping pasSeSyourand ~ MATTRESS ENTRY FORM, ~,,-'u~.o=~¢~)~~ v'  • ~ 'H , '~  I • 
Camping Pass enhanced campground fees, please call ...r~....,..,,~,.~, '~" ~pr ,ngwa. -  ""  
Annual cam m ass overru ht cam tn for local Mmzstry of Forests office, or wszt the • p. gp _ , .g p, g . . . .  O AVAIL~BLEAT ~ I • 
one year-$27 ($22 seniors rate). Ministry of Forests website at • TOTEM ' - -  
• Single night camping pass - overnight camping http://www,for.gov.bc.ca, ..• FURNITURE 
• for a single night - $8. _~_  _ = 
Camping passes are available from government ~ , - ,~T~H 
0 ~ , • agents and various vendors throughout the province. ~ LOLUMBIA  • ~r ' l~  A 1~.T I I "~1-~I I '~  TOTEMSFURNITURE&APPLIANCES• 
• O ol,~tol~, A~ .L ) . [ -~L~ J..) 4501Lakehe Ave,, Terrace, K • 
3210Cint nA e , 
. . . .  ooooooooooooooooooooooooO 
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ROB BROWN 
Required reading 
F 
rustrated by the uncertainty of the forest 
industry? If you're not, you should be. Numerous 
commissions, codes and promises of forest renewal 
notwithstanding, the forest industry in this province is 
hopelessly confused ,and ysfunction,'d. If you don't know 
hey,' bad things are and how they got this way, a concise 
history of lumbering inB.C. will help. 
Fur was the big industry in colonial B.C. When the 
decline in fur swapping began, some enterprising men 
began casting around for a new .source of wealth. A long 
cast w,'tsn't required: there were trees everywhere. 
Corporate welfare is not a new phenomenon. I  1883 the 
governors of the day gave three qu,'u'ters of a million 
hectares of prime Vancouver Island timber land to the 
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Co. Payback for this 
gubernatorial l rgess was to come in the form of a railway 
that could then be used to jump start he mining industry. 
By 1900 the demand for lumber to put up buildings, 
shore up mines and tie railways together p ecipitated a tim- 
ber ntsh. The apostles of unfettered nterprise would do 
well to examine the behaviour of the unregulated depreda- 
tions of the laissez-faire forest companies circa 1900. 
Mills were outfitted to only handle timber of the highest 
quality. The good wood near the mills was soon exhausted. 
The mills closed and the ov,'ners crambled after new 
tenures, then relocated. "INs resulted in boom and bust 
cycles, slim economic pic "kin's for the government, aswell 
as all the hardships a sociated with a transient work force. 
With the operable forest f,'tst approaching liquidation a 
Royal Commission was appointed to bring some kind of 
management regime to the industry. It was the work of tills 
body.that led to B.C,js Forest Act... 
The second commission wits struck,in 1943.to:~1 With, 
the Spectre of timber slfbrtage as d/'d.~iilt" 6f'~q;i~ "i:iri~,efi' 
demand. Its chair, Jnstice Sioan, championed the notion of 
sustained yield. This concept meant liquidating old growth 
systematically over a long enough period of time to allow 
a crop of second growth, which, after a period of adjnst- 
ment, would then be logged in perpetuity. 
Sloan al~ recommended the govemrnent issue .secure 
tenures to the companies and i~sue licenses on the condition 
they build processing plants which, Sloan reiksoned, would 
lead to community stability and long term employment. 
All this was fine in theory, but Sloan overestimated lhe
community mindedness Ofthe companies and underesti- 
mated their greed. In 1950 the logging rate was 22 million 
cubic metres; by 1970 the industry had spread inland and 
the rate was 55 million cubic metres. Huge expensive mills 
were being built and financed by high volume xport strate- 
gies rather than value added enterprises. Contrary to 
Sloan's hopes, small timber firms vanished, a few corpora. 
tions ttx~k charge of the industry and hitched their wagons 
to global markets and its inherent instabilities while guv- 
emment was left with the cost of reforestation. 
All of this was identified by economist Peter Pearse, who 
chaired a third royal commigsion set up by the Socred 
Government ofthe day when it should have set up a com- 
mission on land use instead. 
By 19°X) the forest workers represented five per cent of 
the provincial work force, down from 10 per cent only a 
decade before, aresult of a determined ffort by the indus- 
try to reduce their labour costs through technological 
change in the bush and in the mills. 
To get a feel for the state of the forest industry in the year 
2000, one need only consider these facts: B.C. h,'Ls the low- 
est employment per 1,000 cubic metres of wood in the 
world; in 1998 B.C. added $119 per cubic metre of value 
in processing and manufacturing facilities, the US adds 
$318; as of 1997 .somewhere b tween $262 million and 
$524 million of the MOF budget was paid out to subsidize 
the forest industry, and with the Gnat of FRB.C. it's likely 
that he percentage of subskly has risen even higher. 
The province has been logged at a cost o other esources. 
The cost of restoring ~dmon streams vandalized by logging 
is atx~ut four billion doll,us. Tourism, B.C.'s .second largest 
revenue generator has not even had a place at the tables 
where the fate of places important toit have been sealed. 
Forestry has been the cause of numerous species extinc- 
tions. And the impacts go on lind on. 
Now a suite of new problems face the forest industry. 
More and more European companies are refusing to buy 
into the rough and tumble logging of old growth timber. 
Court decisions have clearly .set out the fiduciary responsi- 
bilities of the govemment inrelation to First Nations and 
rc~urce xtraction. Altemate sources of fibre are coming 
on line in the pulp and paper industry. And, quick growing 
tree plantations in sunnier climes tlu'eaten todo to B.C.'s 
timber industry what fish farms have done to the salmon 
fishing industry. 
What can be done? Reduce the annual allowable cut, 
says ecological economist Tom Green in Oatlngfor the 
Economy's Sake: Setting 7briber Harvest Levels tlu~t are 
Good for B.C 's Economy, Green's work is available at the 
~iii~iiii!!~!i!~!)i~i~!!!i!~!~i~i;~ ~ I!(I~I;~!ICI :i :~i  ~L ii: ii  i :ii. 
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Shooting hoops 
Olympian inspires 
northwest students 
By SARAH GLEN 
• ONLY YOU can make your 
dream come true. 
That was 'Lynne Bee- 
croft's message to Uplands 
Elementary students, May 
26. 
The internationally re- 
nowned field hockey Olym- 
pian was part of an Esteem 
Team trio that visited the 
northwest, May 23-26. 
Beecroft, who helped 
the Canadian Nat iona l  
Women's Field Hockey 
team bag fifth place at the 
1985 Olympics, encouraged 
her young audience to pur- 
sue their goals no matter 
what any one tells them. 
"Do you think if I was a 
short man who's passion 
was basketball, I shouldn't 
try to play in the NBA?" LYNNE BEECROFT is an 
she asked the students. "Of Olympian and former 
course I should, You've got member of the National 
i;~:i~:!~!i~!!::i!!i!::::ii!iii~i~:;iiiiii::!i:i!:Ji::!i  il to follow your dreams be- Field Hockey Team was 
that's the only way in Terrace Friday. cause 
!i:::;::: i:i:.i you'll be happy." ~ , . .  , . . .  . . :  . . . . . : . : . : : .  
~:: Passion, goals, effort, the power of visualization and: 
....... :":::::::::::::::::::';::::::: a positive environment are the keys to realizing your 
~:~:: ..... : : :<  .... :::::::::::::::::::::: dreams, said Beecroft. 
-.~:~iiii~ :i if' ! i f :  She asked the students to share the own dreams as : ::iii Ii :: we,, 
.... i ,,, ,o uo ,,o bo.t mor,., .r,.t." ..,d a Uo, , .  Z....*;i;qi;.i,;.,i, ,:,:.: ,.;IN . i  , i iq,  . : ; ; ;  i ;  qi;  :,1 ;*G 
i ii::~::!i :i!!i~!!ii~:!}!!~i~ ~:iiiiiii~:i; ?! i:II the front. 
~::::N~i::i~:::::~i~::r'~::~.:gI~.;~:.:i~,~i~i~;:;~:~,~,,i "I want to be a swim coach "said a girl. "No I want 
,.::':,:,,,:.: :,:  ~ ....... ~'~:.,.~ .. ... ::: to be the best swim coach," 
"Then let that passion for your dream be your driving 
:,a~:~:~:,~::~:~ .:~ force," said Beecroft. 
Beecroft said that her speeches aren't just for the ele-' 
mentary students. 
"I want to tap into the inner child in all of us, be-. 
cause a wise person learns not only from books but from 
the flowers and the trees as well," said Beecroft. 
The other members of the esteem team, Mitch Baker, 
part of the Canadian National Snowboarding team and 
Carmyn James, a national evel high jumper joined Bee- 
croftin the northwest tour. : ,  i ...... " ""'" ' " "  ....... 
ii The team spoke to students in,~Prin:ce George, van-' 
derh6of, Smithers, Houston,'Burfis 12/ike, Terrace ' and' 
Kitimat. 
~:.'~.~.:~:*~.~,,~:~-,~,~::~:~::~°:'~:*':"~:~'~'~ Uplands was the last stop for Beecroft's tour. 
Kitwanga basketball player Ashlene Ranahan was in Terrace Saturday, May 
27 in a practice session for the Girls Under 16 zone Summer Games basket- 
ball team. Ranahan is the only girl from the Hazelton / Kitwanga area to make 
the team. The rest of the players are from Terrace (4), The Nass Valley (2), 
and Prince Rupert (3). The team is coached by Bill Gook. 
Terrace Minor Baseball: 
Credit Union tops 
All Seasons for third 
Junior League Standings 
Through May 24, 2000 
GP RF RAW L T PTS 
Kinsmen 6 59 46 5 1 0 10 
Spee-dee Printers 6 55 47 3 3 0 6 
T. & District Credit Union 6 49 68 2 4 0 4 
All Seasons 6 61 66 2 4 0 4 
record to 4-1. And they 
did, defeating Spee-dee 
Printers 6-4. 
Games scheduled on 
May 19-20 were cancelled 
due to bad weather. 
Although week 3 isn't 
completed yet, week 4 ac- 
tion began last Tuesday 
night, as Kinsmen looked 
for payback against Ter- 
race & District Credit 
Union. 
The Credit Union hoped 
to bring their record up to 
3-3, but Kinsmen shut 
them down this time, easi- 
ly winning by a score of 
13-8. Kinsmen improved 
to 5-1, while Terrace & 
District Credit Union drop- 
ped to 2-4. 
On Wednesday night, 
All Seasons took on Spee- 
dee Printers. 
Spee-dee opened the 
scoring with an early 5-3 
lead after the first inning, 
and kept the lead until the 
Printers. 
In the sixth, with the 
score 12-12, All Seasons' 
defense simply stopped the 
Spee-dee offense. In the 
bottom of the final inning, 
All Seasons' Curtis Kester 
made it on base by Spee- 
dee error, and later stole 
second. 
After a fly ball to left 
by the next batter, Kester 
advanced to third by error, 
and made it home on an- 
other error on the same 
play. Kester's run was the 
winning run, and All Sea- 
sons defeated Spee-dee 
Printers 13-12. 
With the win, All Sea- 
sons improved to 2-4, 
while Spee-dee dropped to 
3-3. 
On June 2-4, Terrace 
will be hosting its annual 
Junior League Tourna- 
ment, Teams from Van- 
derboof and Smithers will 
By TYLER NOBLE 
JUNIOR LEAGUE action 
continued at Rotary Fields 
May 13, when Kinsmen 
took on the Terrace & Dis- 
trict Credit Union. 
A strong Kinsmen team 
was looking to improve 
their flawless record to 4- 
0, while Terrace & District 
Credit Union was hungry 
for their first win of the 
season. 
The game was close all 
the way, but Kinsmen 
couldn't keep the streak 
alive, as Terrace & Dis- 
trict Credit Union upset 
Kinsmen in a 9-7 match- 
up, to finish week 2. 
Week 3 action began 
May 16 when Terrace & 
District Credit Union and 
All Seasons met in a 
Tuesday night match-up. 
Terrace & District Cre- 
dit Union was looking for 
their second straight win 
while All Seasons looked 
to improve their record to 
2-3. 
All Seasons began the 
game with the lead, how- 
ever things started slipping 
when Terrace & District 
Credit Union came from 
behind to win 11-10. 
On  May 17, Kinsmen 
took on Spee-dee Printers. 
Spee-dee was looking to 
bounce back from their 
heart-breaking loss in extra 
Seasons quickly scored weekend long, so come 
five runs off of defensive ou! to Rotary Fields and 
er rors ,  by Spee-dee  enjoy tlieactionl 
Sierra Club of B.C.'s website, or canbe ordered from them, 
It should be required reading foreveryone in B.C innings earlier in the  
:i ~ : month while Kinsmen was 
looking to improve: their 
, : , 
fifth. In All Season's half be travelling to Terrace to 
of the fifth, wlth the score take on our four teams. 
12-7 for Spee-dee, All Games will take place all 
News I n  Br ie f  
Triathletes wanted 
THE SIXTH ANNUAL Coast Prince Rupert Hotel 
Island man Triathlon will be held Sunday, June 18 
in Prince Rupert. 
Distance categories are available for every age 
and ability, including an almost official Olympic 
distance sanctioned by the B.C. Triathlon Associa- 
tion. 
The run features a post-barbecue with door prizes 
that feature Canadian Airline tickets to Vancouver. 
Entry forms can be picked up at Terrace's Mc- 
Bike Shop. Entry fees are $30 per person and $66 
per team. For more information call David Shearer 
at 250-627-7668. 
Women's soccer kicks off 
TERRACE WOMEN'S Soccer is off to a good 
start. 
The association's seven teams have bagged two 
games each. 
Artistic Flair and Blessings Children's Wear are 
cleaning up tile competition with two wins each. 
Both Artistic Hair's top scorer, Monica Rauter, 
and Blessings Children's Wear's top scorer, Paula 
Teixeira, have slammed six goals in the net to 
help their team re victory. 
Flower Power's point machine, Jen Lebhmc, has 
beaten the goalie six times, making her the team's 
top soccer while helping them keep their one win 
and one loss record. 
Both Molson and Beginner's Luck are down with 
two losses each. 
Lisa Clark is Molson's top scorer, with two goals 
and Lana Garner, from Beginner's Luck, is this 
team's top scorer, keeping them in the games with 
one goal over-all. 
Cedar River Physio top scorers, Heidi Scibring 
and Cheryl Parkes, have split the goals with two 
each, keeping their team with a one win, one tie 
record. 
Almwood Royals are working on their one tie 
and one loss record, with top scorer, Diana Wood, 
smashing two goals into the net. 
Women interested in kicking the ball around can 
still register by calling Lianne Funk, 635-1857. 
Boaters wanted 
ARE YOU a boater who wants to mix a history les- 
son with a good time? 
Then sign up for the Lake Okanagan Rally. 
Relracing the route of the stern wheeler the SS. 
Sicamons, participants will race the 200 kilometrc 
return trip, which runs from Penticton up Okanagan 
Lake to Vernon. 
The racers will leave the dock August 19 to bat- 
tle for the first place $500 time purse, 
For information and registration, call, Finn Lar- 
son, 1 -800-663-5052,  or emai l ,  
penchamber@img,net7 
i 
J 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads. MUST BE 
.P_.BE.P.~_]~ by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Adver t i ser  
1Week (Standard & AdvertiSer) ~13,38'1inc. eST] 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~2~.68"(~. OST) 
*Additional words (over 251 25¢ PER WORD PLUS G$T 
CLASSIF IED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL  BOX SERVICE 
$11.90 per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mail out $10,00 
(B IRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES  / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.70 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
105 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
.~ 105 : . 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
• ,, , . , 
CTION D 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAt 
I 0.~ ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SAtE OR RENT 
i Ic ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120BIRTHDAYS 640MISC FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 6.44 MOBILE H~ES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
13s ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCO~ODATION 
14~ IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
t 50 LEGAL NOTICES 66e TOURISl 
I B50BmJARIES ACCOMMOOATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
2 I0 BUSINESS PERSONALS 70SACREAOES/tOTS 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and Io set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Slandard reminds advertisers that il is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the baels of children, martial status and 
employment when placing "For Renl:" ads. Landtords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reservos Ihe right to revise, edit, olassily or rejecl any advertisement and to relaln any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and 1o repay Ihe customer tho sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advedisemenl will be destroyed unless mailing instFuctions ere received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertleements muet be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advedieer requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In lhe event of failure to publish an advertleement as published 
shall be limited to the amount patd by the advedleer for only one Incorrect insertion for tho portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that mere shall be no liability in any event greator than the amount paid for such advodtslng. 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
230 LOST & FOUND 
240 PERSONAL~ 
MERCHANDISE 
315 AUCTIONS 
330 COMPUTERS 
355 FURNffURE 
360 GARAGE SALES 
365 MISC FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 
395 WANTED 
PETS / FARM 
4 I O FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTOCK 
43S PETS 
INDUSTRY 
460 EQUIPMENT 
470 L~ING/TIM~E R 
480 MACHINERY 
EMPLOYMENT 
5 I0 BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS 
530 EDUCATION 
540 HELP WANTED 
$70 TUTORING 
580 WORK WANTED 
RENTAL 
604 APARTMENTS 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 
715COMMERCIALPROPERt CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No Expiry Date 
730 FOR SAtE BY OWNER , 
735HOUSES Q V ISA  Q MASTERCARO 
745 MOBILES 
7550PENHOUSE PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
770 WANIED 
AUTOMOFTVE 
810CARS EOR SAtE 1 2 ~ 4 5 
815 TRUCKS FOR 5AtE 
820 VANS FOR SALE 
RECREATIONAL e 7 e g 1 0 
854 AIRCRAFT 
658 ATV'S 
862 BOATS / t~RINE 11 12 1 3 1 4 1 5 
866 MOTORCYCtES 
870 RV'$ CAMPERS 
874 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 1 6 1 7 1 e 1 9 20  
878 RYS MOTORHOMES 
882 RV RENTALS 
890 SNOWMOBILES 1 3 .38  
21 22  23  24  25 .68  
SERVICES 
910 BUILDING SERVICES 
912 CARPENTRY 1 3 .64  13 .91  14.1 8 1 4 .45  1 4 .71  
914 CHILD CARE 25 .e~;  26 .22  26 .48  26 .75  27 .02  
920CONSTRUCl~ON For longer rid, lie=lee USe ~ aepar~to sheet 
932 HANDYMAN Cl ip& Mai l  Th ls  Form To :  STA . ARD 6 JANITORIL Phone Fax  
944 MISC. SERVICES Ter race  Standard  
:3210 C l i r l ton  S t . , ,Ter race ,  B .C .  VSG 5R2 6 3 8 - 7 2 8 3  6 3 8 - 8 4 3 2  
• . 3611 Cottonwood Cres. . 
ThornhillB,C, VeG5C5 ; .6~.Tf16 
: ~ 1451N 
• ~ i MEMORIAM;~I~ 
' " .. 7: .,-. . . 
130 COMING ':~ /
..... EVENTS • :, . ,  , .  , 
155 OBITUARIES 150LEGAL:: : 
i ' : '/NOTICES: '.:: :/ 
165THANKS + 
i " i : 
210: BUSINESSL:+// 
PERSONALS `• 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
FOR INFORMATION on servic- 
es available to people with dis- 
abilities and the Designated 
Parking Placard Program call 
BCIILRC at 1-877-288-1088 
LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 
summer school. The Orton Gil- 
lingham approach to teaching, 
reading, writing, and spelling. 
Training for parents, teachers, 
and teacher's aides. August 
14th to August 25, 2000. Learn- 
ing Difficulties Centre of North- 
ern BC. Prince George, BC. 
V2L 1P9. Call toll-free 1-877- 
564-8011. Sponsored by the 
Prince George Dyslexic Support 
Society, a registered Private 
Post Secondary Institution. 
FRANCES BIRDSELL 
CONSULTING 
*Facilitation ,Mediation 
*ConsensusProcess 
*Spanish Translation 
Call 635-2184 
~ VIVA CLINIC Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way. 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
• includes environmental 
and food allergy testing 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE 
REFLEXOLOGY, EAR CANDLING 
AURICULAR ACUPRESSURE 
Frances Birdsell, 
Natural Heallh Practitioner 
Call 635-2194 for an appointment 
4506 Lakelse t,:~,l~ rot~ ~u,.~,~l 
IS ALCOHOL a problem? Many 
find a solution one day at a time 
with Alcoholics Anonymous. 
2_5_0-635-6533 
/~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
... ~ & HEAUNG.CENTRE 
Aromatherapy Message- Barb Whiling and 
Ellen alack 
Reflexology •Ba~o Whiting 
Healing :polarity, prana, therapeutic ouch, 
cP/slal, s~amanic Qualified Practitioners. 
Laurel Balla~d, Msc.D. Pha 
Dave & Lois Newman 
of Terr:tce 
are plemsed to
announce to 
engagement of their 
daughter 
MELODY ANNE 
to 
RUSSELL DOUGLAS 
DAWSON 
son of 
Doug & Helga 
Dawson 
of Saskatoon, Sask. 
Wedding to take phtce 
July. 29, 2000 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
Experience Renewal Ministry 
from Trinity Christian Centre, Victoria, B.C. 
lvor/Jakki Lewis & Team 
"IN THE RIVER" REFRESHING 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
JUNE 3 "D & 4 TM 
10 am & 7 pm, Sat. & Sun. 
for more information, call 635-1990 
eaglenest@bc.sympatico.ca 
Slade & Linda Compton 
........ ~i+++i• • 
~: :+I+ + IIO.~ , I,, _L_ 
+ .... 
+2+'+i 
Congratulations/ 
The Wedding of Gerald Frank Froese, son of the late 
Frank Froese, Iongtime Terrace resident and Jean Froese 
Burr to Dianne Therese Passey daughter of Mabel and 
Patrick Beggan of Pembroke, Ontario, took place on April 
15 in the Princess Mary in Victoria, BC. The bride 
escorted by her parents was preceded by bridesmaid 
Nancy Merston and junior bridesmaid Alyssa Hooge, 
niece of the groom. Best man was Ralph English and 
usher was Graydon Hooge, nephew of the groom. Rev. 
Gordon Thurston performed the double ring ceremony. 
At the reception Master of Ceremonies Shawn Landis 
presented an amusing video covering the courtship of the 
couple. The mother of the bride said the grace. Sveln 
Haugen gave the toast to the bride and Ralph English 
gave the toast to the couple. 
THANKS TO the First Terrace 
Cubs for planting the flowers 
and donation of food to the Sal- 
vation Army. 
TERRACE KICKBOxlNG club. 
New bigger location. Heavy 
bags, speed bags, etc. We offer 
light to full contact. W.K.A train- 
ing or just get in shape while 
learning self defense. Register 
kids for summer classes. First 
workout free, Call Tony at 250- 
615-KICK. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
Ing requirements. 10+ yre ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request, Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.com 
I By six to seven weeks .... +:~, I
oiler concep, fion all the ~JJ- I,~ I 
preborn chdd's vlfaJ l J~ / J  
organs are present ....... ' | 
Terrace Pro-Life Education Assoc. | 
Box 852, Terrace ] 
In Loving Memory 
Of 
Kel ly  Thomas  
St raw 
May 29-31, 1990 
God saw you getting tired 
When a cure was not to be 
So he closed his arms around you 
And whispered "Come to me" 
You didn't deserve what you went 
through 
And so he gave you rest 
God's garden must be beautiful - 
He only takes the best, 
So when we saw you sleeping 
So peaceful and free from pain 
We could not wish you back 
To suffer that again. 
..... Until we meet again ..... 
Love Mommy, Daddy, Grace, 
Jeffrey, Grandma & Grandpa 
WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE 
Course - Street Safe. Take fear 
out of your life. 250-615-5425 
ELAINE L IPPEL 
May 20, 1995 
We Do Not Forget 
Her, We Love Her 
Too Dearly 
For Her Memory To 
Fade From Our 
Lives Like A Dream; 
Our Lips Need Not 
Speak When Our 
Hearts Mourn 
Sincerely, 
For Grief Often Dwells 
Where It Seldom Is 
Seen 
You are in our hearts 
always 
Husband, Children & 
Grandchildren 
HEBERT LECLERC 
Born August 3 1928, 
in Charlo New Brunswick 
Died May 24, 2000 
in Terrace, B.C. 
Hebert moved to Terrace in 1963 
and was a failer in the logging 
industry until his retirement in1988. 
Hebert is survived by his loving wife 
Leona and children Mike (Cathy) 
Frenette - Terrace, Celine (Jack) 
Levesque - Quesnel, Louise (Ted) 
Anthony - Kamloops, Ann (Ken) 
Frenette Terrace and 5 
grandchildren, Tysen, Renee, 
Joshua, Marci and Micheal. 
Cremation took place at the Terrace 
Crematorium. Hebert will be laid to 
rest in Balmoral, New Brunswick at 
a later date. In lieu of flowers donations can be made to the R.E.M. Lee 
Foundation. 
Leona and family would like to send a HUGE THANK YOU to everyone 
for their kindness during this very difficult ime. ESPECIALLY Dr. 
Ferguson and the GREAT NURSING STAFF at Mills Memorial for your 
compassion and caring. 
Ii stin Ashley Acke  ~J_~cem6~ 12,198 ' I  JKo4~ 30,1998 ugh her smlle is gone forerer 
iler hands we cannot touch 
We still hold our memories 
Of the one we loved so much 
Iler memory is our keepsake 
With wMcb we'll never part 
God has her up in heaven 
We have her in oar hearts. 
! f  tears could build a staircase 
And heartache could make a lane 
We u,ould walk the parb to heaven 
And bring yoa home again. 
JHo~mu/, ~a~,  
ASHLEY GAlL M'COLL 4 
August 25 1987 - May 28 1990 
The flowers areGodis  gift to us' 
Their  beauty comes each year 
We nurture them with tender care 
The tiny seeds hold dear 
Our children they are flowers 
The loveliest of all 
Their  innocence and gentle hands 
Don't leave us in the fall 
God has a special garden too 
He wanted her to stay 
For Ashley is his little bud 
He watches grow every day 
Ashley was a precious gift 
God wanted us to share 
Though he couldn't let her go too long 
It made his garden bare 
Ashley is God's f lower now 
Forever to hold tight 
A beautiful precious little girl 
His garden now has light 
Now we mourn for Ashley's gone 
Our souls are filled with gloom 
But in our hearts is Ashley now 
Forever she will bloom 
¢ 
4 
4 
¢ 
¢ 
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Love Auntie Cindy < 
Forever and always you will be missed 
, ~BI~ISH 
~OLUMBIA 
REPLACEMENT OF 
FOREST LICENCE A16884 
TAKE NOTICE that an offer has been 
made to replace Forest LIcenee 
A16884, under section 15 of the 
Forest Act, in the name of Buffalo 
Head Forest Products Ltd,, within the 
Nass Timber Supply Area, for a 
period of 15 years, 
, ,.,BPd:rlSH 
LOLUMBIA 
REPLACEMENT OF 
FOREST LICENCE A16882 
TAKE NOTICE that an offer has been 
made to replace Forest Lieence 
A16882, under section 15 of the 
Forest Act, in the name of West 
Fraser Mills Ltd,, within the Nass 
Timber Supply Area, for a period of 
r 5 years. 
~OLUMBIA 
REPLACEMENT OF 
FOREST LICENCE A16883 
TAKE NOTICE that an offer has 
been made to replace Forest 
Llcence A16883, under section 15 of 
the Forest Act, in the name of 
Orenda Logging Lid., within the Nass 
Timber Supply Area, for a period of 
15 years. 
Warehouseman Lien Act 
May 15, 2000 
I, Carol Horsburgh hereby 
give notice 1o Roger 
Hunter, Sfeven Mills of 
Tsunami Mushroom 
Company Ltd. that I will no 
)I~ longer be held responsible 
for refrigerator unit VIN 
I~ 1 UY-VS2439-BU6440-01 
Semi Trailer VS2RS includ- 
k ing all personal, business 
k contents their in. (One 
High Top Ford Van also) 
I' located in Ihe Nass Valley 
k @ A2Z General Store 
properly. These items are 
k tO be sold for monies owed 
I' for hydro, rent and storage 
costs 15 days from this 
I' notice. 
I, Creditor Carol Horsburgh, 
Box 183, New Aiyansh, 
I, B.C. VOJ 1AO (250-635- 
I, 8846). 
> 
), 
) 
) 
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"~ INVITATION TO TENDER 
TERRACE STANDARD ALLEY RECONSTRUCTION 
(Alley Parallel to Greig & Lakelse Avenue, From Clinton to Apsley St.) 
Tender Documents and Offer Forms are available from 
June 5L 2000, and may be picked up for a n0n-refundable 
fee of $25.00, at the Public Works Department, 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, weekdays between the hours of 
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Project to include r0adworks and 
drainage. 
Tender to close at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, June 15th, 2000, 
I I-I]~'~i~l] ~ [e ] |  I i [ (  l i~ l l l~  
Description Reference Closing Date 
Washing and relamping ofapproximalely LWC E704.04-2000 JUNE 14/00 
381 H~gh PresSure Sodium Streel lights within the Terrace Distdct 
This work is 10cated in Stewed, GreenvUte, Canyon City, New Aiyansh, Nass Camp, 
Kitsumkalum, Kilselas and Kilamaat Village. 
Details available from the Terrace District Office, 5220 Kieth Ave., Terrace, V8G 4R5. 
Tel. (250) 638-5612 or 638.5635. Fax; (250) 638-5617 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address until 11:00 am. on the above closing dale. 
T H E POWER IS  YOURS 
BOhydro 
www.bchydro.con 
REQUEST FOR TENDERS 
SEALED BIDS, for Re-roofing to Atlin Elementary 
Secondary School will be received up to 3:00 p.m., 
local time, Wednesday, June 7, 2000, at the office of 
the Architect, Killick Metz Bowen Rose Architects 
Planners Inc., 1788 West 8th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6J 1V6. 
The tender documents are available from Killick Metz 
Bowen Rose Architects, 1788 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, tel: 604-732-3361, fax: 604-732-1828 on a 
deposit o[ $75.00, refundoble upon return of documents 
in good order and within 20 working days from tender 
closing unless notified otherwise. 
Bids shall be accompanied by a Bid Bond in the 
amount of ten percent (10%) of the tender price. 
The lowest or any Tender many not necessarily be 
accepted. 
Mr. Ken Leach 
School District #87 Stikine 
P.O. Box 190 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
VOC 1 LO 
EVANLY.RAYS 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 colhclots edili0n 
ruled bast service and most 0tcurote 
psychics in Cda in 1998 +1999 
: Career ~ g  
Relatlonships 
Spouse habits 
Picking Lotto #'s 
• • in 2000 
1.900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99 /mln  . 18+ 
FOUND: SILVER earring, 
spoon pendant, native art 
design, found in REM Lee 
Theatre. Call 250-635-6664 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black !eather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
A GREAT way to meet great 
people! Northern BC's newest 
avenue for singles!! Profession- 
al, safe, fun atmosphere. Amaz- 
ing start up ratesll Downtown 
Office. Stepping out Singles 
A qency. 250-612-0400 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing .  1-900-451-2220 
$3.99/min Website: 
www.discreettalk.com 
CAN'T USE Viagra? Maximus 
Natural Cream now available. 
Made in Europe. For FREE into 
kit call Mark's Plaza Pharmacy. 
Toll Free 1-877-747-6664 
mpphealth.com 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-3". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drjoelkaplan.com. 
MWM SEEKING female for 
friendship fun times, etc, No 
strings attached. Total discre- 
tion expected and assured. 
Reply to File #63 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, BC, V8G 5R2 
BRI:rlSH INVITATION TO APPLY .,,,,n,~ (~ 
COLUMBIA  TIMBER SALE LICENCE A50859 ~ .... 
Bid Proposal Sale 
This is a regular bid proposal timber sate licence. For the purpose of this timber 
sale licence, western red cedar shakes and sfiingles are deemed not to be value- 
added products, Pursuant to Section 21 at the Forest Act, ~e Oistrict Manager witl~ 
accept tenders from individuals or corporations registered as Small Business 
Forest Enterprises, Category 2 and Category 3,. Tenders requira the submission of 
a proposal. This licence [s part of the Jobs and Timber Accord initiative to sell the 
Smait Business Forest Enterprise Program's historic undersold volumes. 
Closing Date: June 30, 2000 District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: North Hirsh Creek Term: Four (4) years 
Volume: 22,S52 cubic metres, mote or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $14,80 per cubic metre 
No appraisal rate has been determined for 57,35g cubic metres, more or less, This 
volume will be appraised at a later date. The total volume for sale is 80,011 cubic 
metres, more or less• 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Applicanls must commit to operate, or commit to construct and operate, a timber 
processing tacitify owned or leased by the applicant, that is capable of producing 
wood fibre products considered by 1he Minister of Forests to be value.addod prod- 
ucts for the purpose of this competition. 
All applications will be further evaluated by the tallowing criterion and weightings: 
Comments: 
Criteria 
Emolovment 
Proximity 
Existina Plant 
New caoital investment 
Labour value-added 
Change in value-added 
Revenue 
TOTAL WEIGHTING 
Wel¢lhtlno 
30 
2o 
10 
5 
6 
10 
2o 
lOO 
2 DAY auction, June 3, 4, Rev- 
elstoke, BC. Over 300 lots of 
brand name tools and equip- ' 
m~nt.' Al~prok" 28 vehicles 1936. 
thru 1897. Richard DeLaat 250-. 
833-1190 
ANTIQUE FURNITURE: Buffet 
175, Circular Oak table 275. 
250-638-1974 
1997 FIBERMOLD Commercial 
walk-in style canopy, excellent 
shape, c/w lights, slide tinted 
windows. Over $3,500 new, 
selling for $2,500 firm. Good for 
, contractors, camping, etc. 250- 
635-1238 
CIRCULAR OAK Table, 275. 
Roll Bar, double Tube, fits Ford 
Rancler. Phone 250-638-1974 1. Species: Hemlock 73%, Balsam 26%. and Spruce 1%, more or less, 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200. 
S220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, eritish Columbia, V8G tL1 until 8:30 a.m, on June 2 MOBILE homes 12x56 for 
30,2000. $2000 and 10x40 for $1500. 
There is additional material which the applicants must consider in Iheir application. 
This malerial, application Iorms and any other information about the Small Ready to move, great for stor- 
Business Program can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify age, workshop, etc. 250-638- 
Timber Sale Lieence A50859. 8084 
MINIYrRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SMTmE~, BC 
The Corporation will consider ALL 
cost.effective proposals, which meet 
the functional requirements. All proposals 
MUST meet he following: 
MISCELLANEOUS 
• FOR SALE  V ~;;i 
* Good value to tax0ayer: capital, 
operating and lease costs 
* Post-disaster requirements a per BC 
Building Code 
* OpemUonal and functional requirements 
* Required completion date and delivery 
of the building space 
Interested parties should telephone 
Lori Buffer In Victoria at (250) 952-8433, 
or fax (250) 952-8288 to request he 
specification package. 
B C Buildings Corporation isrequesting 
interested parties to submit proposals 
for the intent of development, 
construction and lease back for a 
new location for the Ministry of 
Transportation & Highways Maintenance 
Yard facility in Smithers. A usable 
site a rea  of approx imate ly  1.17 
hectares (2.9 acres) is required,  
inc luding an  office and  mechan ica l  
ma intenance  facility of approximately 
1,021 m2 (10,990 sq. ft.). This facility 
will preferably be an  existing bui lding 
that  is suitable, or can be modified to 
suit the Ministry RquL,'ements, The 
mechanicoJ/malntenance facility shal l  
be conta ined  in a secured fenced 
compound.  The proposed site may be 
located within Smithers, within the 
fol lowing boundar ies :  west to the 
Airport, east  to Telkwa, within 2 km 
of H ighway 16 south  on Babine 
Road, and  within 2 km of Highway 
16 nor th  on  Tatlow Road. 
Addit ionally, It Is preferred that  the 
location has  good controlled access 
onto a major  street that  connects to 
the provincial h ighway network. The 
site shal l  also conta in  space for a 
sand/salt  pile, the surround and  top-up, 
expans ion,  service vehicle parking, 
staff park ing,  construct ion material ,  
and  snow clearing area. 
Proposals hould be submitted by the 
end of the business day, on lane 23, 
2000 to: 
Peter L. Drury 
Leasing Manager 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP 
British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation 
3350 Douglas Street 
Victoria, BC V8Z 3L1 
reserves the right 
to negotiate any 
pmpoml and the 
lowest or any Please note: other sizes of properties [~r ,~ proposal wlU not 
that have the same functionality (as necesmrllybe D,9 
listed above) will be given consideration, u~pt~. B0u~0tanug s 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday,  June 10, 2000 N°rthv Collegmm
beginning at 12:00 Noon at Kerr's Pit : 
Leave Hwy. 16 ten miles east of Telkwa 
Follow Kerr Road and the Auction signs 
The Cornerstone of Community Education for 25 years 
~SCR I HP Variable Speed Pipe Thrc:lder And Cutter 
~.lotor~, With Transmission A d Power Transformer O FA Level I .......................................... $83 
~VOt~Is Whirlpool WasherAnd Dryer 
Speed Controls School Desk 91" June 5, July 27, Aug 24 
I.andpride 3pt Blade Eatertainatcnt Centre Airbrakes ........................................... $180 
l'Z On Bale Fork 3 Coleman Stoves 
HI Ilog CalfT:tble Habachi ,w" June 6-10, July 4-8, Aug 8-12 
3 Phase lli 1.o Voltage Converter Exercise Bike 
National Tat,le Saw Paint Traffic Control Flagging .................... $169 
t'rogo.'~,,~ Table Sander Doors f 'dune  10-11 
Galax> I'ower Hacksaw SkY Light 
Sav.'du~t Blower Canlper Steps Foodsafe Level I .................................. $99 
Star Nail Guu Fluorescent Lights ,e - June  13-22  (Tuesday & Thursday evenings)  
Hihi TE 17 Ilammer Drill Shelving 
B & D Drywall l)rill Steel Shelves Transpor tat ion  Endorsement  ............. $83 
1/2 II P 20- I Gear Reducer Roofing 
Gel Paint Pot And Hoses Furnace w'dune 23 
Inch Air Impact Air Conditioner 
G,.irmamRupp 1 1/2 I,ctt Pipe .... Jackall Jack" . . . . . . .  Class 1 - Professional Driving ....... $1800 
Punlp Tidy Tank ~Continuous Intake 
Oxy Acet Ganges And Hose Grinder Wheels 
Maguetic Base Drill Press 10-21 X 120 Inch Roller Case 
2 1/4 Tea Floor Jack 3/vl Photocopier Watch for our fall brochure coming 
Propane Van Heater. 
' to your homes in August/ 
Coin and Stamp Collection tn Sell at 2:00 p,m' 
Over 600 Canadian Dollars frolil i936 
Royal Canadian Mint Silver Sets 
More than 200 50¢ Pieces 
Rolls of Collector Coins 
Mint Sheets of Canadian-Newfoundland Postage Stamps starting at 1941 
and much more... 
Plus itlany items too numerous to mention. 
Consignments welcome until sale time. 
Terms Cash ATTENTION: I lost 40 pounds HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
in 2 months. We need repre- Distributor. for product cropper- 
Persons paying for major items wilh unceniried cheque may be sentalives in your area. Call to- tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
required to leave items on the grounds until checlue clears the bunk. day. 250-635-1543 635-1543 
AVON CALLING! Your hours, THE CHANCE to start your own 
your profits. Incredible earning business. This is your opportun- 
opportunity. Exciting incentives, ity- operate your own business, 
Inventory investment not re- sum stock on location. You pro- 
quired. Free gift pack when you vide the retail experience for a 
join. For more information and minimum Investment of $4,800. 
no obligation call Linda at250- For more information call Karl 
635-9138 (collect) 250-635-2312 
BE FIRSTin Canada! Hot, solid THE MONEY Machinel NEW 
BORDER COLLIE pups, strong . Inlernet Company, potentially not an ATM. Most financially se- 
working lines. Sire - Pro/Nov ' the next "Yahoo.corn" looking cure home based business in 
, ~i .  ~. • Dog of the Year. Dam - Multi for key leaders now to position the world. $100,000/yr potential. 
DRY PINE rails 4" butt 2 1/2" "High in Trial". Grandsire-1999 yourself for huge income. Offi- Investment starting under 
tops. 25 to 35 feet long. 10¢ a Super-dog. $450. Lynn 604- cially opening Internationally $10,000. 1-888-257-4164 (24 
foot. Can deliver call: Howard 869-7656. Pictures: www.us- June 2, 2000. Limited positions, hrs) Member of BBB. 
(250) 695-6413 ers.uniserve.com/-Ileach/in- Call now 1-800-934-3473 ext 
dex.html 2200 
AIR CONDITIONER replace- REGISTERED SIBERIAN Hus- 
ment for B12 and R134a, no re- ESSENTIAL OIL Markets ex- 
frofitting, runs colderlhan R-12, ky puppies for sale. Ready to ploding. Earn big $$ from home LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
go July 5th. $300. With mi- in this lucrative industry. See Technician, minimum 4 years 
less leakage, do it yourself, safe crochip implant. Call 250-845- why. Free into pack 1-888-411- training. Ford or dealership ex- 
to use. Red-tex Dealer: 250- 3405 
567-9969 5011 perience an asset. Specialties 
BUILDING MATERIALS. SILVERBAR KENNELS has GROWING NEWS stand/con- in electronic engine control and 
Tongue and groove, log cabin CKC registered basset hound venience storelocated in down- climate control. Diesel driveabil- 
siding, shiplap etc. Got your puppies available to approved town Terrace. Serious inquiries ity. Fax resume 250-832-8190 
own lumber? We can make it homes. Written guarantee, first only. Call Sharon at 250-847- Attn. Service Manaqer 
shots, tattoos, champion bred. 2412 NORTHERN BC Import Dealer- 
into a valuable product. Call AI- $600. 250-699-6455 ship requires Auto motive Tech- 
bert 250-695-6954. nadina 
@lakesweb.com LEARN HOW to get paid on nician with strong background 
1000's of electricity customers, in import vehicles. Mail resumes 
GIRLS 6 spd bike $55. Patio Take advantage of deregula- to: Brent DeJong, Thornhill Me- 
table w/4 chairs, $40. 21" 12 1971 INTERNATIONAL 1610 tion. 1-613-525-5197 'tom, 3026 Hwy 16 East, Ter- 
• spd road bike $100. Dog kennel cabover, 392 motor. Good run- MOBILE HOME moving bust- , race, BC, V8G 3N5 
10x10x6 $300. Gitane tandem ning condition. Certified to Dec. ness. Kenworth truck, dolly, pi- 
road bike $500 firm. 6 wooden 2000. Lots of extra new & old lot vehicle, decks, hitches, re- 
chairs $50. Call 250-635-0069 parts. $3,500. 250-635-1132 dies, two 5 ton hiab cranes, 250 
HONEYSUCKLE GARDEN 20 FT' reefer box, cooler and ACDC portable welder. Serious 
Centre. Large selection of per- power gate. Best offer. Call inquiries only. $39,500 OBO. 
ennials, bedding plants, stokes 250-635-1132 250-250-847-8986 FULLY TICKETED Auto Body 
seed, bulk seed potatoes, hang- e~! iqg baskets, trees, shrubs, gel- CATERPILLAR 33010ff'load NEW BUSINESS Opportunity! Repairman wanted to work in a 
, with Butrn Top Gr-a!sple?~E~cel~;.' (E~UiTdry'l~rETc~'Fb'?'~Brd'ilt~'~ff~ri.~t'~ 'shb]~."iVlUstsupply ref-. 
vanized steel frame greenhous- lent condtion, Finning maid"; formation!;,'C0ntact: ` 250-847 -~. "erence?and Cop!es of any recent 
es. Large selection of sizes and rained, www.t-mar.com 1-800- 2315 ceitified training. Please send 
options, 10'x15' Gothic style 208-2217 RETIREMENT BENEFITS resume to Ars Custom Auto- 
starting at $520, cold frames 
10'x20' atarting at $450. Decker SANDBLASTING SAND deity- more than 100%, no desk fees, body 2000 Ltd. Box 10 Smithers 
Lake. 250-698-7337days. ered, excellent price. 847-4083 sponsoring benefits, residual in- BC VOJ2N0 or fax 250-847- 
come, free cash advances, Exit 0102 
LEGAL HELP on any matter. THUNDERBIRD RANCH and Realty, North America's fastest GRAPPLE YARDER Operator 
Top Quality Professionals at a farm equipment. Quality used growing real estate franchise wanted for full time employment 
price you can afford. Confiden- sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- system. 1-877-935-3948. in Terrace area. Send resume 
tial. For free information, call 1- able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
800-668-3112. 2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- SUCCESSFUL KAMLOOPS to File #62 c/o Terrace .Stan- 
MUSTSELL New35x60 Alpine derhoof, BC Housecleaning business for dard, 3210 Clinton St. Terrace 
sale. Nominated by Chamberof BC, V8G 5R2 
steel building, buoght new, nov- Commerce or Homebased HELP WANTED The Cowichan 
er erected for $16,800. Not go- Business of the year. For enqui- News Leader/Pictorial, a twice 
ing to work. Must sell to buy des contact 250-372-0403. Re- weekly paper located in Dun- 
bigger building. First reasonable duced to $50,000 can, BC, requires an experi- 
offertakes it. 250-567-3810 LOGGING TRUCK loads of TEST DRIVE! Uniqueopportun- enced production manager. 
PLANNED ASPEN lx6x10, Birch firewood for sale. Phone ity to own and operate a 2000 Knowledge of Quark, Pholo- 
lx8x10, 2x8x10 4 years dry 638-7290. Pete with zero down. You must shop, Multi Ad and Internet ap- 
plied toungue and groove and have rain. 2yrs flaldeck highway plicalions for the Mac computer 
straight edge. Starting @ 65¢ a experience, able and willing to are preferred. Darkroom expert- 
lineal foot. Call Howard (250) run Canada/USA and possess ence an asset. Fax resume, be- 
695-6413 good references. Tom or Andre. fore May 31, to: Jim Parker, 
SOFA BED $400, Entertain- 800-663-0099 Publisher, Fax: 250-746-8529 
ment centre $300, Double bed $$GOVERNMENT PRO- or phone 250-746-4471. 
plus frame $150, Nordic Trek GRAMS information Govern- 
WalkFit $350. LaZBoy Chair ment assistance programs in- 
$50. Phone 250-635-4439 formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
WINDOWS FOR sale: suitable farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
for greenhouses, enclosed Thornhill Motors is seeking a dynamic individual to join our 
porches, etc. Sizes from 4'1" x 1000 BC Businesses for sale. sales team. Previous automotive sales experience would be 
3'x1" to 9'11" x 3'10". Please www.Business-Trader.com. 
phone 250-635-3475 View online or call 604-312- an asset but is not essential for the right individual. The 
7876 successful candidate must be able to deal effectively with the 
public, have a positive attitude, be self motivated. Minimum 
~ l } l m r l u n i t y  Grade 12 education. Excellent benefit package. Please reply in 
IFiit~sc!!'k'~vcr:,'onc eeds, writing to: Thornhlll Motors Ltd. 
I~ ,  a '~,r,I and I Attn: Brant DeJong, 
NIEMEYER ROTARY mower .i .:N( ' CO~i I 'ET IT ION"  I ffliornfifff ~ o r s  3026 Highway 16 East, 
hay cutter with crimper. Like AIInflhisfurlessfltan I TERRACE, B.C. Terrace, BCV8G3N5. 
new.1171 $2800. Phone 250-545- S20.0(tnlondth'. I ({~ ~ [~SUBARU.  Phone250-635-7286 
IT oil free 1-888-8~II-90201 
6YR REGISTERED - AQHA 
15.3hh. Bay gelding. Trail rid- 
den, shown western. Balanced, 
lopes off smooth. Nice English 
movement. Professionally mart- 
ed, on going professional train- 
ing. Used 1999 in preparation 
for Levell Western Coaching. 
Phone 250-847-3165. $4000. 
CAGEN CONTR, LTD. HAY 
AND GRAIN SALES. Glen, 
250-638-0254 
STRAW FOR Sale square 
bales. Phone 847-4083 
L We are back to our summer hours 
L Tues . :  Sat.  J 
" Canada Bread "S 
Franchise Opportunity 
Cash  f low & prof i t  on day one  
Canada Bread, Canada's only national bakery, is franchising sales routes. 
Successful applicants receive cuutprehensive franchise dealer training and 
a full support franchise program. Other benefits with these unique franchise 
opportunities include.' 
• routes with established customer bases and existing positive cash flow 
• a no-risk company buy-back of approved customer accounts recelv. 
able 
• simple, state-of- the.art computerized ordering and billing systems 
• a major national advertising and promotional program 
loin over 400 successful Canada Bread fmnchtse dealers across Camda 
selling premium quality breads, rolls, and specialty goods to Grocery and 
Food service customers. Build the business, profit front your own fnmehtse 
and enjoy financial freedom. 
Investment required. Franchise opportunity exists In Terrace, 
For infarmution co.tact: 
Steve Kennedy 
Phone' (604] 532.8257 
540 HELP ', 
WANTED 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 31,2000 - B7 
.. Immediate Opening 
Blue Ridge Graphics & Promotions 
- -  E~er idgegraph ics .~c .ca  
Req ired Immediatell' 
SALES PERSONNEL 
We are seeking an enthusiastic ndividual to join our sales team. We 
are the fastest growing raphics and design business in the northwest. 
The right individual will be responsible for marketing and promoting 
our products to current and polential clients In Hazelton, Smithers, 
Houston and Burns Lake, Expansion of sales area would be available 
to the right dynamic person. No phone calls please. Reply in writing to: 
. . f  
u y
f !S NEL illl 
Iill For Fashion Bouti.,ue in the Skeena Mall. I I  
III] Previous Sales Experience is an asset. This IIII 
IIII position is for permanent part time, leading to IIII 
I[ I  possible full time employment. Drop off your I I I  
IIII resume to: I I  
IIII Cavalheiro Fashions Inc. IIII 
I I I I  ~45-4741 Lakelse Ave.  I I I I  
i~  Skeena Mall, Terrace # 
MADILL 
TERRITORY SALES MANAGER 
Heavy Equipment 
This position requires an experienced self-motivated individual, prepared 
to travel extensively within a designated area. Your duties will include: 
equipment sales and follow-up to Forestry customers in the Smithers, 
Hazelton, Terrace and Stewart area. The product lines distributed 
include: purpose built Madill feller Bunchers, log loaders, processors, 
yarders, and used equipment. The successtul candidate should be a 
highly motivated sales professional with a desire to excel We oiler a 
competitive remuneration package including base salary, vehicle 
allowance, travel expenses, and a comprehensive benefit package. 
Applicants are invited to forward their resumes, in conlidencel to: 
MADILL EQUIPMENT CANADA 
9809 Milkwaukee Way 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 5T3 
Atln: Doug Hanson, Branch Manager 
I I  I I | 1 |  
Illlll U I l I l ~ll~u~ 
Requires a Fully Qualified 
LICENSED HAIR STYLIST 
For Full-time or Part-Time work 
If you are a team player and would like 
to be part of a busy, progressive salon, 
respond with resume to: 
Images  by Kar lene 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
635-4997 
" '  • ' "  i " . . . .  
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Our Northwest Canadian Retail and Wholesale company 
of 30 outlets throughout Alberta, BC, Yukon and the 
Northwest Territories, is seeking a full-time Quality 
Coordinator/Human Resource Supervisor 
who has excellent people skills and works well in a 
quality team environment. Our administration office (a 
staff of 14) is located in Smithers, BC, a mountainous 
location with an excellent family environment and a 
variety of recreation such as: Downhill & cross country 
skiing, fishing, hiking, and hunting. 
This is a challenging position that will require excellent 
motivational, communication and organizational skills. 
Knowledge of quality programs and experience in the 
human resource field is an asset. The successful 
applicant will need to be self motivated with computer 
experience within the Windows environment working 
with Microsoft Word and Excel. 
AWG Northern Industries Inc. offers a salary based on 
qualifications and experience, and has an excellent 
benefit package. All interested applicants should 
forward their resumes in confidence to: 
Laura Stanton 
AWG Northern Industries Inc. 
Box 850, 3424 Highway 16, 
Smithers B.C., V0J 2N0 
Or fax to 250-877-7610 
Istanton @ awgassociates.eom 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Liaison Accountant (3 yr. term) 
The Nisga'a Lisims Government is seeking a self 
directed individual who, under the direction o[ the 
Director of Finance will act as a resource to 4 Villages 
in the development and implementation of budget, 
accounting and reporting systems. 
Qualifications: 
• 5 yrs of diversified, computer based accounting 
experience 
• a strong background in budget procedures and 
processes 
* be working in a 4th level or better of a designated 
accounting degree program. 
, excellent wriHen and verbal communication skills. 
• well developed spreadsheet skills 
• good interpersonal skills. 
• a willingness to travel 
Salary will be 40-50k commensurate with the educa- 
tion and experience. 
The closing date for this position wil be 5 p.m. June 9, 
2000. 
Please forward your resume, work related references 
and covering letter to: 
t i~ ,~,~ Nisgara Lislms Government 
~:~ Director of Finance 
PO /7i-? .°w.,.°..,.. 
. . . . . . . . .  V0l  1A0 
Fax= 250-633-2367 E-Maih hrdept@ntc.bc.ca 
I 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital is seeking a 
Qual i f ied Rad io logy  
Technic ian  
for casual vacation relief employment. 
Accommodation will be provided for shared 
weekend and night on call hours. Please submit 
resume and letter of application to: 
Judith R. Wass 
Assistant Administrator 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital, Bag 999 
Hazelton, BC, V0J 1Y0 
1-250-842-5211 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC  
Full time Heavy Duty Mechanic required for camp 
based logging operations in Kemano. 
Applicants must be well versed in repairing and 
maintaining equipment related to hi-lead logging and 
coastal dry land sort operations. Responsibilities 
include shop and field repair work. Welding experi- 
ence would be an asset. 
We are looking for a well organized, self motivated 
individual who can make quick assessments of 
repairs and make sound decisions. 
Interested applicants should send their resumes in 
confidence to: 
Aim-Wood Contracting Ltd. 
P.O. Box 249 
Terrace, B.C. ' .... .~: 
V8G 4A6 -'. ! ....... i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fax: 250-635-9391 
COMPUTER DRAFTSPERSON 
Permanent Full Time 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
This is an office position requiring the following: 
• input of field data 
• design of forest roads using Roadeng software 
• mapping using Microstation software 
• filing and archiving of data as necessary 
• coordinating transfer of data with clients 
QUAL IF ICAT IONS:  
The successful candidate will have previous experi- 
ence in designing forest roads and working with com- 
purer assisted drafting software. Experience with 
Roadeng and Microstation software is an asset. 
Applicants must be willing to relocate to Terrace. 
SALARY/BENEF ITS :  
The salary will be based on experience and training. 
A benefit package including dental and long term 
health plans, is provided three months after com- 
mencement of employment. 
START DATE: 
This position is to be filled as soon as possible. 
Closing Date for Application: June 15, 2000. 
Contact: Send resume with at least two references 
to: Diana Wood, R.P.F. 
4910-D Grelg Avenue 
Terrace, BC, VOG 1N4 
Phone: 250-635-3225 
Fax: 250-635-4120 
Emaih woodima@kermode.net 
Bring your Expertise to Scotiabank 
and Crow with Us 
Scotiabank is committed to providing its 
growing diversified customer base with the 
finest in investment services. 
PERSONAL BANKING 
OFFICER FULL-TIME 
Your financial sales and service background includes 
communication and selling skills. You will play a lead 
role in managing and developing mutually beneficial 
client relationships, providing sound credit, financial 
investment advice and in marketing Scotiabank's range 
of personal financial services. Your credentials include 
having completed the Investment Funds In Canada 
course or to commit to obtaining within a designated 
timeframe. You are a quick learner with strong time 
management skills and are PC literate. 
If you are motivated to succeed, please forward your 
resume in confidence to: 
Larry Clemente, Branch Manager, 
201 City Centre, Kitlmat, BC. 
We thank all applicants, however only those to be 
interviewed will be contacted, 
Scotiabank 
Valuing People... gaMng Diversity 
Thomhill Motors has an immediate opening for a Licensed 
Automotive Technician. Experience in import vehicles an 
asset. Excellent remuneration and benefit package available 
to successful applicant. Please apply in writing to : 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. 
 orntiiffMotors Attn: Brent Dejong 
TERRACE, B.C. 3026 Highway 16 East, 
Terrace, BC V8G 3N5 
~:~ ~ ~==UBARU Phone 250-635-7286 
Ministry For Children And Families 
cBErLSH FAMILY CARE HOME 
0LUMBIA REQUIRED FOR "JASON" 
• 15 Years old; 
• Development of school program in progress; 
• ADHD; 
• Very social; 
° Enjoys outdoor activities uch as camping, fishing, etc.; 
• Has severe learning disabilities; 
• Likes weight lifting and biking; 
• Has difficulty with anger management; 
• Two parent family with younger or no children preferred. 
Specialized family care rates are available to 
potential caregivers willing to care for "Jason" 
while providing him with a secure and loving 
environment.. , ,e  
Contact Anne at , l~  
The Ministry for Children & Families.i  Fostering 
I I | J l  You can make Phone: (250) 638-2311 mJ i a difference. 
The Tsay Keh Dene Band is looking to hire a 
General Store Manager. The position will be 
available starting August 15, 2000. 
Tsay Keh Dene is located at the Northern tip 
of Williston Lake in British Columbia's beautiful 
Rocky Mountains. Not only is it very scenic, but 
also offers great fishing and hiking. The 
community is accessible by logging road and by 
air so it is somewhat isolated. 
The applicant should have a minimum of 3 
years management experience. The applicant 
should also be flexible, dedicated and have good 
"people skills." The Band offers good pay, along 
with accommodations. (shared with teacher.) 
If you feel you are interested and you feel 
you could live in semi-isolation, please fax a 
resume with references and covering letter to: 
Band Manager 
Tsay Keh Dene Band 
Fax: (250) 562-8899 
~,~ Closing Date is June 30, 2000 j 
Teaching Opportunity 
',,,.. 
'The Tsay Keh Dene Band will be hiring a 
teacher for 200/2001 school term. The position is 
for a combined grades one, two and three class. 
The position will appeal to those who enjoy a 
challenge, are interested in working with Native 
student, are adventurous and enthusiastic, team 
players and committed to individualized 
education. The applicant should be flexible and 
creative in planning, have a wide range of 
abilities and interests, be goal oriented and must 
either possess or be eligible for BC certification. 
Tsay Keh Dene village is located at the 
Northern tip of Williston Lake in British 
Columbia's beautiful Rocky Mountains. Not only 
is it very scenic, but also offers great fishing and 
hiking. The community is accessible by logging 
road and by air, so is somewhat isolated. The 
Band offers good pay, accommodation, a great 
school and classroom assistants. 
Position is open to all applicants, including 
NEWLY GRADUATED STUDENTS. If you feel 
you are interested and you feel you are able to 
live in semi-isolation, please fax a resume with 
references and covering letter describing your 
personal education philosophy to: 
Band Manager 
Tsay Keh Dene Band 
Fax: (250) 562-8899 
No telephone calls, please. 
Closing Date is June g, 2000 . j  
I 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
is currently accepting applications for" 
Supported Child Care Program 
Coordinator and Educators 
We are looking for dedicated people to fill positions of SCC 
Coordinator and SCC Educators. This program with a staff of 
six, work closely with families, care gwers, and therapists to 
support children with special needs. 
SCC Educator: part time & full time positions, Start date: 
September 1, 2000 
The successful applicants will have: 
• knowledge of child development and previous experience 
working with children with special needs in an inclusive 
environment. 
• the ability to work as part of a transdisciplinory team. 
• exhibit excellenl oral and written communication skills. 
SCC Coordinator: 20 hours per week Slarl date: Sept 1/00 
The successful applicant will have the skills as outlined above 
plus: 
demonstrate proven organizational, administrative and 
leadership skills. 
Detailed ob description, wage and benefit information is 
available at the Child Development Centre. The successful 
applicants will have education and experience in the field of 
child developmenl. Applicants with a Child and Youth Degree, 
Educallon Degree, E.C.E. Certificate & Special Needs Educator 
Certificate, or related education are invited to apply. 
All resumes will be accepted until June 16, 2000. Apply at: 
Terrace Child Development Centre~ 
2510 $ou~ Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X3, 
fax" 638-0213; phone 635-9388; e-mall tcdc @osg.net 
CENTRAL VANCOUVER Is- 
land grocer requires Bakery De- 
partment Manager. Skills in- 
clude knowledge of production 
and retail presentation of bake- 
off products. Including inventory 
control and merchandising. Or- 
ganizational ability, strong lead- 
ership and supervisory skills es- 
sential. Positive attitude in a 
fast paced setting. Flexibility 
and pleasant personality are 
your best assets. Top benefit 
and pension package. Apply to 
Quality Foods, Box 1120, Quali- 
cum Beach, VDK 1T3, Fax 
250248-4307. email qf@quality- 
foods.com. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 per 
week, assembling product in 
your own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauna, ant, L5K 2R8 
EXPERIENCED SERVICE 
Manager required immediately, 
for growing NorthCoast Ford 
Dealership. Excellent sal- 
ary/commission, benefits and 
pension pkg. Fax resume with 
references to 250-632-4886 
Attn: Ed. Snow Valley Ford, Kill- 
mat. 
LOOKING FOR reliable, flexi- 
ble, self motivated individual 
with basic technical computer 
knowledge. Operational Knowl- 
edge of MS Software and or 
Mac an asset. Pleasant com- 
municative demeanor with pub- 
lic. References required. Please 
relpy to LD News, Box 309, File 
M, Burns Lake, BC, V0J lEO 
LOOKING FOR Retired couple 
as light duty caretakers for 
property, 12 minutes from town• 
On site accomodation for $250 
per month. References re- 
quired. For more information 
call 250-635-5504 
MACLAB HOTELS and Re- 
sorts has summer job opportu- 
nities in Jasper, Alberta 
through to October 15, 2000. 
We are seeking motivated, en- 
ergetic and dependable team 
players for front office and 
housekeeping positions at our 
Pyramid Lake Resort and Te- 
karra Lodge. If you are looking 
for a great summer job and the 
beauty of Jasper National Park, 
this could be the summer of 
your life! Competitive pay and 
staff housing available. Send 
resumes in confidence to: HR 
Manager, PO Box 669, Jasper, 
Alberta, TOE 1E0 or via fax to 
780-852-4636. 
P/T JOB opening for front desk 
clerk• Graveyard shift. No exp. 
necessary. Come in to fill out 
application/drop off resume 
Bear Country Inn, 4702 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace. 
PART-TIME SUPPORT Worker 
for male quadrapelegic• 250. 
638-0934 
QUALIFIED TRAFFIC Control 
People wanted. Must have cer- 
tified ticket. First Aid & vehicle 
would be an asset. Call 250- 
638-8888 for more into. 
BARn CONTRACTING in 
Ft.St.James requires an experi- 
enced Grader Operator for a 
camp job maintaining logging 
roads. Please fax resume to 
250-996-8742 
J.S. Jones 
T IMBER LTD. 
Requires a 
Certified Heavy 
Duty Mechanic 
to fil l a pos i t ion  
immediately in their 
Boston Bar Division• 
LeTourneau & Logging 
equip, experience an 
asset. Please mail or 
fax resumes to: 
ATTN: Shane Brown 
Box 100 
Boston Bar, BC 
VOK 100 
Fax: (604)867-9797 
CitiFinancial Canada, a mem- 
ber of Citigroup, a Fodune 50 
company has an immediate 
career opportunity for: 
THE HIGHT INDIVIDUAL 
WITH 
THE RIGHT COMPANY 
AT 
THE RIGHT TIME 
As a member of the branch 
team commilted to sales and 
service, the seleded individual 
has the initial and most tre- 
quent contact with our custom- 
ers and is responsible for rec- 
ommending solutions to delin- 
quent accounts, performing 
administrative tasks, and serv. 
icing accounts, 
Successful candidales will 
have a Sub.Mortgage Brokers 
License, a HS diploma or 
equivalent, one or two years 
directly related experience in 
cash handling and customer 
service. Effective communica- 
tion skills and famUia!~ 
PC.like hardware /so~ 
essential. Must have~Td 
driver's license, 
We offer a competitive salary 
and comprehensive benefits 
package, Please forward 
resume to: 
MIKE BRAY 
4664 LAKELSE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G IR4 
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REPORTER: THE award-win- 
ning Campbell River Mirror is 
looking for a reporter to help our 
team-oriented newsroom con- 
tinue it's commitment to excel- 
lence in a competitive news 
market. We require a journalist 
who can work independently 
but also contribut to the ebb 
and flow of ideas as the news- 
room hones each issue's news 
coverage, The ideal applicant 
will have a proven track record 
in herd.hitting news writing but 
must also be flexible enough to 
handle community news and 
compelling features. Photogra- 
phic skills should complement 
your writing and reporting ab- 
ilities. Experience with Quark- 
XPress would be an asset and 
applicants should also have 
their own camera equipment 
and car. Campbell River Is a 
vibrant community of 30,000 
people on the east coast of 
Vancouver Island. Surrounded 
by mountains and graced by the 
ocean, this is a centre for fish- 
ing, hiking, kayaklng, and all the 
traditional indoor and outdoor 
sports. There is an active com- 
munity theatre, public art gallery 
and a booming retail sector. If 
you have the desire to join our 
team, send your resume, ref- 
erences and portfolio to: Alistair 
Taylor, Managing Editor, Camp- 
bell River Mirror, Box 459, 
Campbell River, BC, V9W 5C1. 
Fax 250-287-3238 
636 HOUSES FOR 
• RENT : : 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
complete highway paving crew. 
Resume to Box 100, 970 Laval 
Cres, Kamloops, BC, or fax 
250-374-8223 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
VCG 5R2. 
STORE DETECTIVE. Full time, 
Terrace, Rupert and Smithers 
area. Good wages, travel and 
Med/Dent. Benefits. BST 1&2 
Grads or current security li- 
cense holders. Fax resume to I- 
Corp at 604-687-8640 
TSAYTA CONTRACTING Ltd 
in Ft.St.James is accepting ap- 
plications for full time seasonal 
log truck drivers for our fleet of 
6&7 axle highway log trucks. 
Apllicants must have at least 
three years log truck experi- 
ence. Please fax resume & ab- 
stract to 250-996-8742 
YOUNG, GROWING Vancouv- 
er Island Independent grocer in- 
vites resumes for Chinese Food 
Cooks for in-store counter sew- 
ice. The successful candidates 
will have experience with 
Chinese food products and pre- 
paration, techniques in publicly 
viewed kitchen. A good general 
attitude is essential. Top benefit 
and pension package. Apply to 
Quality Foods, Box 1120 Quali- 
cum Beach, V9K 173. Fax: 250- 
248-4307. E-mail qf@quality- 
foods.corn 
WE PAY you to lose weight. 
Needed eight serious people 
immediately. Call Susan 1-877- 
389-0311 
CERTIFIED HOME Care Aide. 
Will do cleaning, personal care, 
respite, etc. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 250-635-7834, ask for 
Sharon. 
COASTAL FALLING and top- 
ping. Danger tree removal. 
Hedge work and pruning. 20 
years experience, Fully insured. 
Senior Discounts. 250-635- 
3181 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction, 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Jurgen Mattheis, 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING, 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Terrace at 615- 
0002 or 638-6969 (cell). 
TRAFFIC CONTROL Person 
Level 1 first aid with transporta- 
tion ticket. Have own transpor- 
tation and safety equipment. 
Leave message at NorthWest 
Training 250-638-8108 attn: 
Kris 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 
or635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availimmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428 or 638-0134 or 615- 
0345 
2 BDR apt 2 1/2 baths, 5 ap- 
pliances, NC, alarm system, 
built in vacuum, private en- 
trance & garage, available June 
1st. Damage deposit, ref. re- 
quired. No pets. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. $800 per 
month. Phone 250-635-3845 
i TERRACE APARTMENTS I 
Newly Renovated 2 Bedroom Apts 1 
$500 per month | 
• Free hot water/recreation 1 
• Close to school end hospital | 
Call collect (250) 632-4308 II 
or cell (250) 639-4069 | 
rpARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 mth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
2 BEDROOM apt. Available im- 
mediately. No pets. Ref. re- 
quired. $550/month plus dam- 
aqe deposit. Call 250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM economy apart- 
ments in quiet location near 
town. Pets welcome, 250-635- 
9102 
2 BEDROOM end unit N/G heat 
& hot water centrally located. 
Also 1 bedroom end unit with 
N/G H/W. For into call 250-635- 
6611. Available Immediately. 
2 BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. Available imme- 
diately. F/S, laundry facilities, 
no pets or parties. Ref re- 
quired. Damage deposit, On 
site manager. $525 per month. 
250-635-1126 or 250-635-6991 
2 BEDROOM suite, F/S, D/W, 
utilities included. Security de- 
posit req. Sat/tv. $700 per 
month. Call 250-798-2524 and 
leave messaqe. Avail. July 1st. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 monlh. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
s500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pod. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
, Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
. S~urity entrance 
• On site management 
, No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
. . . . .  , . . .  • 
m 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry FaciliUes 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• One!t0..Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
The Northwest Community Health Semlces Society ts Inviting applications for full-time 
and part-time positions for the following... 
FORENSIC ASSERTIVE CASE MANAGER 
• Ter race  • 
This position is responsible for assertive case management services to high-risk 
mentally disordered offenders living in the community. The duties include client 
assessment, case planning, counseling, referrals to and conferring with community 
resources and professionals, as well as securing subsidized housing units. This 
position has potential for extensive travel. 
Qualifications: Licensed to practice nursing in the Province of British Columbia under 
the RPNBC or RNABC, BSW or MSW preferred. Minimum 2 years' recent related 
experience in a community mental health setting and/or a forensic psychiatry setting is 
a prerequisite 
Competition Number NWO0:021 (full.time) 
LICENSING OFFICER 
• Prince Rupert • ................ 
Reporting to the Chief Licensing Officer, you will be responsible for the administration 
and implementation of the Community Care Facility Act and Regulations (Adult and 
Child Care). Duties include: inspect, license, investigate new and existing community 
care facilities; ensure health, safety and care standards are met through education, 
recommendation and enforcement; participate in community development. Extensive 
travel is required. 
Qualifications & Experience: Applicants must have a relevant degree plus 1 year 
experience, or a diploma plus 2 years experience, or a certificate plus 3 years 
experience. Qualifications are typically achieved through training as a Registered 
Nurse, Public Health Inspector, Social Worker, or Early Chi ldhood Educator. 
Preference will be given to applicants with a nursing background. Qualified candidates 
wil l  also possess: • good administrat ive,  interpersonal ,  written and verbal  
communication skills • strong decision making and problem solving skills • the ability 
to work as a member of a multidlsciplinary team, and • be self-directed and work 
independently. A valid class 5 driver's license is needed. 
Competition Number NWO0:026 flu/I.time) 
MENTAL HEALTI-I NURSE 
• Pr ince  Ruper t  • 
Working In the Adult Mental Health Program this position will provide ongoing Intensive 
outreach care to the most serious mentally ill adults. 
Qualif ications& Experience'. Licensed to practice nursing In the Province of British 
Columbia under the RPNBC or RNABC. Minimum 2 years' experience In Individual, 
group and family therapy. 
Competition Number NWO0:027 (part.time) 
For all of the above positions you may be required to use own vehicle on 
Society business. Transportation arrangements must meet operation 
requirement of the Society. Applicants are subject to satisfactory 
references Including a criminal record review. 
Job descriptions may be obtained upon request. Your application must 
clearly Identify how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting the appropriate competition number to: 
Sue Samuelaon, Human Resources, North West Community Health Services 
Society, 3412 Kalum Streeh Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2205| 
Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-mall: sue.samuelaon@nwch.hnet.bc.ca. 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., June 9, 2000. 
North West Community Hea/th Services Society thanks aft applicants, 
however, only those applicants who are se/ected for an interview will be contacted. 
2-2 BEDROOM apartments. 
New carpets, line, etc. Ensuite 
storage. Rent includes hot wa- 
ter available immediately and 
June 1st. $500/month each. 
250-638-1115 or 250-615-9772. 
3 BEDROOM -8.plex $650 per 
month no pets. Plus $325 dam- 
age deposit. 250-638-1094 
Leave messaqe. 
4621 LAKELSE Ave, $485 
Month, + 1/2 month Drag. De- 
posit. 1 bedroom, downtown lo- 
cation, more into call 250-638- 
1965 
AVAILABLE MAY 1/00, a one 
bedroom ground flout suite lo- 
cated in quiet neighbourhood 
on Medeek; Suite has 4 ap- 
p!iances fridge, stove, washer 
and dryer, $600 per month in- 
cludes utilities. Non smoking 
unit. For more information or to 
view call Roger at 250-635- 
5414 or 250-635-3400 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thornhill. Very 
small pet ok. Gas furnace. HiS. 
$525/mo. 250-635-4200. 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
Bachelor Suite. Cozy, comfort- 
able and clean. All utilities in- 
cluded with laundry access. 
NS/NP $490 per month. Avail- 
able July 1, 2000. 250-638- 
7063 evenin.qs. 
FOR RENT in Thornhill a 2 bed- 
room apartment. $450 per 
month. Plus damage deposit & 
utilities. Fridge & stove. No 
pets. Call 250-635-6851 
IN TERRACE 4 bdrm upper unit 
of duplex $900/mo. NG heat & 
hot water included. DD & ref 
reqd. Phone 250-796-9554. 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
' required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BACHELOR apt. for rent. 
$350 per month. One bedroom 
apt. $465. per month. Furnished 
and utilities included. 250-635- 
5021 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. Sorry, no pets. 
References required. $360 + 
$160 sec. dep. Ph. 250-635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
apt. Summit square apts. Avail- 
able June 1st. No pets. $500 
month. 250-635-5338 or 638- 
7115 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7865 or 635-5653. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
Summit Square' Apts. Nopets, 
adult section. Available June 
1st. 250-635-5338 or 250-638- 
7115 
WE ARE taking applications 
Fully furnished 1 bedroom 
apartments in Thornhill, Motz 
road. $800 per month. Utilities 
included. $400 damage deposit. 
No pets. References required. 
250-635-2312 
2 BDRM bsmt suite good for 2 
person, N/S, no pets, damage 
deposit and refer required utili- 
ties included. Phone 635-8277. 
2 BEDROOM Basement Suite• 
Lots of light. N/G Fireplace, re- 
cently renovated. Close to 
schools and town. 250-635- 
,3616 
:BACHELOR SUITE for rent., 
'Close to town. No pets, non- 
smokers, no parties. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. Available now. 250-638- 
8874 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
445 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom Base- 
ment Suite, F/S, W/D, Gas fire- 
place, (gas heat included) $600 
per month. Suitable for 2 adults 
and 1 child. No smoking, no 
pets. Call 250-638-8323 
ONE BEDROOM cabin avail- 
able June 1st. 2 bedroom trail- 
er. 4 appliances. Available June 
1st. 3 bedroom trailer. 4 ap- 
pliances. Available July 1st. 
250-638-8052 
FOR LEASE Retail or commer- 
cial spaces available. Available 
immediately. Lots of perking. 
Warehouse, 2 OH doors. Phone 
250-635-2312. 28'x36' and 
55'x20'. 
TERRACE MASONIC Hall is 
available for rental, suitable for 
60 diners or 80 sitting in rows. 
Details from Hugh, 250-636- 
7798 any time day or niqht. 
2 BDRM mobile home w/addi- 
tion, newly renovated, 4 ap- 
pliances, $550/month, available 
immediately. Phone 250-635- 
2126 
3 BEDROOM mobile in Pine 
Park w/addition and porch, 
fenced yard, 4 appl. $600 
month. 250-635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM trailer, Sunny Hill 
trailer park, F/S, W/D, avail. 
July 1st. $500 per month. Call 
250-635-4007 
3 BEDROOM trailer. Located 
on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. In. 
cludes was'her, dryer, fridge, 
stove. Close to town. No pets 
please. Available immediately. 
250-635-4571 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathrooms, 
14x70 trailer on 2 acres. Private 
lot in Jackpine flats. $700 
mpnth. Phone 250-635-5913 
1 BEDROOM bungalow house 
in town, W/D, Laundry room, 
fireplace, All utilities included, 
full cable, d/w. No Smokers. 
Call 250-635-3756. Available ~ l l  
Ju,v 1st FO a RENT IIIIII 2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for Mobi le Home Pad IIIIII 
professional couples. No pets, 3117 Clark IIIIII 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- $250 amonth IIIIII 
3796 
2 BEDROOM house. ~ P lease call IIIIII 
$500. 5 bedroom house. Rent 635-6352 IIIIII 
$775. Both on acreage. Dam- 
age deposit required. Phone Ill" 
250-635-2898 or 250-638-1212 
2 BEDROOM RENTAL suite in 
town. Available immediately. 
Damage deposit, references re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2932 or 
250-638-1053 
3 BEDROOM home. Main floor 
suite, Gas fireplace, garden 
area. No pets. No partis. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit. 
$650/month. Available June I st. 
River Drive. 250-635-6128 
3 BEDROOM townhouses for 
rent. Close to schools and 
downtown. Rents range from 
$645 - $595 per month. To view 
call 250-635-4980 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for a large 3 bedroom duplex in 
upper Thornhill. NG heat, F/S, 
W/D hookups, large fenced 
back yard, pets negotiable. 
$750/month + damage deposit. 
Available July 1. 250-635-4368 
AVAILABLE JULY 15th, 1900 
sq.ft, 3 bedroom home, fenced 
yard close to downtown. Refer- 
ences required. $1000/month. 
Phone 250-635-5555 
FOR RENT Small one bedroom 
house in Thornhill. Stove, 
fridge, W/D. Clean, well main- 
tained, suitable for single per- 
son, no pets, no parties, Call af-~ 
ter 5 pro. 250:635:7467. $450 
per month plus dam; deposit, 
ONE AND two bedroom suites 
for tent on Queensway. Yard 
and view. Clean. $450 and 
$500 per month. 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837 
ONE BEDROOM newer 3 plex 
unit located on the southside, 
Comes furnished. Heat/Hydro 
included• Non-smokers please. 
References required. 250-638- 
8753 
SMALL 2 bedroom Duplex for 1 
or 2 people, stove, fridge, no 
pets. $375/ month. Call 250- 
638-7727. Thornhill. 
SMALL 2 bedroom home on 
large lot. Pets and smokers wel. 
come. $625/month. Damage 
deposit required. 250-635-1563 
TOP FLOOR for rent. 3 bed- 
rooms. Includes w/d, F/S. 
12x12 outside storage. Large 
fenced yard. No pets, no smok- 
ing. Damage deposit. Close to 
schools & downtown. 
$700/month. 250-635-5459 
TOWNHOUSE: LOOKING for 
quiet professional or working 
couple. New very large 2 bed- 
room, full crawl space storage, 
1 1/2 Bath, oak cabinets, tile 
floor, fenced, W/D hookup. 
Dishwasher, F&S. Avail June 1, 
$750 month. 250-638-0661 
ROOM FOR rent in newer three 
bedroom house, Southside on 
busroute. Call Patty 250-635- 
6619 or Charlotte 250-635-5321 
BC'S BEST Vacation Value. 
Packages perfect for couples & 
families. $69.95 pp/dbl occ + 
taxes. Includes 9 holes of golf, 
mountain bike rental, senic 
charlift ride, swimming & tennis 
at sports centre. First class ac- 
comodation at Nancy Greene's 
Charity Lodge 1-800-244-8424, 
Woodlands at Sun Peaks 1- 
888-659-2211 Central Reserva- 
tions 1-800-807-3257 or 
www.sunpeaksresort.com 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special Rate 
$35 + Tax One Person. Add $5 
PP $5 extra bed. Excluding 
Long Weekend/Special-Event. 
Free room-coffee, local phone, 
movies, indoor-swimming-pool. 
Hot-tub/sauna/coin-laundry/ 
-" qUeen j , bed: : Monthly/Weekly," 
250-374-894;4 Fax: 250-374- 
8950. 1763E Trans-Canada, 
Kamloops BC. BRING THIS AD 
expires May 3112000 
TAKE A Spring Breakl Life's a 
Beach! On Haida Gwaii. Rustic 
oceanfront househeeping ca- 
bins in Naikoon Park, $40-65 
nightly; weekly discounts. Call 
250-626-5472 or emaih Iotsafun 
@beachcabins.com 
MATURE, EMPLOYED individ- 
ual seeking clean 2 bdrm house 
to rent for June 1st. 250-719- 
0242 (Dawson Creek) 
NON-SMOKING, senior admin 
with Coast Mountains School 
District #82. with two non shed- 
ding lap dogs, wishes to rent a 
house, townhouse, or an apart- 
ment (2 or 3 bedrooms) in the 
Terrace area, occupancy by 
July 1st or sooner. Contact Car- 
ol @ 250-636-4403. 
160 ACRES at Rosswood NOT 
in ALR. For more into call 250- 
635-3265 
2 ACRE lots. Treed. Jackpine 
flats on Woeste Ave. $55,000 + 
GST. Phone 250-638-8940 af- 
ter 6 p.m. 
BURNS LAKE 5 acre lot on 
Bald Hill Rd., 30x40 shop, 
drilled well, some timber. THis 
lot is very flat and approx. 1 kin. 
from the highway. Asking 
$46,000. Call 250-692-3292 
PROPERTY FOR sake on the 
corner of Eby and Walsh. Ph. 
250-638-1203 
KALUM 
LAKE 
(north) 
400' Lake Frontage 
4.5 Acres 
Spectacular View 
Hydro-Phone- 
Springwater 
5 Year Old House 
Other Buildings 
Asking $360,000 
638-9596 
TWO BEDROOM older home 
with large garage. 4700 block 
McConnell. Large yard close to 
elementary school. Avail, 
Immed. Includes Fridge and 
Stove. $550. Call 250-635-9590 
2 BDRM 900 sq. ft. duplex for 
rent. F/S provided, W/D hook- 
ups. Only $450/month, 10 
minutes from town. In New 
Remo. 250-635-9266 
AVAIL. IMMED, 4 bedroom, up- 
per suite of home on South 
Side. Close to schools, W/D,. 
$900/month including utilities. 
Phone 250-638-7290 
SERVICED LOT on bench. 
$37,000 plus GST. Phone 250- 
638-0822 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY on 
Halliwell in Terrace. 2500 sq.ft. 
buildings on 1/2 acre. Formerly 
Northern Light Studio. $95,000 
or best offer. 250-638-0413 
1166 SQ,FT. Four bedroom full 
finished basement 60x187 
fenced lot, fruit trees, deck, 2 
112 bath, fireplace, wood sty, 
new NG furnace, carpets, line, 
must see. 5016 Agar, $140,000, 
250-638-0787 
3 BEDROOM bungalow on big 
lot near schools in THornhill, 
Asking $91,999, Phone 250- 
632-5935 
3 BEDROOM House. Excellenl 
condition. Large fenced yard. 
$120,000 on southside. Avail- 
able immediately. 250-635- 
2509 
4-PLEX REVENUE property in 
town. Yearly gross $29,000. 
Asking price $300,000. Call for 
appointment to view, 250-635- 
4894. 
4414 NORTH Sparks St. 3 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 bath, beautifully 
landscaped 4 acre lot Inside 
town. Excellent view, quiet, pri- 
vate. $187,000. Please phone 
for an appointment o view. 
250-638-1974 
4414 NORTH Sparks St. 3 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 bath. Beautifully 
landscaped 4 acre lot Inside 
town. Excellent view - quiet - 
private. $187,000. Please 
phone for an appointment o 
view. 250-638-1974 
5 BDRM house w/2 kitchens, 1 
up, 1 down, 2 1/2 baths, 8 
appliances, 1/2 acre, 9 fruit 
trees, greenhouse, 2 paved dri- 
veways, workshop, garden 
area, RV parking area, separate 
entrance, used as a rental unit. 
$150,000. Phone 250-638-8427 
CONTRACTOR SPECIAL 1170 
sq.ft. Single family dwelling, 
new 2 bdrm addition. New car- 
pets & paint, N/G heat & water, 
main floor needs update, full 
unfinished basement. Located 
on quiet, southside cul-de-sac. 
Good profit opportunity; 
$95,000, For appt call 250-638- 
1282 
EXCELLENT LOCATION, 4 
level split, 1900 sq.ft, fully fur- 
nished. 3 bedrooms, 2 1/2 
baths, large laundry room, fire- 
place and fenced yard. 
$168,000. Phone 250-635-5555 
HOUSE FOR~.sale. 2 Bed- 
~rooms, 2 b~brooms, 2 acres, 
$175,000. 2 bedl'oom rancher 
located in Park like setting near 
woodland park subdivision, pri- 
vats road access. Call 250-638- 
8320 
rSherry Anderson '~ 
Notary Public 
Real Eslote, 
Conveyanclng 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarlzations Member 
NEW LOCATION 
#104"4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C,, V8G 156 
Teh (250) 635-5988 
k,. Fox:t2so) 63s-s~26 j 
LAKELSE LAKE (mail box 
point) property with 1660 
square foot, year round home. 
House was built in 1997, and in- 
cludes nine foot ceilings, lots of 
windows, scenic view, and a 
double car garage. House is sit- 
uated on 1 acre of land (260 
feet of lake frontage), which in- 
cludes a picnic area and a boat 
launch. Only serious inquiries 
call 250-798-2034 
NEWLY RENOVATED 4 bed. 
room house on fenced 84x180 
lot with large shop and sun- 
deck. 3 appliances. Asking 
$142,900. 250-638-7986. Must 
be seen. 
RANCHER ON South Side: 2 
years old, 3 bedroom, open 
floor kitchen/living mum, vault- 
ed ceiling, 2 bthrooms, beauti- 
fully landscaped. Must see to 
be appreciated. $159,900. 250. 
635-9058 
Large Home - 
Beautiful View 
BARGAIN PRICED 
c/w New Roof 
10 bedrooms, 
5 bathrooms, 5 entrances, 
approx..48 landscaped 
acres sloping down to 
Skeena River frontage. 
Great for the business 
minded person or family. 
Many Extras! 
$179,000 
(2501 635-9359 
www3.bc.sympofico.ca/ten-ace/tom/ 
index,hlml 
1 - 10 ACRE LOT 
1 - 35 ACRE LOT 
1 - 41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north of town, Gas, Telephone & Hydro 
. 635-5868 
.t t 
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4608 Scott Avenue, Starter Home 
1150 SQ.FT, 3 bedrooms up, 2 
bedrooms down, 2 1/2 baths. 
LAKEFRONT 3 bedroom log Exceptional condition. Main 
home with detatched garage Ilooor freshly painted and new 
ten kilometers from Granislo-on batt~. Cabinets refinished. Base- 
Babine Lake. Beautiful 1/2 acre ment 80% complete with out- 
deeded lot with scenery second side basement entrance. In- 
to none. New patio door: New cludes 5 appliances, gas stove 
roofing and new water system. & dryer. Extra large lot on out- 
Price includes new chinking and skirts of city. Presently rented. 
log staining, hot tub, 14ft. alumi- Asking $109,000. Interested 
num boat c/w 25hp. Mariner' parties call 250-961-2298 or 
outboard, ride-on lawnmower, 250-561-2102. 
push mower; washer and dryer, 
fridge, stove, refinished antique 
wood cook stove and freezer. 
$129,900. Phone 250-697-2540 
or 250-639-9519 (Kitimat) SATUR DAY, 
JUNE 3/2000 REDUCED $89,900 1030 sq.ft. 
3 bedroom, non-basement 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
home. Natural gas furnace, hot- 
water, fireplace. Includes fridge, 4707 Olson Ave. 
stove, dishwasher, washer, dry- 4730 Loan Ave. 
er; freezer. Near schools and 
downtown. Call 250-635-2744 #16-3117 Clark St. 
SACRIFICE SALE "Unique 3423 Edlund Ave. 
Or Income Property. Beautifully Lan.dscaped Character H,ome" 2604 Braun St. 250-635-4857. $169,000 
An updated Iwo-bedroom home with n/g  furnace 4 Acre Lot Inside Town. THRIVING ESTABLISHED Ba- SUNDAY,  
and hot water, vinyl windows, wood floors, laundry 4414 North Sparks St. 3 bedroom, 1 & % bath. gel Boy Cafe in Burns Lake. JUNE 4/2OOO 
Nitch Market Business. Special- [ 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
room & Euro kitchen. Large fenced back yard. Beautifully landscaped 4 acre lot inside town. iztng in Espresso Coffee, bagel 
Perfect for the first time buyer! Willing to trade for Excellent View- Quiet- Private. sandwiches. Lunch time deity- 3518 Gory Drive. 
or,/. This opportunity won't last. 
a larger home. s 187,000 Please phone for an appointment to view Be your own boss! $74,900. #37-3624 Old Lakelse Dr. 
Asking $87,500 Call 250-638-7688 250-638-1974 Call now. 1'250-692-3910, 
leave messacle. ~z l r~ l~#I~Ii 
TWO BEDROOM home with .___..._~,LI 
quest room .~nd loft. Double ga- 
rage with workshoip. Great gar -  u~.~, l .~- -u l . .~u l  
den and green house. Located 
Lakelse Lake. 250-798-2523 
TWO SIDE-by-side lots, one 
with house 1532 sq. ft. with 
basement entry, and one with 
large centre shop (30' x 30'), 
with attached smaller shop on 
each side. Phone 250-635-7711 
UNIQUE, FULLY restored herit- 
age home, (1550 sq.fl.), built by 
the founders of Terrace (the Lit- 
ties, circa 1939). Douglas Fir 
Well Maintained Bungalow On For Sale 7 Minutes From Town flooring, cedar casings and baseboards, glassed-in front 
West Side Of Lakelse Lake In New Remo and back verandas. Four bed- rooms, 9 foot ceilings, full 1200 
• 3 bedroom & 1 bath. 14x70 3 bedroom mobile home with finished sq.ft, basement, country kitch- 
® View at  4532 Beam Station Drive. 10x20 addition on 1/2 acre lot. Comes with fenceden' largefrontlivingand backr°°m'yard,picketnat- 
fridge, stove, wood stove, fruit trees, garden and ural gas heat and Skeena Riv- 
Purchase Price $150,000 cedar hedge. Verynice, must be seen. er-rock fireplace. Close to 
downtown. Charming setting for covered entry. Double Phone 250-798-2565 $87,000 Phone 250-635-2793 a Bed and Breakfast or a Home enclosed garage. 
Based Business. Theres noth- 
For more information, 
Wightman & Smith ~f,~l~ i 
Realty Ltd. ~ i ; i~f  
FAMILY 
PERFECT 
Less than 2 years old. 
Spacious, full basement, 3 
bedrooms. Over I acre. Twin 
seal windows. Large kitchen, 
eyrlite cabinets, crown 
mouldings, centre island, 
ing like It in Terrace! For ap- 
pointment contact lan or Cod please(all: 
Hamilton at 250-635-3020. It Lynda Boyce 
won't last long at thP. asking 
price of $144,900.. Cellular: 635-0229 
~ome & 2 Workshop~ 635-6361 
!(.Jood location, 1.29 acres / .._.__~21 ~T~;;.,7,~&' 
| (. bedrooms,6 appliances| =. &SmlthReal~Ltd. 
L~'t., 000, Phone 635 4453J Wightman 
I Trailer Park in Thornhill 15 pads and 2 houses plus nearby owners residence with workshop & storage, 7+ acres GOSSEN •SUBDIVISION. 1.72 ACRES, $640,000 Phone 635-4453 1200 SQ.FT HOME, 6 YRS OLD, 
fully finished basement with big play area. - . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,-. - r r -  . . . . . . . . .  ~- . . . . .  NEW 3 bedroom duplex, vault- 
carpe( & flooring. Partially finished basement, large ed ceiling, gas fireplace, family 2 bedrooms up, 2 down, 2 baths, everything freshly oriented neighbourhood. Near 
painted, new deck, 880 sq.fl, hobby house, garden, private yard with storage shed on cement load. BEST VIEW- Reduced Price. Uplands. $148,000. 250-635- 
green house, fruit trees, 100 ft. well. Ask ing  $154,900  2.8 acres of view property. 3 9755 
bdrms, 1 1/2 baths, 2 natural Asking $167,000. Located at 4904 Lambly. rock fireplaces, nat. gas forced RIVERFRONT, PRINCETON. 2 
Call after 5, 250-638-0745 Call 250-635-5371 for details or to view. air heating, air-conditioning, 3 Titled lots, 132x287. 3bedroom 
car garage, paved drive, full house, rented. Airstream trailer 
~included. $85,000. R. Eyton, 
walk out partly finished base- owner. 1502-1725 Pendrell St. 
ment. Price reduced to 
$259,000. To view phone 250- Vancouver, BC. V6G 2X7. 604- 
687-4597 
635-1543 
• • , : ' "  : I  , " 
i/~.~ • ~'~.  ' .  :~ ~ ~ ~ ;ili~i New Premium 
Home in 
Up-Scale 
I ~ ' ~ : ~  I - " - - ' -~  :~ Neighbourhood at 
~ ~ ~  3519 Cory Drive 
Features :  
• oak flooring in living and dining rooms .wolk~n closet in master bedroom 
• ceramic tile floori, g in kitchen Nod entryway .exteriorfioishing of brick and vinyl 
1 112 STOREYS, 3 BEDROOM, 2 STOREY COTTAGE LOCATED AT .oak cabinet~ in kitchen and baths .double car ga,oge 
2100 SQ. FT. HOME AT LAKELSE LAKE olo~ge deck off kitchen ~bove average finishing work o must see 
2 natural gas heaters and 2 baths located at Lakelse Lake on LAKELSE LAKE -en,,itebefl, 
private park like setting. Beautifully landscaped on 75'x200' on private park like setting. Beautifully landscaped on Was Listed at $205,000  Now Reduced To 
fenced tot. Upstairs: 1 bedroom, bathroom, family room, sun room with large 75'x200' lot. Downstairs: kitchen, diningroom and 199 ,0  O0 + 6s~r  
balcony Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, Laundry, 
bathroom. Includes all appliances. Workshop: 20'x40' fully wired and bathroom. Upstairs: master bedroom. A great retirement For  Appo in tment  To V iew:  
home. STRAAT-A-VARIOUS HOMES LTD.  plumbed Large greenhouse and gazebo. 
Asking $165,900 Asking 870,000. 6 3 5 - 40  9 7 
For more into call 250-798-2456 For more into call 250-798-2456 
LOC)K ING FOR 
REAL  ESTATE?  
Bring In A Picture Of Your Home Along With Its Sel l ing Features*  
and we wi l l  run your HOME FOR SALE  AD × 
in this special REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard. 
As weft, your ad will be listed as a word classified ad in our Weekend Advert iser  and our 
Internal  Classifieds http://www.bcclassified.com 
Aft this for onlySTO/week ( .GST)  
Discount  for  mul t ip le  weeks .  Your  ad is d i s t r ibuted  to thousands  of homes  in the  Greater  Ter race  area  every  week l  
*50 words  max imum PRIVATE SALES ONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
638-7283 FAX 638-8432 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:00- 5:00 
Then look to tile l~rol'essionals who h:tve 
your  interests .'tt heart. 
Come in and see tile friendly, helpful  
prol~ssionals at 
CENTURY 21 XVIGHTMAN & 
SMITH REALTY LTD. 
Visit our  web site at: 
www.TerraceRealEstate.com 
or  
COME IN AND P ICK-UP  
YOUR FREE COPY OF 
"REAL ESTATE IN NORTHERN BC" 
NEWSPAPER 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street 
635-6361 
B1 O- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May  31, 2000 
810 CARS FOR 
SALE JUST FOR You - 5 bedroom 
home for $8~,000. To view 
3452 Parmenter St. Call 250- 
635-0671 (message) 250-615- 
8182 CHRYSLEF 
1735 SQ,FT., 3 bedrooms. 1.5 
baths & ensuite level entry 
basement. R 2000 insulation, 
hardwood floor, vaulted ceiling 
in living room, wrap around sun- 
deck, fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
central vac, very clean and well 
maintained. 28x40 shop, 2 bays 
covered parking attached to 
shop, greenhoue, woodshed. 
garden. 5 acres, 3 acres 
fenced, drilled well with excel- 
lent water. This is a very will 
built, attractive home with a 
view. It is set well back from the 
road with no close neighbours 
on either side. It's a great place 
for kids and pets. Asking 
$185,000 To view caIJ Burns 
Lake 250-692-3292 
3 BEDROOM, open kitchen & 
living room. Close to schools & 
hospital. Garage in back, large 
private yard. Quiet street. Call 
Garry at 250-635-3741 
STEP COMFORTABLE into 
this Location, Location, Loca- 
tion. Pro0erty residence has 3 
bedrooms up, 1 bedroom down, 
fenced yard, enough parking for 
3 or more vehicles in front, no 
thru road in front on 218t Ave, 
bush behind property. On South 
Town water, property tax $350. 
(as at 1999). Lots of extras, 
open to negotiations. This 
showcase could be yours if the 
price is right. Call 250-842-5697 
to discuss and view. 
SPECIAL  OF  THE WEEK L 
$1000 CASH toward moving 
your mobile to available premi- 
um pads at Boulderwood MHP, 
Call Gordon for details, 250- 
638-1182 
1982 14X70 mobile home, 2 br, 
1 bdrm in addition. 5 applianc- 
es, pellet stove, clean, renovat- 
ed. Storage shed. Located at 
Echo Valley, Burns Lake. 
$36,000. 250-695-6930 or 250- 
692-3292 
1982 14X70 Mobile Homo. 2 br. 
1 bdrm in addition. 5 applianc- 
es,,pellet stove. Clean. renovat- 
ed. Storage shed. Located at 
Echo Valley, Burns Lake. 
$36,000. 250-692-6930 or 250- 
692-3292 
3 BEDROOM trailer. 12'x68'. 
Completely redone inside. 4 ap- 
pliances. $24,900. Available im- 
mediately, 250-638-8052 
NEW SRI Modulars and Mobile 
Homes available in Burns Lake 
starting at $39,000. Customer 
satisfaction our goal. Call Leon 
at 250-692-3375 
OLDER MODEL Mobile Home 
in Gerry's Trailer Park (#12) n 
Houston. 68x10 with 45x10 foot 
addition- partially finished. Has 
2 bedrooms, 2 fridges, stoove, 
washer, dryer, wood stove. 
Heated by home heating fuel. 
Has fenced yard, 2 joey sheds - 
1 which locks, one for wood. 
Must Sell - Needs some T.L.O. 
Make us an offer. Phone or fax: 
250-697-2587 Thursday to Sun- 
day or small jstrain@cadvi- 
sion.com 
1949 METEOR, two door, flat- 
head V8, runs great, 99% rust 
free, 99% original, asking 
$6500. Call 250-692-3292 
1965 PONTIAC GTO 400 Tri- 
power. Newly rebuilt. 4 speed 
M-22. 390 POSI. New leather 
interior. Must be seen. 250-635- 
3697 
1980 CAMARO 327 engine. 
Man wheels. Ladder bars. Good 
condition. $3500 OBO. 250- 
635-5514 
1988 PONTIAC Tempest, no 
rust, new brakes, V6 standard, 
NC, automatic windows, etc., 
110,000 km. Excellent condi- 
tion. $3400 aDO. 250-635-9592 
or 250-615-5551 
1989 MUSTANG 4 cyl. A/C, 
C.C., auto windows, Alpine ster- 
eo, sunroof, exc. condition. 
131,000 kin. Asking $2800 
aDO. Call 250-635-0671(mes- 
saqe) or 250-615-8182 
FORD i 
Deluxe ~!i;i;:~::i !!i ii: :i/;! :.,, 1200 sq.fl. Modular 
' ':i.'.::!.Fr~ H : i : :Y  / '  3-bd~'m, 2 bolh, etted tub 14x70 skylights, carousel bay 
:,.' ~w[hdaw many more opt ons Loaded w/Options . .~; i.: ~r I :xeor::~:~,: , ' wo, see 
Was $74,900 . . . .  I~!O~"$R ~ :.:';;;~" 
.ow $67,900 i if!;: Now S81,900 
SOME USEDHOMES ALSO AVAILABLE ' 
[ [~T(~~[  ~t" Moduline Homes .~;;~fi~:,,,. 
1956 HART HIGHWAY 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
(250) 563-5412 
1-888-301-2288 
iiiii%ii~!il ,.:.:..,:.:.z.:, 
~::!.!:i'i:i:!:!:i 
il ................. 
! 
: i: 866  , i ;  
MOTORCYCLES 
! 
IMPORTS 
%1 
, t  
~J 
I1 
1990 MAZDA RX7 GL. 5 sped. 
30.000 kin. Driven summers 
only. Excellent condition origi- 
nal owner. $9000. Call 250-638- 
7251 
mm 
1995 Ford 
F150 Supercab 
4x4, 5 spd, NC 
$15,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
$17,995 
1988 To~o~a4Runner 
4 cyl., 5 spd 
$7,995 
1994 Pathfinder LE 
4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
$22,995 
1995 Ford Taurus 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Reduced to clear 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
v6, Fully Loaded, Automatic 
$19 ,995 
1996 Plymouth Grand 
Voyager LE 
6 cyl., Auto, Fully Loaded, One Owner 
$18,995 
1995 Chev~ 
3/48~~0 ' 
$19,995 
1993 GEO Metro. GSI, 4 cyl. 
Excellent Condition. $3500. Call 
250-635-7901 
1994 FORD Explorer XLT. Fully 
loaded, leather, factory alarm 
system, tow package, $14,500 
OBO. 250-635-5067 Leave 
messaqe, 
1994 NISSAN Pathfinder XE. 
One owner, well maintained, 
Very good condition. 135.000 
kin. Set of winter tires included 
$15.000. 250-635-0896 
1995 EAGLE Talon ESI, low kil- 
ometers, new tires, A/C, good 
condition. Asking $13,900 aDO. 
Call 250-635-5674 
FOR SALE 1985 Chev Cavalier 
station wagon. Automatic trans- 
mission, power steering, power 
brakes, goo¢ tires, new wind- 
shield. 4 cylinder motor. $1400 
aDO. Call 250-638-0790 
'79 CAMARO Berlinetta, red, 
automatic transmission, power 
windows. 4 almost new studded 
winter tires, original engine still 
runs like new. $1500 OBO. Call 
250-615-0126 and leave me a 
message. 
1988 F250, heavy duty, 4x4 
truck with 11.5 foot, fully 
equipped older camper. All in 
excellent condition. $6,500 
OBO. Phone 250-638-1353 
1988 FORD F150 pickup 4wd. 
ext. cab. 6 cyl 5 spd. e.r.c. 
116,000kin. Asking $4800. Call 
250-638-1553 
1990 F150 4x4. reg. cab, new 
tire, breakes & steering, great 
mechanical shape $4900. Call 
after 7 pm. 250-847-4147 
1992 FORD 1=150 Flareside su- 
percab 4x4. XLT Shortbox V8 
Automatic. Cruise, air, tilt, ex- 
cellent condition. Trades con- 
sidered. $11,500. Also Yamaha 
350 4x4 200 km. $5800. Phone 
250-635-4398 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
5 spd, 4 cyl, Low km 
$18,995  
1993 Chev Blazer Tahoe 
4 Door, 4x4, V6, Fully Loaded, One owner 
$15,995 
1996 Chev $10 Blazer 4x4 
V6. Auto. NC 4dr. was $23.995 
NOW $21,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
1992 Ford Aerostar 
7 pass, 6 cyl, Auto, NC, ~lt & Cruise 
$4 ,995 
1999 Honda Civic DX 
Hatchback. 4 cyl,, 5 speed 
$15 ,995  
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
Sedan, AWD, Auto, CD, 0nly 38,000k 
$25 ,995  
1987 Jeep YJ Laredo 
6 cyl., 5 spd, Soft Top 
$7,995 
1992 Subaru Loyale 
4x4 Wagon, 5 Spd, 4 Cyl 
$7 ,995 
1992 MAZDA LX MPV 
4x4, 7 Pass., V6, Auto, Full Load, 
Incl: roof & rack, running boards, & alloy wheels 
$7,995 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1996 Evinrude 
200 Ocean Pro XRC 
*6,995.00 
Whitewater 21' 
Jet Boot 
460 Ford & Canvas Top $ i 7,995.00 
Mariner 75 hp 
With Jets 
& ,Controls 
s3699.00 
1995 Mercury 
135 ELPT0 
*4,995.00 
2352 Bayliner 
Trophy 
V8 kicker, full 10ad 
$45,995.00 
1996 Suzuki 
LT 250 4x4 
W/Winch 
$3,499.00  
1999 Kawasaki 
KLR650 Dual Sport 
~,~A~." 1981 Leocraft Motorhome ] *4,499.00 
~ 27fi' (16ft awning) Roof air, microwave, 
/ ~ "  generator, superclean condition 
$17,995 18' Angler 
Ocean Boat, 
I l OhpMariner I 
4838 HWY 16W, TERRACE D~,~ 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
18i5 TRUCKS FOR 
" SALE :i ii.,,i 
T ~ ,  
4x4, Auto, Diesel, new tires. 
Do  you enjoy building things Will consider trade for small car, 
good running condition, low gas 
milea.qe. Phone 250-638-7830 
1995 YAMAHA 4x4 ATV. In- 
cludes steel ramps & yard trail- 
er w/new front tires, front snow- 
plow. Asking $3600 firm. Call 
.250-635-7966 after 6 pro. 
15FT. WELDED aluminum jet 
boat on trailer. 30 hp. outboard 
jet. $2500 firm. Ph. 250-632- 
4655 
and working with your hands? 
Would you like to earn a decent wage with excellent benefils? 
Would you like free safety and skill upgrading courses? 
Do you want security for your future? 
!!i ~ : i :  :~ ~ :Fi:~ : ~::. i,~,~!~: !! :!i~.~; ii!}: :CI~ ~': 
_ i;~ Carpenters Unib~S in  BCi~I:?! 
..... ~ :.,:,.. ~ . . . . . .  .~ ....... ~:~ 
':a~ ,mr ) .  *,'~,,"~.t,~ y'~ ,~#t? : 
)11 '1  " ~; I=lb~rlayi~Vs~ 
~""  s~ip.bui lab~s ! 
t ,?!cabinemake'~:: I 
We are here for you 
Don't hesitate to call (250) 624-5617 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
V brick facade gives this family home a 
timeless quality. 
V' sunlit breakfast room connects to 
gourmet kitchen with practical work 
~ Manufacturers  ~!~,, 
~i il l:" i iH 
18FT BERKELEY Jet, V8455 
marine engine. New snap on 
cover, good speed for water 
sports, very safe at all speeds. 
Red fiberglass with trailer. 250- 
798-2528 
1990 19'8" Four Winns Free- 
dom Cuddy cabin, c/w 4.3L in- 
board/outboard and trailer. 
Nice boat. Good condition. 
$27,500.250-847-4796 
Io 
;:: :i: 862BOATS ii! ~i! 
; : i: i MAR iN Eiiii:i/ : . ' . : ' ! :  ,: ~i~..:. ... : ...} :i 
TOTAL 1237 SQ. FT. (114,9 M =) 
WIDTH 40' 0" (12,2 M) 
DEPTH 52' 4" (16,0 M) 
20 FT. ALUMINUM, V8 Marine 
190 OMC 302 Engine with Ha- 
milton jet. Full canvas covered, 
clean out screen for jet storage 
space, bracket for anchorline. 
.. Ready~for fishing~ with dowl3<.dg,~. 
gers. Tandem trailer with new 
brakes & wheel bearings. Han- 
dles good on rivers and ocean. 
4921 Keith Avenue, 250-798- 
2528 or 250-635-3478, leave 
messaqe. 
23FT MARATHON River baot, 
455-Oldsmobile w/Bertey. 
Needs work throughout but in 
sound overall condition. Han- 
dles well, has tandem axle roller 
Trailer $9000. 250-847-3997 
24' CAMPION cam/bridge 390 
orig. hrs. on 350 chev, volvo 
280 leg, New 9.9 4 stroke Ya- 
maha on new aluminum 
sw/grid. Anchor winch, Ioran, 
sounder, VHF, stereo, etc., like 
new heavy E-Z Ioadr galv. trail- 
er asking $24,900. Phone 250- 
635-5371 
FOR SALE 1998 Yamaha 1200 
Jet ski w/trailer. $8500 firm. Call 
250-638-8043 
TWO MERCUISER 3.7 It. an- 
nines FWC Approx 800 hrs on 
each complete with alpha legs, 
Transom mounts etc. & fuel filt- 
ers. Repowering to diesel ask- 
ing only $3500 each. Can be 
viewed at Tri Hall Marine 2113 
North Lakeside Drive Williams 
Lake BC. 250-392-3244 
Island. r~ 
v, formal living room, with gas fireplace, ~, . . . .  !" '~  
adjoins dining room. ~ ~ ; "  L~ 
v'  master bedroom Is highl ighted bye . ~ " . ~ , ~ -  r , 
roomy dressing area and three ' ~ ~  [ '~ 
= pleceensulte. ~ ~ , r ~ .  ~b,  
, . . . .  
..u . ~'~.  , . .*.,~,4 .~ . "~,~'4  . .~ . .  ~ . . . .  ~ I~ , 
IY IPMI1 l - - L~JVn  r~,,,,P~ll NO WEINMAsTER HOME DESIGN 
__ . .  ^.  _:I_LI_ "rL . . . .  L SMA,CBu, MIGHTY! l~-~',=ll~.l~-,",zlk~glB'-~',~=",-l~-'4k,'~-~l~r i . 
House Pl.,,./' YUIIUUIU/IlrUUQil BUSINESS BUILDING ,,~ A ,o m | I I  = ~11 
• .e ADVERTISING J- un pme ana on =uaaex l', 
Terrac----; ,omo renovo,on,. ','ew home 
Ig, Commercial construction * Roofing lit 
J" Certified Blue Max® rigid foom/concrele inslallalion ~ - -  
~ 'L ' BC-cerlified builder 1~1~ ip~ ~ ~ ..jr 
1~ BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD. 1~ IV 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Sui/ding'a Reputation fo r  Quality 
. Te l / fax  635-6244 
d 
Business Directories 
S",lttoo 
vvper  week** 
plus GST 
"Based on 13 week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace 638.7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
I .tl==llll=  
terrace.builders@ osg.net ~ l~ l~ l  
1-800-470 DO IT T IMT IB~ " 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
1984 HONDA Goldwing Inter- 
state. 47,000 kin. Near new 
tires, stereo, corbin seat, trailer 
hitch, cover. $3800. Call 250- 
638-8438 eveninqs. 
1995 8 1/2' Explorer Camper. 
Queen size bunk, stove/oven, 
furnace, shower, 2 way fridge, 
water heater and air condition- 
er. $10,500 OBO. 250-842- 
2290 or 250-849-8479 
1997 COLEMAN tent trailer, 
sleeps 9, excellent condition, 
in/out stove, 3-way fridge, fur- 
nace, awning, bug room, 
$7800. Call 250-635-1981 
1998 KODIAK 8' 3 Short Box 
Camper, 3-way fridge, 3 burner 
stove + oven, bathroom/shower 
plus outside shower, hot water 
heater, furnace and awning, 3 
years left on transferable full 
warranty. $13,000 firm. Call 
250-632-7828 
9 112' Okanagan Camper, 3 
way fridge, 4 burner stove with 
oven, furnace, bathroom. 250- 
638-7931. $3000 firm. 
MIKE ROSMAN'S RV "Help" 
We need campers, trailers, 5th 
motorhomos. Buy/consign 
fenced compalrd separate use 
sales staff. Interior's largest 
dealer, Call Peter 1-800-811- 
8733 1-250-558.8635 
TERSE 
2000 Dodge Dakota 
Sport 
Club Cab, 4x4, Air, 
Cuise, Tilt, AM/FM 
$26,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cheroke{ 
Laredo, 4door, 4x4, 6 cycl., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Quad Cab 4x4 
Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, 
Locks & more 
$27,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$21,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Canopy. 
$18,995 
'94 Dodge 4x4 
Reg Cab, Laramie SLT, 
V8 Air, Cruise, Tilt & More 
$14,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$13,995 
'97 Chyrsler Sabring LXl 
v6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks, & More 
$18 ,995  
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
v6, Auto, Air, Crusie, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$12,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, XLT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Ford F250 4x4 
V8 Auto 
$12,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, A/C,.Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$7,995 
'98 Ford F250 XL 
4x4, Reg Cab, V8 
NC, 5 spd 
$24,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
v8, Auto, 4dr, 4x4, 
$28 ,995 
'97 Chevrolet XCab 
4x4 Silverado 
V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Window Locks & More 
$25,995 
'96 Pon!!~3r~ ~ i'Am 
'96 Chevrolet Blazer 
Rockport, V6 Auto 
$23,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camera Z-2~ 
T-Top,/VC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass,, pw, pl 
$21 ,995 
'94 Pontiac Grand Am 
4 door, v6, auto, Super Clean 
, $10,995 
95 Chevrolet 4,,,q XCab 
Aulo,   ; asse.e 
, ~.~'~,995 
94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$8,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
looks & more 
$17,995 
'97 Mazda 
4 wh dr X-cab SE plus V6 5 spd 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, Locks 
, $17,995 
95 Hyundai Sonata 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks & Windows 
& More 
NOW $14,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
$11,995 
TERSE 
g,~ [OI =- I =¥&,,'1 H =1 | |  
4916 lhvy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
914 cHILD CARE " .  944 .:. : 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SERVICES, : 1973 CLASS A 25' Cabana Mo- 
torhome, Dodge 413 industrial 
motor, propane powered, new 
3/4 fridge, new awning, new 
rear tires, $11,000 OBO, 250- 
635-6350 after 5 pro. 
1991 GMC Getaway van. 
Stove, fridge, furnace, Excellent 
condition. $16,500. 250-635. 
7072 
1992 DODGE converted camp- 
erized van. Auto, low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Only one 
owner. $25,000. Open to offers. 
For more info call 250-692-3807 
after 5 pm. L 944 : 
MISCEi~LANEOUS 
~I:-HVIL;h~ :,: 
21' 1989 Glendale, sterling, 
Ford chassis. Sleeps six. Rear 
corner bed, corner bath, top 
condition, loaded. Asking 
$19,900. Call 250-635-7068 
leave messa,qe. 
SNOWMOBILES: .~  : 
FOR SALE 1998 Yamaha SRX 
700 snowmobile, $4500 firm. 
Call 250-638-8043 
914 CHILD CARE 
LOOKING FOR experienced 
babysitter to care for active 3 
year old boy in our home• Own 
transportation and/or driver's li- 
cense would be an asset. Apply 
in person with a resume and 
references to the Costa Lessa 
Motel, 3867 Hwy 16 east, Ter- 
race. 
RAINBOW CASTLE Preschool 
is now registering for their sum- 
mer programl Sessions run July 
3-14 or July 17-28, am or pm 
available. You may also pre- 
register for fall sessions nowl 
Call Lisa or Tracey at 250-638- 
8890 for more information. 
"Note: Subsidy available for 
both programs for eligible fa- 
milies. 
( Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information en 
• child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeana CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the IUinistry of Social 
REQUIRE SITTER for children 
ages 1,3 & 5 for 5 hours a day, 
weekdays in my home. Qualifi- 
cations include: love kids, like to 
have fun, assertive, happy, pa- 
tient, energetic, do crafts & ac- 
tivities with the kidds & a driv- 
er's license, References re- 
quire& Send resume to Mindi, 
Site 9 Comp 238, RR3, Ter- 
race, BC, V8G 4R6 or fax to 
250-635-3416 
SUMMER CHILD care avail- 
able, Phone 250-635-2406 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
podation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
DON'T PLANT Grass, have an 
instant lawn. Put sod down and 
turn on the sprinkler• Call 847- 
4083 for a delivered price. 
FREE CREDIT Counselling. 
Consolidate debts, One low 
monthly payment. Eliminate or 
reduce interest, rebuild your 
credit rating. Credit counselling 
Society of BC. A non-profit 
Service. 1-888-527-8999. 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for fill or par- 
tial backhauls from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de. 
liver anywhere from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
4083 
WORKING MAN'S Truck/Car 
lot. Are you self-employed (or 
not)? Is no proof of income a 
problem? No downpayrnent? 
Declined by your bank? Call 
,Joanne or Frank, we' can helpl 
Payments from $199/month. 
You can drive today. 1-800- 
310-2346 
CAlL CALL 
NCW N( W 
Down Available O Down Available 
Call Now 24 Hours 
2000 F150 Reg Cab 4x4 
$289 =[ [ I J~ .  
mo.  
1999 F250 Ext Cab 4x2 
2000 GMC Ext Cab 4x2 
$289 , ~ _  
m o . ~  
$279 
1999 RegCab4x4 mo. 
Call Now 24 Hours 
2000 Dodge Reg Cab 4x2 
$289 : ,~~ 
1999 Dodge Quad $279 
Cab 4x4 5-speed mo. 
1999 Mercury Sable 
mo ~ 
~ $ 1 9 9  
1999 Dodge Caravan roD. 
Cars We Will Get You Approved Call 
Vans Now 
Trucks Ca l l  1-8OO-310-2346 24 
Hours 
The Accent is on 
=B ~,~o,o,, , , , ,o,, , ,  Service and Savings 
We specialize in locating you to a dealer with a preapproved loan 
on the vehicle of your choice. 
Loase 2000 F150, Dodge 1500, GMC 1500, 6 roDS. $3800 down or equivalont Irado + 1st + 
2rid + foes T.P. 21790 taxes extra. Lease 2000 F150 Dodge 1500. GMC 1500 6 rues. $2800 
down or '~ntl va ~nt lradP + ,c;,. 9nd. r,~,¢= T P 9ntQn t~v~e nvtr~ IQQQ ~r~tlnn ~]nrptln, 
8ERVI(;E8 : .  
Stump Removah ~X~Free% 
10- 20°/0 off 
PHONE 638-0153 Cell: 615-6921 
PRECISEL Y RIGHT 
M0V N(;. 
....... ~,~ yout M~vln~'Pm'~ibhals" Sth~'fg#7 .... 
~_ _~ Truck & New28 ft Trailer at Your Service/ 
~! .~ * Across town or the country 
~ .  Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
I ~ ~ • Bondable 
Ph', 615"0002 ce,: 638-6969 
TOPS 
TREE SERVICE  
Tree & Brush Chipper - Rental 
Danger Tree Removal - Topping - Shaping 
Since 1990 - Fullylnsured 
Terry Morton 
Manager 638-8811 
R. Seaton ~= 
Welcome to =~1~'~1" ~ ~ --:---::~.. KITCHEN & i Contractina me. . . . . .  
Myer House Gifts III V.N ITY  
andeaskets   m llllJLl  CABINETS 
II [~ ' /O l~P~qu~l l  Featuring quality 
Your best source for gifts and collectables i l l II [ ~ (I~" ~ murepean MTIo cabinets 
Send er call today for your Ill [[ ~ ] ~ ' ~  [ by'Vanway' .  
free Spring Catalogue Ill II fi ~il"l~q'Nl~,lll/lll~l Norther. B.C.S largest II lld ~l/'~,),)lh?l//llll ,ob~,,otmanufacturer 
4380 Foster Rood Pdnte George, B.C V2NSH9 III I 1 ~  nob or  Carr ie  
250.614.8242 ~JJ L ~  @ 638-8989 ~ 
~[-]ain Coast Chipper 
I_~.Services Ill 
STUMP GRINDING OUR SPECIALITY , Ill 
Free Estimates . .-;~- ill 
LartT & Ocbbie Smith Ill 
Terrace, B.C. 638-1786 ~J 
SMOOTH MOVING COMPANY 
Licensed-Insured Residential-Commercial 
"Free Estimates" 
asonable Rates Reliable Service 
Across Town or Across the Country 
Ph: 250.615.0315 Cell: 615-7954 
 Dale's Happy Rowem 
COMPLETE 
I I  • Gardening Services = Lawn Landscapes 
[ I  * Weeding • Pruning 
I I  • Shrubs & Trees w Fertilizing 
II FLOWER BED BUILDING OR .~AINTENANCE 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing in residential driveways. 
Protect your pavement, . . , . _ . _~,  
Keep it looking like newl 
Free Estimates 
Sweeping Small Parking Lots 
Roland Lagace 
3661 Hawthorn Ave, Terrace Phone: 635-351( 
FURNITURE MOVING 
LOCAL OR 
OUT OF TOWN 
PHONE 635'7504 C 
I r  U,P.W, Blakebum Family Woodworks'qJ 
Est. Since 1990 
*REAL* CUSTOM CRAFTED CABINETS 
We build Commercial and Residential Cabinets to lit the 
needs of those looking to get the most for their dollad 
Including Front Reception Counters, Desks, Storage Systems 
and Kitchen, Bath, Stereo, China and 11/Cabinets 
One of a kind items like: Fishing Rod and Tsckle $torege Cabinets. 
We ten repair and restore Furniture end Antiques. 
Also well cut your matedal for you. 
Call/Fax Cord at 
qk 635-8270 or Cell 615-7699 ~J 
f 
WELCOME~ 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace~ B.C. IS: 
Mish 
638-0188 
If you are new to 
Terrace please 
call Your 
Welcome 
Wagon hostess 
for your free gifts 
and information. 
COML~ 
o71Oo 
How 
are  we 
doing?. 
WtJen we fail short of  3~mr 
~:pectatlon, please tell us. 
W/wn a neu,spal~,r story 
does not seem to reflect 
fairly what was said, k,t our 
edltom know. 
When [L~e ar~ unable to 
soh,e )~utr complaint, u,e 
encourage 3~m to suhmH fl 
to the: 
B.C Press Crmncll 
201. 1290 Broad St. 
Victoria B.C VSW 2A 5 
7hi (250) 3#4-3344 
F~LX'(250) 384"3346 
The O.C. Press Coundl was crt~tted hi
1983 as a~ Indep¢~tderlt n.'1,1ew 
board to prOh,~l the pltt,~lc frt,nt #re~ 
Inalx'ura O, or 
UtlfillrTl¢'$$ a'td to l, rrltnote qr,allty 
rour~rall$~,L 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 31,2000- B11 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, andall points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
P.O. ~ox 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
.Terrace Depot: 635-7676' 
. . :2:'; ,  ~:*;~;~ . ,;,;.[,~:q*::,>:*::~::~£+:,~.~d. ,: ,  * :+ .b , :  ~+t.:,~. 37<. +~++-~.3 ~,7 b .*: . - * .  : .  c " , / , : /w  : : .  , ' , ?  . .3  ,b '+ '~y ~¸¸7,.¸ > . . . ,  ~ + ' ,  m.  , , . :~,  , , , / . . . . ,> :d • .., , . .  
D r y ~  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS -SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
wBOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• RE5TAURANTGREASE TRAPS ,FIREPLACES 
wATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL ,ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ,FOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
"7" 
• ~" a ert iLj 1-888-334-9769 
C I "I ~-J'~ w~v.paguide,com 
~,~,~,~. . . . . . . . . .  ~,, 
,~  ~! . . :7  7 .': 
F,,emember 
who, 
8UF,,FIN0. 
meal t a 
day a t  
the beach? 
1 
I"" -'.o',-& 
Ui(. ....... 
. . . . .  
Be truly interactive. 
Physical activity, 
healthy eating and 
doctor's advice are 
key to successful 
weight management. 
,e 
• 
www.participocllon.com 
m 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
COMMUNIWNEWSPAPERS Network  C lass i f ieds  O?O - WEEK OF MAY 29, 2O00 
ASSOCIAT ION 
_ _ _ These ads appear in approximately 100 (~ O (~ ~ for 25 words ITo place an ad call 
Brithh Colambla end Yukon community newspapers in B.C.and Yukcmlqar- .O U $6.OOesch this paper or the 
and reach too.re the0 3 m on readers . . . .  I~.~ .i. ,, .... add tionsl word BCYCNA at.(604) 669: 
F L O O R I N G  
LIQUIDATION. Laminate 
$.75, Oak Unfinished 
$.99, Prefinished $2,50, 3 
1/4" Maple Unfinished 
$2,50, Prefinished $3.50, 
6" Knotty Fir $1.00, Oak 
Floating Floor $2.75 
Sq.Ft. Prices. LOTS 
MORE! 1-800-631.3342. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
COLLECT CASH! Coke, 
Pepsi, Frito-Lay, Mars. 
Re-fill unique vendors in 
your area. F/T, P/l', No 
selling. Min. Inveslment 
$13,980, Call 1-888-577- 
5376 (24Hrs) Member 
B.B.B. and D&B. 
INVENTORS - PRODUCT 
DEAS WANTEDI Free 
nformation Package. 
Devefop anti 
professionally present 
your new product idea Io 
manufacturers through 
Davison, an award 
winning firm. Patent 
assistance available: 1. 
800-677.6382. 
INCREDIBLE BRAND 
NAME PRODUCT. 
Distributors required 
immediately, 100k year 
potenlial. Min, investment 
$16,950 guaranteed. A 
Sew needed in your area. 
The Blue Corm. 1-877- 
448-7744 (24hrs), 
Canadian Company, 
AFFORDABLE Alberta 
Peace Counlry 8 Bay auto 
repair shop, UAPINAPA 
inventory, shop 
equipment. Sales lots. 
Payless gas. Confidential 
inquiries to Neff, phone 
(780) 338-3848, fax (780) 
338.2100. Offers, 
GREAT CANADIAN 
Dollar Store franchise 
opportunity from $80,000. 
Including slock. Member 
of Canadian Franchise 
Association 8302.31 
Bastion Square, Victoria, 
BC, VSW 1J1. Fax 250- 
388.9763, Webslte'. 
www,dollarstores,com. 
COMING EVENTS 
Master Your Spiritual 
Destiny through PAST 
LIVES, Dreams, Soul 
Travel. Begin the 
adventure today, For free 
book, call ECKANKAR, 1- 
80O.Love God, ask for 
book #F18, 
www,eckankat, org. 
DRIVERS WANTED EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MISC. REAL ESTATE 
ARNOLD BROS. OPPORTUNITIES SAWMILL $4895 SAW GOTA CAMPGROUND 
TRANSPORT LTD, An BONUS WELL LOGS into boards, membership or 
industry leader in long SERVICING partnership - planks, beams. Large timeshare? We'll take It! 
Fort St. John, BC, capacity, Best sawmill 
haul transport is requires immediately Rig value anywhere. Norwood America's oldest and 
expanding it's team of Managers, drillers, Industries, manufacturer largest resort resale 
professions drivers and de  r r i ck  h a n d s , of sawmills, edgers & clearinghousel Resorl 
owner operators in British experienced floorhands. 
Columbia. Offering a H2S ticket, valid driver's skidders. Free information Sales Inlernational 1-800- 
commitment to the Ilcence required• Class 1 1-800.566-6899. 423-5967, 
success of it's people, driver's licence beneficial. GAG CERTIFICATES - RECREATIONAL 
Potential for year round from temporary Marriage 
supported Py programs salary. Comprehensive to Dickey-Do. 30 diflerenl PROPERTY FOR SALE 
such as fuel price caps, benefits, quarterly certificates, Payback - OVER 100 
Stale of the Art training performance incentives, special occasions - party R E C R E A T I O N A L 
support, ana competitive RRSP's. All applicants 
rates, Arnold Bros, must submit pro- gags. Check us out at properties in B.C., large & 
Transport offers you the employment drug www'gagcertificates'c°m' small for sale by owner. 
career opportunities you screening, Contact Fort FOR SALE BY OWNER Niho Land & Cattle 
St. John Office, 250-785- 
need to succeed. 1-800- 2307 or 1-800-386-1824. B E T W. E E N Company. Call 604.606- 
567-3656 for more Fax 250-785,0321. ARMSTRONG & 7900, e-mail 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ENDERBY on Hwy 897, sales@niho.com. Website 
Information. NURSES LOOKING FOR Several gorgeous view, www.niho.com. 
EDUCATION Casual Independent prime farm acreages, 
C O U N S E L L O R contract work in Quesnel, Some out buildings, some SERVICES 
B,C. and surrounding 
TRAINING INSTITUTE area. ~re.insurance with water & natural gas. CRIMINAL RECORD? 
offers distance learning exams veni puncture 1-604-541-3021 or 1-604. Canadian pardon seals 
and on campus courses experience required. Must 530-0951. record. U.S. waiver 
for certificate and diploma have vehicle. Please lax HEALTH PRODUCTS 
programs. Course resume 1-800-991-9119. permits legal American 
WHOLESALE VITAMINS entry. Why risk 
catalogue 1-800-665- Huge Seleclion, Serving employmenl, licensing, 
7 0 4 4 Canadians over 30 years. 
www.counselortrainlng,co Buy One get One Free. travel, arrest, deportaUon, 
m. GLS-500mg 2x180-22.88 property confiscation? 
Ginkgo 60rag 2x90 14.99 Canadian U.S. 
Salmon Oil 100Omg Immigration specialists 1- 
2x180 23.99. Free 800-347-2540. 
catalogue 1.800-663. 
0747 Vancouver 321- 
7000, 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs 
avallablel Free job 
placement assistance. 
Government registered 
program. For 
Information/brochure Call 
(604) 681-5456/1.800- 
665-8339. www,rmtl.ca, 
TEACH CANADAI Use 
the most powerful 
classified system in 
Canada and reach 
millions of readers. 
Intrigued? Contact this 
newspaper and ask about 
Network Classifleds~ Or 
call 604-669-9222 ext..3. 
EXCITING CAREER IN 
RECREATIONI Learn to 
run a business or work in 
community centres, Ihe 
outdoors, arenas, pools, 
resorts with Langara 
College's two year 
Recrealion Enterprise or 
Recreation Service 
Delivery Programs. 
(Programs eligible for 
studenl grants/loans), 
Apply Now for September. 
(604) 323-525615752. 
www.langara.bc.ca/hprec. 
'JOSS ' JOBS ' JOBS 
with the largest employer 
in the world Travel, 
Tourism, Hotels, Resorls, 
Airlines, Adventure/Eco 
Tourism, Cruise lines. 
Canadian Tourism 
College can open the 
doors to your future1 
Surrey 1-800-668.9301 
VancouVer (604) 736. 
8000 
THE GEAR CENTRE 
Group is one of Western 
Canada's leading 
powertrain, driveline and 
steering specialists. An 
excellent career 
opportunity exisls for 
those Who are 
mechanically inclined, to 
join our team of experts in 
Edmonton, Calgary, Red 
Deer an~ Grande Prairie, 
A~plicants require a 
designation In marketing 
or management to train in 
our parts department, 
advance into our sales 
deparlment and progress 
inlo management. 
Applicants apply to: The 
Gear Centre Group, 
Attention', Human 
Resources 14713-116 
Ave,, Edmonlon, AS, T5M 
3E8. Fax 780-452.9910, 
HELP WANTED 
PHARMACIST/MANAGE 
R Career Opportunity. 
GIbsons Pharmasave 
reqLJiros Immediately full 
or pad time pharmacist for 
Gibsons. B,C, (40 minutes 
to Downtown Vancouver) 
604-886.72131604-886. 
1930 Fax Attention 
Debbie. 
FULL TIME 
WOLVERINE FORD, TRANSMISS ION 
High Level is presently Remover and Installer 
seeking applications for position available. Very 
aulomotlve mechanic, busy Vancouver Island 
Excellent pay slructure, Shop, Experience 
benefit package and required, Please phone 
working condllions, Scott at (250)390-1871 or 
Complete auto-update- fax resume Io (250)390. 
training syslem, Career 5344. 
opportunity In a rapidly 
growing town, Call Tom or LIVESTOCK 
Paul at 1-800.362.4282, ALPACAS (38) AND 
Fax 780-926-3868, LLAMAS (29) selling June 
EQUIPMENT 10 (4pro) at Legacy 
1986 FORD CL 9000 425 Classic's 131h Annual 
Cat rebuilt engine 30,000 Auction. Westerner 
Ib, winch trans $38,000, Fairgrounds In Red Deer, 
Invested, Comes wilh 12 Cal 403.346.3148 for 
wheel air ride trlaxle delails or sale catalogue. 
dollies equipped to move 
houses, 403.652-5844; PSYCHIC SERVICES 
403.652.1066, M Y S T I C A L 
FARMS CONNECTIONS 
Canada's Leading 
BUFFALO RANCH Psychics. Relationships, 
Quesnel, B,C, 1800 acres 
with approx, 88,000 m3 Finances. Career, 
old growth timber. $3,5 Guidance, .Live 8, 
million, Ca l La Roe confidential 24 
Bruehler or Virginia hrs/18+/$2,99 rain. 1-900. 
Doherty. Remax Ouesne 677-5872. Vlsa/MC 1. 
Realty (250) 992.7202, 8 77 .478 .  44  1 0 
E m a i I : www.mystlconneotlon,co 
oruehler@ goldcity.net, m, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
ALPINE STEEL 
BUILDINGS: "Factory 
Clearance" low coal, 
strong & reliable. Custom 
designed, free quotes, 
free 16 page brochure. 
Serving BC since 1991 
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 
1-800-565-9800, 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES, 
World's Largest Reseller, 
Era Stroman since 1979 
Call Nowl Buyers call 1- 
800-613-7987. Sellers call 
1-800-201-0864. E-mail: 
Info @ stroman.com. 
TRAILERS 
WE PAY CASH Instantly 
Ior 1984 and newer RV's, 
We also take trade.ins, 
consignments and have 
special finance packages 
available. Call Voyager 
RV Centre 1-800.668. 
1447 www,voyager.  
rv,com, 
T R U C ~  
"O DOWN 
Guaranteed ~' credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities. Repo's broken 
leases, heavy duty 
equipment. Take over 
payments, Free delivery, 
Call The Untouchables 
now. 1-800.993-3673, 
Vancouver 327.6377. 
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Terrace Pool offers 
course on boating safety 
IF YOU'RE going to operate aboat with a motor this sum- 
mer, get ready. The rules are changing. 
Starting September !5, 2002, all operators running a 
boat less than four metres long will be required to prove 
three things: That they've taken a boat safety course and 
have earned their new Pleasure Craft Operator Card, 
through an accredited training course. 
Seven years later, on September 15, 2009 all boat opera- 
tors will need the card to cruise the water. 
So what are you waiting for?Getting the card is easy. 
All you have to do is take a cours e at the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre, where local lifeguard Janet Watson teaches a Boat 
Operator Accredited Training (BIO.A,T,) Course; for en, 
thusiasts with all kinds of experience. 
Boaters with less than 10 years of experience should 
take an eight-hour course teaching all the needed naviga- 
tion regulations, basic boating rules, emergency resp0nses, 
and basic pleasure craft know-how. At the end o f  the 
course, everyone takes an exam and, hopefully, earns their 
lifetime operator card. 
Those with more than 10 years of boating experience 
can probably get by with a four-hour efresher course, to 
update you on the most recent regulations, before you take 
the exam. And, if you really think you're a pro; head to the 
pool, pick up a study guide and write the exam. But be 
warned, you need to get at least 75 per cent on the test to 
get the card! The courses run June 12 and 19 from 6 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. at the Terrace pool. Call the pool for more infor- 
mation. 
Pre-departure checklist 
KNOW your boat. Always make sure your vessel is in 
good working order and properly equipped. Avoid inconve- 
nience and potential danger by taking time to check these 
basic safety tips. 
• Adequate fuel supply 
• Adequate fluid levels 
• Engine maintenance manual handy 
• A fully charged battery 
Sports 
menu 
Saturday, June 3-4 
¢~Totem Saddle Club 
horse show at the 
Thornhill Community 
Grounds.  Summer  
games trials.. 
Sunday, June 4 
¢cBig Bros and Sisters 
Charity Golf Scramble at 
the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club. 
Saturday, June 10 
• :.'¢ Terrace Little Theatre 
Yuk Yuks Charity Golf 
Scramble at the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country 
Club, 
Sunday, June 11 
-2~McBike Cross Coun- 
try, Mountain Bike and 
Cross Country races Call 
McBike at 635-5225 for 
more information 
'2¢Totem Saddle Club 
Gymkhana at the Thorn. 
hill Community Grounds, 
Runs 11a.m. to1 p,m. 
with registration at 10:30 
a.m. 
• ;¢ Community Day at the 
Terrace Speedway, 
Saturday, June 24 
.:?( Pro-stock Invitational 
at the Terrace Speed- 
way. 
Sunday, June 25 
• ;¢Fathers Day at the 
Terrace Speedway,  
Give your dad an excuse 
to speed and spend the 
day at the local race 
track. 
June 2g-July 2 
~Men's  Open at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. A three- 
day tournament with a 
practice round sche- 
duled Thursday, June 
29, 
Canada Bay, July 1 
• ;'¢Terrace Drag Race 
Association races at the 
Terrace Kitlmat Airport. 
Continues Ju/y 2, 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu, fax us at 638- 
8432, attn: Sports menu, 
::;:::::::: 
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ALL GEARED UP: Terrace Lifeguard Chris Paziuk 
demonstrates some basic safety equipment required 
for safe boating. 
• Check the marine Weaiher forecast 
• Bilge pump works and a manual pump is available 
• Tools and spare parts stored properly 
Men's soccer 
heats up the field 
THE PUSH to be the best is tearing up 
the field in Terrace Senior Men's Soccer 
Association (TSMSA) play. 
Super BM is once again the domina- 
ting force, winning their first two games 
against FC Alcan and the Gitsequkla Ti- 
gers. 
But breathing down their neck is the 
Internationals, who, after finishing only 
six points behind Super BM last season, 
are looking for victory. 
The Internationals, with help from the 
league's leader in goals, Jonathan Pels- 
ter, have also won their fii'st two gables, 
knocking out Jock's Pipers and Ruins FC. 
Pelster bagged six goals in the two 
games. 
Men wanting to play in the league, but 
who didn't quite make the registration 
deadline, can be placed on a wait list by 
filling out a registration.form at the Ter- 
race Arena recreation office. 
The cost for registration is $65 for the 
season. 
For those who want to play in a more 
relaxed environment, he TSMSA also 
holds a weekly drop-in session at 7 pm on 
Thursdays at Skeena Junior Secondary. 
For more information c~ill, J~iccjUes 
Corstanje, 635-4368. 
I "Summer is closer than you think. 
Now's the time to join Weight Watchers:' 
- Sfll~lh. I)llr'llt','cs o f  )hr/~ ~~ \Vith [.2,3 Success, OLlr easJosk ])Jail (~VCI'. yOU 
can eat any food yotl crave and sti l l  lose we,gilt. 
, Ilow? We've assigned every rood a POINTS ® +51+ r + value- even pizza and ice c,'eam. Stay within 
your daily POINTS range and lose weight. 
' i Start now and inake this summer what it's 
! supl)osed to be: run! 
/ 
7 
(/ '  
ii 
Join now fez' '/z price and save $20. o0 
(;all 1.800-682-8011 for more information 
Knox I !ni led Churi 'h (Terra'('e) 4907 I,az(:lh! * Ttlt',s(lay 7:00 I)rn 
%alhl hi Ih' l l lsh {:(,hllnhJll rt,r {i IIIillh'll linl ' tl t ~IIIIHI,IliI(,II I ~t'l 'kJ~ J'i'p.'4 ii I I h .  S"  Illl[ Jll('hl(hql. 
,6)2(111(I ~,~el~hl ~%;Ih'hel'S Inl l ,r l lalhHlld. Inr.  O~l l , , r  t)l lilt, %% El( ; I rr  v~ YI'(:I IERS Ir ; idrnl l i rk.  ~11 r lgh ls  ri'sel'~,'(I. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
May 2000 PALACE May 2000 
Order of Ni~Ja'a tidal Cound. ~et'/ 
Royal Purple Ie~e Local I~  d C¢ar~54~ 
• lefr'do~ 
5 Terrace 
Skeena Junior Minor 
Seconda~ School Hockey 
Parent Auxiliary Association 
11 12Terrac e
Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School Minor 
Parent Advisory Hockey 
Council Association 
7 Terrace 8 Ten'ace 
canadian " elueback AnU-Poverty 
Paraplegk:Assodation Swim Club Group Sodel~ 
N0rlhwest Kitsumkalum Muks. Terrace Salm0nid 
Bulkley/Skeena kum.ol Siste¢]'~od ant
Region Elders Society Enhancement Society 
14 15 Anti.Poverty 
Gym~s~ Ou~ Group Sociely 
3 Canadian 
Paraplegic Assodalion 
Northwest 
Butkley/Skeena 
Region 
Terrace Minor 
Bem~enl Pr0~c~ Softball 
~derolE~s#425 Association 
18 19.rerrac e 20ca=~ n
Caledonia Senior -Minor Parap~gtc As~tat~ V~Bum~u 
No=11'~,~st 
Secondary School Hockey Bulkley/Skeena Royal Canadian 
Parent Council Association Region Legion #13 
Commune/ v r~ Domo~, 
Band K~ode F~n¢~:~ip 
Society 
Ni~ja'a]~ Cot~il. TerraeeYmth Socer 
Terrace I.~ As~t~ 
16 r°=e s i17 
and Big Sisters d S~ie~ 
Te~ace Ke~ F~ 
~'a Tdl~ Cound S~e~y 
• Telr~e L~ Te.ace Youth Soccer Assodalion 
Group Society ; 
Terrace Youth Ni~'a T~ Councilo 
Ambassador Te~ L~ 
Society 
4 T~ S,~le ~ 
P,A.C.ES. Day C~e 
~ielv 
Tecace SkalJng Oub 
25 
Skeena Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Auxiliary 
6 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
27cana+ 9R re~ce =..v Peaks 
ParapL~i~ As~oc~lior Gymnastic Club 
Northwest 
Bulkley/S~ena Terrace Ringette 
Region Association 
9~ Terrace 30'e,~.C~ 
,~ -Little Theatre Stoppers Soc~ 
Society 
First Nations K~hls 01C0Iu~I~ 
Women's 
Council 15419.Te~ 
i Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:OO p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS NO SMOKING AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace . . . . . . . . .  635.2411 
: BUY  THIS  YEAR'  EASON 
i ~ • ~ ~ ~  ~ ; !  ~ '~ i n q ~  I P ~ I P ~ l h F I  I LAS I YEAR'S  PR ICE!  
Buy now during our Annual Summer Earlybird Sale and save! 
But hurry special discounts are in effect only until June 16. 
Ask about our Pass-N-Sure season pass insurance plan. 
Mastercard and Visa welcome. Sorry, no Interac yet. 
BEG 
BME 
$549 
$349 
$269 
FREE 
$349 
PLUS GST PLUS GST 
r 
Application forms are available.at Action Sport & Cycle in Kit,mat, Kaien Sports Centre and Far West Sport & 
Cycle in Prince Rupert, All Season Source for Sports, Ruins Board Shop and Shames Mountain administrative 
office in Terrace. To order by mail, send form to Shames Mountain Ski Corporation, Box 119, Terrace V8G 4A2. To 
order by phone, call (250) 635-3773. Please have credit card ready. To order by fax, transmit completed form to(250) 
635-9773. To order by e-mail,m,r e-mail address is shamesnmuntain(/(,tehls.t~et, 
To order in person, drop by our downtown office at:4544 Lakelse Avenue in Terrace. 
Office hours: 9 am to noon; lpm to 4 pro. Monday through Friday until June 16 
BEG. 
BME 
$549 
$349 
$269 
S 99 
PLUS GST PLUS GST 
.... Si:t g ..... It 
MOUNTAIN l I 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care a t  
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
l[-1['t ] / - "~"  ~']E:]E: t 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
1-800-463-1128 
Hockey  5cht i ck  e TM by  3 'amle  Wayne and  graham Chevt -eau  Norm "s A uto 
ReR~ish ing  
*COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT 
CENTRE 
"UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
*I.C.B.C. REPAIRS O 
*FRAME REPAIRS 
Please Call 
635-3929 
1-800-463-1128 
4630 KEITH, TERRACE - NEXT TO GREYHOUND 
FAX: 635-3081 
